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FOREWORD


"Street Traffic Regulation," the first book on the subject, published in 
1909-nine years after actual work was begun and-six fears after the General 
Police Traffic Regulation-, were officially adopted in New York-led to immedi
ate international interest on account of what thev had accomplished in this 
country. 

- In the autumn of the same year the work was well started in Paris, but 
unforseen interference necessitated a return in 1910 and a-ain in 1912, when 
"Le Probl
me de la Circulation" was issued in the French language, 10,200 
copies being distributed to officials and drivers. This book put the matter 
in simple and concrete form, resulting in the Regulations being officially 
adopted in Paris on July 10, 1.912, followed by practically all of the recoin
mendations contained in the book being put into effect. 

In 1913-14, it was very generally reported that Traffic Regulation was 
better in Paris than in any city in the world. 

The war, unfortunately, lias largely undone what had been accomplished. 
This, however, can be easily and should be speedily remedied. 

The Council of National Defense, U. S. A.. through its Highways Trams-
port Committee, has devoted itself duripg the past eighteen months towards 
,'-e s
ai,-Iardization of General Ilighway Traffic Regulations. 

"The Science of Highway Traffic Regulation" brings the subject up to 
date, and if its precepts are followed will result in much saving of life, time 
and money. 

I take this opporl unity to correct a rather connuon misapprehension in 
regard to what the French papers have seen fit to call "Le Syst6me Eno." 
This system consists primarily in the education of the public in the Regula
tions which thev are expected to follow. It is because of this basic principle 
that the system has been successful -wherever -iven a fair trial. Secondarily, 
the system comprises the adoption of all. the plans, methods and principles 
contained in "The Science of Highway Traffic Regulation which will have 
accomplished its errand if it can drive its'lesson home. 

My sincere thanks are due to the 
nianv organizations, committees, indi
viduals and publications which have -iven valuable assistance in the work. 
Without such help. success would not have been possible. 

April 3, 1920. 



PART I 

General Highway Traffic Regulations


CHAPTERI


A. STANDARD 

The importance of Transportation war-
rants the creation of a new department of 
the United States Government under a Sec-
retary of Transportation. The Department 
should have three great subdivisions under 
the headings, Land, Water and Air, each 
being under an Assistant Secretary. These 
great subdivisions should again be sub-
divided as follows: Land into Railways 
and Highways; Water into Inland, Coast-
wise and Foreign; Air into such sub-divi-
sions as further experience may dictate. 
Each of these smaller sub-divisions should 
be under an official with the title of Direc-
tor. 

This refers, however, to Transportation 
of all kinds, whereas we are dealing here 
with Highway Transportation only. It is 
to be hoped that we shall soon have a Fed-
eral Highway Traffic Act, although the 
same object can be attained slowly by one 
state enacting a scientific Traffic Act and 
other states following, until our ahn, uni-
formity, is reached. 

If, however, the United States Govern-
ment should pass a Federal Highway Traf-
fic Act now, results could be obtained al-
most immediately. The Act should apply to 
the District of Columbia and to the terri-
tories and to all post roads. It would then, 
without interfering with states rights, be-
come National, since no vehicle could travel 
on a post road which did not comply with 
the Federal Act. (Note 1.) 

The Act should contain the "General 
Hi-',way Traffic Regulations with Direc-

TRAFFic ACT 

tions for Drivers and Pedestrians" com
piled for standardization and adopted by 
the Highways Transport Committee of The 
Council of National Defense, U. S. A., and 
approved by The National Highway Traffic 
Association. It should also contain ampli
fications of some of the provisions, as for-
instance, that on Lights and Sound Signals, 
(11,Tote 2) -which should be more explicit in. 
the Act than is required in the brief Regula
tions for distribution. 

The Act should also contain concisely all 
necessary conditions in regard to the use, 
construction, dimensions, equipment and 
registration of vehicles, and in regard to
 
examinations, permits and licenses of driv
ers, etc. Only one permit or license should 
be required for a driver and one registration 
number for a vehicle. (See Note 3.) 

All requirements of the Act should be-
comprehensive but concise, superseding ex
isting laws and conflicting ordinances. 

The Act should further provide measures: 
for legal enforcement of the Regulations by 
fines and imprisonment for serious cases-
especially when a "got away" is attempted-
after an accident. 

Many states and some organizations have 
already attempted to write an efficient High
way Traffic Act and in some cases the Stater 
Acts have been adopted, usually with the 
result of befuddling the - situation. Ther 
main object of all such instruments should 
be brevity, clarity and reasonableness. 

Until such a Federal Highway Traffic Act 
can be enacted or until a State Traffic Act 
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good enough to be copied by other states is 
adopted by one state, it would be well for 
each town and city to revoke existing ordi-

minces on Traffic and in their place pass the 
:folloiving simply-worded provision: 

The Police Department (or in a town 
Which has no Police Department, the 
Board of Selectmen, Town Manager or 
other competent authorities) are hereby 
authorized, empowered and ordered: 
To adopt and enforce the General High- 
way Traffic Regulations with Directions 
for Drivers and Pedestrians compiled 
for standardization and adopted by the 
Highways Transport Committee oi the 
Council of National Defense, and to di-

rect, control and regulate, and when 
necessary divert or exclude, in the in
terest of public safety, health and con
venience, the movement of pedestrian,
animal and vehicular traffic of every 
kind in streets, roads, parks and on 
bridges. 

Note 3: Refer to Part XI. letter front
Charles Thaddeus Terry. dt ted Feb. It), 1920.

_
ote 2: flarsli. confusimg
 ;laid ujinecessarily 
unpleasant 
ound signals should be probib
ited by law.Note 3: A distinction sl ould be inside between
those wh0 drive privatelautoniobiles without 
pay, those Who drive for pay and those vvho 
drive public automobiles which ply for hire.Driv rs of all three classes should be made to 
passcoxaminations, after which they should be 
given certificates of competency. Drivers of 
"' qeeotid class, in addition to certificates.should be given permits to drive, and those of 
the third class liceDSeS to drive. 

CITAPTEf? 2


CITE CODE oi
, GENERAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC EFGULATIO NS


-NECESSITY FOR STANDARDIZATION


The secret of successful Traffic 
public in the Regulations which 

General Highway Traffic Regulations are 
those which contain all things essential for 
the largest city and nothing superfluous for 
the smallest village. Such Regulations 
should be standardized and their general its, 
insisted upon throughout the Whole country, 
since without their use it is impossible to 
regulate traffic safely, or economically. Fail-
ure to realize this fact has always resulted 
in chaos and unnecessary loss of life. 

In the scientific regulation of traffic the 
first and most important step is the educa-
tion of those to be regulated. If this prin-
ciple is followed, the work of the police will 
be that of prompters and assistants of tbe 
individual rather than that of enforcers of 
the regulations. Drivers and pedestrians, 
once thev know their rights, will themselves 
become the real-regulators, as they Will TC-

sent infraction by those few-a constaritl'v 
diminishing mimber-qttemptingto override 
the rights of others. This was once a the-
ory, but to those familiar with traffic prob-

Regulation is art educating the 
they are expected to follow. 

lenis it has long since proven to be a fact. 
It is human nature, common sense, eeolioin
ical, and psychological. Again, if eduen
tional nitasaires are relaxed, traffic regula
tion goes backwards. Aluch of the present 
trouble in New York is directly traceable to 
this, as is the chaotic condition now reported 
in Paris. 

Tt has been no uncommon occurrence for 
the head of a police department, in order to 
camouflage his own culpability in failing to 
supply copies of the Regulatio us, to issue In 
order for the wholesale arrests of drivers for 
infraction of Regulations which they have 
not been given a practical chance to become 
familiar with. 

The Regulations should be printed in four-
page folders, 4 by 6 inches. Sufficient quan
tities should always be kept at police sta
tions to be furnished on application and 
every driver before receiving his permit or 
license to drive should be required to pass 
in examination on these Regulations and 
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to carry a copy with him at all times when 
operating a car. Every policeman should 
not only habitually carry a supply of the 
Regulations in his pocket to be given to 
violators but he should mark with a cross 
the section violated. Provision should be 
made for distribution of copies of the Regu-
lations to school children, who should be 
required to pass an examination on them, 
especially that part in relation to pedes-
trians, 

The regulations, also printed on large 
placards about 14 by 20 inches, should be 
required to be displayed in prominent places, 

in all public garages, stables, schools, station 
houses, and other available public buildings 
and on standards in the streets. 

The value of the Regulations is perhaps 
95 per cent education and 5 per cent en-
f orcenient. 

The police work necessary is in inverse 
proportion to the education of the public. 

It can be set down as a traffic axiom that 
familiarity with the printed Regulations is 
the key to effective and economical traffic 
management. There is no substitute. It is 
easy to control a trained army, but next to 
impossible to regulate a mob. 

The Highways Transport Committee is 

trying to arrange, either with the Govern
nient Printing Office or with the printer who. 
has done the work so far, to furnish the 
plates to any town, city, or state at a rea
sonable price, including insertion of name of 
town, city, or state. In this way the ex
pense and trouble of typesetting can be 
avoided and the printing done locally, in
suring uniforinity in appearance as well as. 
standardization in wording. 

The committee have found a yellow paper 

with smooth surface which does not tear-
easily and is excellent for the, folders. The 
plw_,ards should be about 14 by 2011, printed 

in large ty, pe on yellow cardboard. 

In addition to the folders and placards of 
General Regulations, every city would do, 
well to issue a small pamphlet in which are 
set forth the penalties provided for infrac
tion of the Regulations, the laws governing 

speed, lights, sound signals and other equip-
i-nent. The pamphlet should also give pre
cise information as to how drivers' permits 

or licenses and vehicular registration may be 
obtained; the regulations for approach to 
and departure from each theater and place 
of public assembly, a list of the one-way 
traffic streets, cab fares, etc. The pamphlet 
should be obtainable on application at any 
police station. 



------------------------------------------------------------

EDUCATION IS THE KEY TO REGULATION 

GENERAL

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC REGULATIONS


WITH DIRECTIONS FOR DRIVERS AND PEDESTRIANS

COMPILED FOR STANDARDIZATION AND ADOPTED BY


THE HIGHWAYS TRANSPORT COMMITTEE OF

THE COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE, U. S. A.


MAY S. IeI9


ISSUED BY THE


[Space left for name of Town, City or State]

DEFINITIONS. 

"Hikkway" -an	 S/reet or, Road used as a Public th~ughfare.

"Roadway" -that port q/ a highwayfor the use oftehi, les.


!Sidiwalk` 	 -1kal Part ofa hikhway or parkjor the use ol pedestrians 

C7oss7valk"-1kotl5ar1 o/ a roadway, marked or understood, upon which f 
Pedestrians -should cross. D 

"Safety Zone" -that i5at ofa roadwavfrom which vehicles, unless con- I 
fined t, rails, are e-rcluded. a 

.IX :'Curb"-the edge ol a oadway, marked or understood. Z 

 'Lintil 1-ines- -boundaries ofranki,g orparking areas, safety or danger 

_U zones, c7ossualks, etc. 
"T
-ehz'cle"-a,,vonveyatce,inclitdi,igahorse. flandorfoolfirofielledcon

-X vevance, did skaie,s are regadedas vehicles when on a roadway but as 
pedestia,,s when on a sidewalk or c, ossing, a roadway on a crosswalk. a 

a "Street (Railwav) Car'l-any l5ublir service vehicle confined to rails on z 
roadway. 3 

"llorse"-any saddle or harness aninial. 
:'Driver'l-any, Person in control of a vehicle. 
,:One- Way Traffic"-fraffic restricted to one direction. 
Ranking"-standing vehicles behind one another parallel with cu, b. 

I.Parking"-standing vehicles alongside one another at an angle to curb. 

PEDESTRIANS MUST AVOID CARELESS WALKING AND ESPECIALLY 
OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS TO INSURE SAFETY AND 
AVOID UNNECESSARY INTERFERENCE WITH ONE ANOTHER AS 
WELL AS WITH VEHICLES. 

1. 	 Keep to the right on sidewalk, crosswalk, roadway and passageway (but in highway without 
sidewalk, keep to left, so as to have cleat view of approaching traffic). 

2. Observe traffic before stepping from curb and keep off roadway except when crossing. 
0 3. Cross roadway at a right angle (never diagonally) and if reasonably possible on a crosswalk. 
2 4. Watch for traffic officer's signal and heed traffic signs and limit lines. 0 
W 5. Stand on sidewalk or within safety zone while waiting for a street car or bus.2 

6.' Face and step towards front of street car when alighting. 
0 7. When necessary to pass behind a street car watch out for traffic, 

8. On alighting from a street car or other vehicle, observe traffic before moving. 
S. Enter and leave a car-stop safety zone at crosswalk only. 

10. Do not stand in the middle of a sidewalk but on one side and out of the way of other persons,

L0 11. Do not loiter on a crosswalk or before a public entrance.


12. 	 When sidewaNsare narrow use the one on the right. 
13, 	 Do not walk more than two abreast on a crosswalk or congested sidewalk, nor more than 

three abreast on any part of any highway. 
14. 	 Hand or loot propelled conveyances and skaters must observe regulations for VEHICLES when 

on roadway, butdirections for PEDESTRIANS when on sidewalk or crossing on crosivalks, 

- - - SPECIAL VIGILANCE AT NIGHT 



DRIVERS SHOULD AID IN REGULATING TRAFFIC 

The following Regulations for vehicles (including street cars in so far 
as their being on rails will permit) shall be observed by the drivers 
thereof, who shall Promptly comply with all orders by voice, hand or 
whistle from the police as to starting, stopping. slowing, approaching or 
departing from any place, the manner of taking up or setting down 
passengers and the loading or unloading of anything. 

Vehicular or pedestrian traffic may be diverted by the police to avoid 
congestion or to promote safety and convenience. 

ARTICLE 1. RECKLESS DRIVING IS UNLAWFUL AND INCLUDES: 
SECTION 1. Driving any vehicle when not legally qualified to do so U) 

or when intoxicated, or when for any other reason not competent t Z 
drive properly. 

-3 SEC. 2. Driving any vehicle when it is not under practical control, 
In especially at crosswalks and roadway intersections or Junctions. U)U)
10 SEC. 3. Failing to exercise due care in crossing or entering the traffic m. 

of another roadway-bearing in mind that it is obligatory not to inter
rupt the traffic of the more important thoroughfare unnecessarily. 

SEC. 4. Driving any vehicle across or into a safety zone. 
W SEC. 5. Exceeding a reasonable, considerate and safe speed rate under 
14' existing conditions or the speed rate established by law. 0 
0 SEC. 6. Violating any of the following Regulations so as to cause 

danger or failing to take every reasonable precaution for safety or to 
obey any order of a traffic officer or any direction indicated by official 
traffic sign or limit line. 

ARTICLE II. PASSING, TURNING, AND KEEPING NEAR CURB 
SECTION 1. A vehicle passing or being passed by another shall not 

occupy more than its fair share of the roadway. 
SEC. 2. A vehicle meeting another shall pass to the right. 
SEC. 3. A vehicle overtaking another shall pass to the left, but must 

not interfere with traffic from he opposite direction, nor pull over to the 
right b efore entirely clear of the overtaken vehicle-but in overtaking. 
streetcar, pass to the right ifclearway permits.

SEc. 4. A vehicle turning into a roadway to the right shall keep close 
W to the right-hand curb. 
Ir 

Z 

0 SEC. 5. A vehicle turning into a roadway to the left shall pass IL 
r'd around the central point of intersection of the two roadways, 

0 

except when directed by the traffic officer to pass in front of the cen- W 
J_ tral point of intersection, 

THUS 

and except when its turn-g radius will not permit passing around the 
central point of intersection without backingprovided the vehicle slows 
down or stops and signals effectively. 

EXTRA CARE ON SLIPPERY PAVEMENT 



THE POLICE ARE THE OFFICIAL REGULATORS 

SEC. 6. A vehicle shall keep as near as practicable to the fight ])and 
curb-the slower the speed the nearer the curb. 

SEC. 7. A vehicle cruising for fares shall proceed fast enough not to 
impede following traffic. 

SFc. 8. A vehicle on a roadway divided longitudinally by a parkway, 
walk, sunkenway, viaduct, safety zone, or cab stand, shall keep to the 
right Of such division. 

SEC. 9. A vehicle passing around a circle, oval or other form of 
centralized obstruction, shall keep to the right of such obstruction. 

ARTICLE III. STOPPING, RANKING OR PARKING, WAITING, 

OBSTRUCTING TRAFFIC, BACKING AND FOLLOWING, 

SECTION 1. A vehicle shall stop near the right hand curL, only, 
except on a one-way traffic roadway where it may stop at either curb 
if the roadway is wide enough for three vehicles abreast. This 

(0) rule shall not apply to a designated rankingor parking space. 
W SEC. 2. A vehicle shall not stop on a crosswalk nor within a road

way intersection except in an emergency. 0 
0 SEC. 3. A street car shall not stop within five (5) feet of a street 
, car ahead. 0 
0 2 
M SEC. 4. A vehicle shall neither rank nor park so as to prevent the free 
Ll 
I.- passage of other vehicles in both directions at the same time; nor in '. 
M one direction on a "one-way traffic" roadway; nor with any part of it or > 
2 of its load extending beyond limit lines; nor within ten (10) feet of a 00 

fire hydrant. 0 

SEC. S. A vehicle waiting in front of an entrance to a building or ' W 
a transportation station shall promptly give place to a. arriving vehicle. 11 

SEC. 6. A vehicle, when another vehicle is waiting to take its place, Z" 
shall not remain in front of the entrance to a building or transporta- 0 
tion, station, except while expeditiovisly loading or unloading, and, if 
horse-drawn and with four wheels, the horse shall stand parallel with 
the curb, faced in the direction of traffic. 

SEC. 7. A vehicle shall not occupy a roadway so as to obstruct traffic. 
SEC. 8. A vehicle shall not back to make a turn if doing so will 

obstruct traffic but shall go to a place with clearway enough for the 
purpose. 

SEC. 9. A vehicle shall not follow another too closely for safety. 

ARTICLE IV. OVERTAKING STREET CARS. 
(W.ER. NO C.R-STO-A,

-O.. 0. II.TrO.. S 1ROVI-D) U) 

A vehicle overtaking a street car, stopped to take up or set down 4 
4 passengers, shall stop or pass very slowly, carefully and considerately, 3' 
0 not approaching said car nearer than eight (8) feet in any direction. j< 

ARTICLE V. RIGHT OF WAY. 

SECTION 1. A vehicle shall facilitate the right-of-way of Police 
Department and Emergency Repair vehicles of Public Service Corpora
tions and Ambulances when in performance of duty but this shall not 
rdieue such vehicles from consequences of carelessness. 

SEC. 2. A vehicle, on the approach of fire apparatus, shall move out 
of its way or stop so as not to interfere with its passage. 

SEC. 3. A vehicle in front of a street car, upon signal, shall imme
diately get off the track. 

RECKLESS DRIVING IS INEXCUSABLE 

f 
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ESSARY FOR RESULTS 

1. SIGNALS. 
accidents, must observe traffic, exer
or by some other effective method 0 

ng; and, before turning, especially 0 
of the turn by the signal. 

EC. 2. Drivers when approaching or entering a curve or highway 

Z intersection or junction or coming to the top of a hill, if roadway 15 0Z 
4 obscured, must use sound signal effectively and go slow. D 

SEC. 3. Drivers when crossing a crosswalk must go slow, take care, M' 
and signal when necessary to insure safety. 

SEC. 4. Police whistle signals indicate by-
One Blast-that approaching traffic shall stop behind crosswalks; Z 

U) Two Bla.t.-that halted traffic shall proceed; 2 

Three or more Blasts-approach of fire apparatus or other danger.
Z 
a SEC. 5. Vehicles must be equipped with lights and sound signals a U) 
Fn 	 prescribed by law, but sound signals shall not be used except for neces-S 

sary traffic warning. A moderate speed will reduce need for noisy 9 
signals. < 

ARTICLE VII. RESTRICTIONS IN REGARD TO VEHICLES. 
SECTION 1. A vehicle shall not be used when it is so constructed, 

enclosed, equipped or loaded as to be dangerous, to scatter its contents, 
retard traffic, or prevent the driver from having a view sufficient for 
safety; or when it is so loaded with iron or other material as to create 
load noises while in transit, or when it is loaded with any material 
extending beyond its rear without being provided with a red flag by 
and a red light at night on the rear end of the load. 

SEC. 2. A vehicle unless confined to raiis shall not tow more than U)
one other vehicle and no tow connection shall be more than sixteen . 

'0 feet in length, without authorization by law or official permit. 0 
r SEC. 3. A motor vehicle left standing, without driver in charge, shall 
2 not be in such a condition as to prevent its being rolled out of the 

way in case of emergency, but it shall have its motor stopped and 
effectively secured against being started, its emergency brake set, and, S 

M if on a hill, its front wheels turned in the direction of the curb. 
. SEC. 4. A vehicle intended for commercial purposes shall not be 'n 
'W driven by anyone less than sixteen years of age. a 

SEC. 5. No one shall ride upon or hold on to the rear of a vehicle 
M without the driver's consent. 4 

SEC. 6. Coasting is prohibited where dangerous. 
SEC. 7. Opening a motor muffler cut-out on a highway within a city 

or village, or within 500 feet of a dwelling, school, church or hospital 
is prohibited. 

SEC. S. Dense smoke from motors is prohibited. 

ARTICLE VIII. CONTROL, TREATMENT AND CONDITION OF HORSES. 
SECTION 1. A horse shall not be unbridled nor left unattended in a 

u, highway or unenclosed area, without being safely fastened, unless bar-
m nessed to a vehicle with wheels so secured as to prevent the horse F-

from moving faster than a walk. 
Z SEC. 2. No one shall ride, drive or lead a horse on a slippery pave
< ment, unless the horse is property shod to prevent falling; over-load, 

over-drive, over-ride, ill-treat or unnecessarily whip any horse; crack 'Z' 
or so use a whip as to excite any other one's horse, or so as to annoy 0 

0 interfere with or endanger any person; or use a horse unless fit for it, 
work, free from lameness or sores likely to cause pain, and without any 'M 
vice or disease likely to cause accident, injury or infection. 

SEC. 3. A led or ridden II'orse should be approached slowly and

extra care and consideration, particularly by motor vehicles.


ABOVE ALL USE COMMON SENSE AND CARE 
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Note 1, Article I : Special stres's is here laid 
on the necessity for caution heart,, exercised at 
crossings, roadway intersections, and iunctio;
s' 
where most of the accidents ]Allen. If there 
were no other article or section in the regulfi-
tions. familiarity Nvith laid observance of this 
one doubtless would eliminate the majority of 
trathe accidents. 

Note 2, Article IV: Combines the ndvant8ges 
,Died avoids the faults of the many forms used 
in various cities. Eight feet is the clearance 
space required in New York, being all that is 
necessary for one line of vehicles and therefore 
logical and reasonable. Making this space 
more their 81 is unreasonable, and therefore 
practically unenforelble, increasing danger in-
stead of minimizing it. It tends o tempt 
drivers to speed up just before a street car 
stops and at a place where the street car 
obstructs their view of vehicles eonlia.1-1 
through the cross streets. This caused 
ralany collisions at intersections. 

Note 3, Article V: The general clause on 

HOW TO MAINTAIN UNIFORATITY 

The accompanying General Highway Traf-

fie Begulations, with Directions for Drivers 

and Pedestrians, if changed without the ap-

proval of the Council of National Defense 

through its Highways Transport Committee, 

may not be utilized as officially approved by 

theCoun.cil(seenote.) Organizatiovsoffleials, 

and individuals are invited to send in criti-

cisms or suggestions, addressing same to the 

Highways Transport Coinmittee of the Coun-

oil of National Defense, Washington, D. C. 

Such changes and criticisms will be consid-

ered carefully by the Hi
 .ghways Transport 

Cominittee and adopted or rejected at ,,,t-

ings to be held periodically for this purpose. 

Tn order to understand what the Council 

of National Defense is trying to do it is 

necessary to know first what had previously 

been done toward the object now being 

sought. 

After trying in vain for over three years 

to got a suitable ordinance on traffic passed 

in New York City, it was discovered that 

the police already had sufficient power and, 

moreover, were absolutely ordered by the 

City Charter to regulate traffic. And so on 

October 30, 1903, the first printed traffic 

regulations were issued as police regulations 

right of way has been omitted to secure 
greater safety which is obtainable only 
through care exercised At crosswalks, inter
sections, and jinictions. (See Article 1.) The 
elimination of the right-of-way clause has been 
decided upon only -Lfter exhaustive attempts 
to give everyone a chance to express an 
opinion, find in the scores of letters received 
there was no protest against it. 

The rule in New York of giving right-of
way to vehicles goals, north and south over 
those going east find west i., fairly satisfactory 
there, find that of giving the right-of-way to 
a vehicle off the right works well enough when 
the traflic is light, but if carried out where 
trfiffic is dense it results in i if inevitable and 

aimmediate tie-up, besides giving overlinport
;ince to traffic off ,mail streets over that on 
thorongbfares. After all is said. there seems 
to be a practical consensus of opinion of those 
competent to judge that it is far safer to do 
without any general clause off right-of-way. 

and not as in ordinance. On July 10, 1912, 

these regulations were officially adopted in 

Paris, and they have been reported as being 

used in a proposed set for London. 

Between October 30, 1903, and the present 

time practically all the cities of the United 

States, and many in foreign countries, have 

adopted printed traffic regulations, every set 

of which has been founded on those in use 

in New York. Although codification of the 

regulations has ordinarily been intrusted to 

officials or committees to put in the form of 

an ordinance, they should never be in the 

form of an ordinance, but their adoption 

should be authorized by an ordinance, 2, city 

charter, or a State law. This unfortunate 

habit of different cities making their own 

traffic regulations has resulted in much eon-

fusion and danger. 

The New York regulations have been 

many times revised, and in November, 1918, 

the Highways Transport Committee of the 

Council of National Defense began a further 

revision, which was sent bro-adeast through

out the country asking for suggestions and 

recommendations. This movement met with 

great response, scores of letters coming back, 

some approving the regulations without com

ment and others containing well-thought-out 
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suggestions, many of which have been 
adopted. 

Besides this, most of those who assisted in 
former revisions of the New York regula-
tions also assisted in this one. 

In the revised regulations the word I'Di-
rections," 'when applied to pedestrians, has 
been used instead of "Regulations," because 

it is not possible to make brief regulations 
for pedestrians drastic enough for all con-
ditions as well as reasonable at all tinies. 
As no law or regulation is advisable which 

call not reasonably be enforced, we must 
rely on education of pedestrians through di-
reetions which appeal to common sense. 

The first part of the foregoing Regula-

tions is devoted to "Definitions." The see-

ond part is devoted to "Directions to Pedes- 
trians," covering the most important points 

in 	 connection with the cautioning of the 
public. 

"In the compilation of the General High-
way Traffic Regulations and their revisions, 

credit is especially due to Mr. S. W. Tay
lor, Editor of the Rider and Driver who has 
continuously and ably assisted from the 
beginning, to Capt. A. R. Piper and Mr. 
F. IT. Bugher, both of whom worked on the 
Regulations during their tenure of office as 
Deputy Police Commissioners in charge of 
Traffic, to Professor Arthur H. Blanchard, 
President of the National Highway Traffic 
Association, to Mr. Justice Siddons of the 
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia 
and formerly Chairman of the District Com
missioners, to Mr. W. H. Dumont of Paris, 
to Mr. Joltrain, for many years head of 
the Traffic Branch of the Police Depart-
Luent of Paris and to Mr. L. L. Robinson, 
Secretary of the Highways Transport Com
inittee of the Council of National Defense 
and to many others who from time to tinie 
have given the Regulations close study." 

Note: In the reorganization of the Council 
of 	 National Defense on a peace basis, the 

hways Transport Connuittee is now Linder
I'hieg nanie of The Transportation Section of 
the U. S. Council of National Defense. Should 
the work eventually be transferred to some 
ot]),1, governolental organizations public notice 
will be given. 

For further details on the subject of this 
chapter, read Chapter 6 of Part TX. 
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PART II 
Traffic Guides 

Next in, importance to familiarity with the printed Regulations by the Public 
are the Traffle Guides, consisting of Lines, Signs, StaMards, Bumpers, Dummy 
Cops, Seviaphores, Crowsnests, Lights, etc., which can be econontically. and 
should be extensively einployied to guide the activities of both pedestrians and 

drivers. 
CHAPTER 1 In commencing the regulation of traffic by 

LINES lines in a city, select the most important 
Lines in or on the pavement should be places first; these will furnish an object 

used to define crosswalks, parking and rank- lesson to the public. It is, however, worth 
ing spaces, sftfety and other restricted zones, more in safety and convenience than it costs 
etc., on roadways, and can also be employed to gradually extend the lines to crosswalks, 
to great advantage on sidewalks in con- restricted zones and ranking and parking 
gested areas to prevent certain parts of the spaces pretty generally. 
walk from being blocked by people standing For localions of lines, see diagrams in 
still or loitering, as for instance on 5th Ave- Part IV, Chapters 2, 6 and S. 
nue, where during the noon hour the walks
,ire CHAPTER 2

almost impassable on account of tho 
overflow from manufactories. SIGNS 

It is alwavs well to use paint lines in ex- -Until a few years ago the only highway 
perimenting.I If the surface is dry and traffic signs were those at crossroads and 
clean when the paint is applied and if the junctions, giving the distance and direction 
paint is composed of the right material,, it to other towiis and villages. 
ivill last much longer than one would think, In Noveinber, 1903, one hundred blue -,laid 
-is already proven by experiment. It is a White enameled signs, directing slow-nioving 
question whether it is not best ordinarily to vehicles to keep near the right-hand eurb, 
use paint, because lines in the pavement re- were put in use in -New York. These were 
quire different pavement materials, making probalil'v the first trnffic regulation signs 

the joints liable to give out in time. How- ever used. 
ever, where safety or neutral zones are so 
located that vehicles do not often run over 
the Joints, lines in the pavement itself are 
better as thev avoid the necessity of repaint
ing. The initial cost of painting consists 
largely in the time and skill required in White on Blue. 

marking out accurately. After that, if re- An improved form is given below: 
touching is (lone promptly, the cost of main
tenance is very small, even where traffic is 
the heaviest. Paint lines should be at least 
four inches wide and two costs are neces
sary to start them properly. When lines are 
to be painted on -wooden pavenient. shellac 
thoroughly before applying paint. Yellow on Black. 



'These signs have proven very useful and 

their number has greatly increased in New 

York but, curiously, other cities, except 

London, have not appreciated iheir educa-

tional advantages. 

Within the past decade traffic signs have 
multiplied in numbers and in variety. They 

are of all sizes, colors, shapes and wording,
accordin to individual fancy. This is, of 

9 
course, confusing and unnecessary. 

Everything that has to do with traffic 

should, as far as feasible, be uniforni-sigils 

as well as printed regulations. (Insurance 
companies will some time come to interest 

themselves in this fact.) 

Signs should denote their meaning as far 

as practical by shape and by color. There 

should be only two colors on any one sign-
one for the background and the other for 

the letters and graphics. 

Experiment proves that black with yellow 

and red with white are the colors most 

easily seen when used in combination. Yel-

low on black is better than black oil vellow, 

especially at night, as this coinbination 

shows the sailic at night as in the (la'v. 
Primary signs are those for warning and 

directing moving 'vehicles and should have 

vivid yellow letters, arrows or graphies oil a 

black background. Signs for distance are 

included in primary signs. 

Secondary signs are those for stationay 'v 

vehicles, designating public parking spaces, 

cabstands, car aiid bus stopg, etc., and 

should have the colors reversed, i. e. black 

Oil yellow. 

Tertiary signs ire those for the control of 

pedestrians, designating crosswalks, safety 

zones, etc., and should have red letters, ar

rows or graphics oil a white background. 

The combination of these colors in any 

signs for other purposes than official traffic 

signs should be prohibited near tbe eurb in 

city streets and on any part of a country 

road. 

There seems to be a growing opinion 

among inotorists that signs of warning 

should be simplified, and that perhaps one 

sign of general caution would be better than 

many, for the reason that if warned against 

some special danger one is apt to look for 

that only And forget others quite 'AS ini

portant. 

A sign with the word "SLOW"-even 
-abbreviated to IISLOYY--is sufficient for 
t

most purposes, and having but three letters,


they can be larger.


Yellow oil BlaeL. 

Or signs with "SL611 at the top in cry 

large letters, then a graphic and below it 

what the graphic is intended to represent in 

smaller letters. 

Yellow on Dlacl
. 

Yellow on Black. 



Where desired to state a special reason for 
caution-as the proximity of a school or 
hospital, the words I I Care-Sehool or 

Quiet-Hospital" is sufficient. 

Yellow on Black. 

General speed regulations should be Na
timial, but each state, city, town or village 
should have the right to limit speed rates 
locally at dangerous points by means of 

signs, preferably lighted at night. 

Yellow on Black. 

One-Way Traffic signs should be of the 
following pattern and 6'-611 to the bottom 
of the sign so as not to interfere with head 
room but to be seen over the heads of pedes- 
trians. Tbev should be on every corner of 
a One-lVny Traffic street. The signs would 
cost but a fraction of a policeman's pay 
and be far better, especially as a policeman 
can not always be in attendance. 

Yellow on Black. 

Rotary Traffic signs at street intersections 
or junctions should be of the following pat

tern and about 4' to the bottom of the sign. 

12 

Yellow on Black. 

DrIvewiys across the sidewalk to the en
trance of a building should have signs show
ing way to enter and way to come out. 

Yellow on Black. 

The signs already given are all the Pri
mary Signs necessary or desirable. The fol
lowing are Secondary signs with yellow 
background and black letters. 

RKING 
SPACE 

Black on Yellow. 

There are now many signs in use in rela
tion to parking which do not mean what 
they say, owing to ignorance as to the defi
nition of parking. (See Chapter 2, Part 1, 
the two last definitions.) As for exainpic: 

Improperly worded signs. 
The preceding signs are intended to mean 

"do not 'park' or Irank' here." Proper 
signs for the purpose are: 

Black on Yellow. 



If it is desired that vehicles shall not been lost sight of, however, that if heavy 
stop at all at a certain place, the second standards are knocked over they are very 
sign is the one to use. apt to cause serious injury to pedestrians 

Car and Bus Stop signs should be placed and vehicles. 
W-611 to the bottom of sign. Formerly wbere there was a row of stand

ards at Safety-Car-Stop zones they were 
often connected with ropes and even with 
chains, iron rods or pipes. Such connec
tions are a source of danger because if one 
standard is knocked over the others are apt 

Black 01) Yellow. to be pulled down with it. 

Cabstand signs 61-611 to bottom. Portable traffic standards should be only 
sufficiently heavy to keep them in place in 
a high wind. 

The base of the standard should be in the 

S form of an elongated circle to prevent roll-

R 4 ing if knocked down. 

Black on Yellow. 
'there remain now only tertiary signs-

those for the direction of pedestrians
wbich should be red on a white background. 6'
 _ 4
The most necessary of these is the one t" 
denote the location of crosswalks, as fol

The base should ha-
 a round hole in the

lows: 

CRISSWAL center to receive the iron pipe which should 
be secured by a set screw or rivet. The 

KEIP TO THE RIGHT iron pipe should not be screwed into the 
base as the thread weakens it, resulting in 

Red oil White. expense for replacements. Steel pipe is 
No sign sbould have "Police Depart- better than iron as it does notbend easily. 

ment" or anv other words on the face ex- In some instances a hickory or other hard
cept those necessary to express its meaning. wood stick is better than metal, as for ex-

Any such extra information, if insisted simple, for danger flags at street excava

upon, should be on the back of the sign or tions. The base should be cast with a col 
on the standards lar, to bold the pipe securely in a vertical 

CHAPTER 3. position.


TRAFFIC STANDARDS

Portable Traffle Standards are usually 'Mzzal 1 7amm,


made of iron pipe about IY411 in diameter The height of the portable standard 
and 4' high, with a round iron base. should not exceed 4'-6" unless it be one for 

Lately many standards have been made a lanip to be used inside a restricted zone, 
larger, heavier, and higher, on the theory remote from its border, where the chance of 
that they are harder to knock over. It has its being knocked over is small. 
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The top of the standard should be fitted 
with an upright ring easily removable, to be 
replaced when necessary, by a lanip socket, 
bracket or sign.-

The bases and tops of portable standards 
should be painted bright red. The pipes 
with black and white bands from 8 inches 
to 12 inches wide. The top and bottom 
bands should be -white. 

Wherever a portable standard is used, a 
white disc considerably larger than the base 
of the standard should be painted on the 
pavement to insure the accurate placing of 
the standard, to afford it protection and to 
increase its visibility. 

Stationary traffic standards on sidewalks 

should be placed one foot from the curb, the

pipe being let into the sidewalk and set in 
cement. The iron pipe for stationary signs 
should be heavier than that for portable 
standards. The signs should be fastened to 
the top of the pipe by a dowel. The dis-
tance from the ground to the bottoni of the 

sign should be 6 feet 6 inches. St,-jtjojia11v 
standard should be of a neutral color. 

CHAPTER 4 
TRAFFIc Buivipms oil MuRHRoOAIS 

The Traffic Buinper or Mushroom is a de
vice for indicating, sometimes in conjunction 
with lines in or on the pavement, the limits 
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of restricted zones and for marking points 
on the pavement -%vhich should be travelled 
around, as for instance, at the point of in
tersection of central lines of two, streets 
which cross each other at approximately 
right angles. The bumper consists of an 
iron disc 181, in diameter and 41 high. Care 
should be taken to corrugate the surface so 
that it will not be slippery and in order 
that it may retain paint. As in the case 
of signs, it can not be too strongly urged 
not to put any letters or directions on them, 
as these produce a smooth surface which is 
invariably slippery and which will not hold 
the paint. It is -well to cast a hole in the 
center of a bumper into which eaii be in-
sorted a stick for a flag or ball for the par-
pose of further visibility. 

Bumpers should.be kept painted white and 
should also stand on a disc painted -,vhite so 
that thev can be easilv seen. 

Several designs have been made for light
ing bumpers by electricity. This, h"wevey, 
makes them casily breakable. If lighted, 
the holes in them should be filled Avith glass 
vault lights which are coniparativel'y strong 
and will prevent the dust from Obscuring 

the light. 
A bumper should not be used at the ceii

ter of an intersection of streets which cross 
each other at -,in angle not practically a 
right angle, etc. (See next chapter.) 

CHAPTER 5

THE Du-mmy Cop


The Duninip Cop consists of a post de
signed as a substitute for a traffic offieer. 
The first drawing of a DummY Cop was 



published December 24, 1904, the design be-
ing still in extensive use in some states. 

There are many models of Dummy Cops, 

most of them equipped with a red flag dur-
ing the day and a red lamp at night. Thou-
sands of Dummy Cops are now in use and 
their number is constantly increasing. In 
fact, the Dummy Cop is far more effective 
and certainly more economical than anY 
policeman other than a thoroughly trained 
and intelligent traffic officer. 

The best colors for Dummy Cops are the 
same as those for traffic standards. A traf 
fie standard is as effective as an.), other de
sign of Dummy Cop. Wording or arrows 
are superfluous. The Dummy Cop should 
ilways stand on a good sized white disc to 

add further visibility and to insure accuracy 
of position. 

In many places, especiallysince the Dummy 
Cop has proven so popular, permanent struc

tures with lamps and signs, many of them 
ornamental. as well as useful, have been 
built at the intersections of roadways in 
city and country. If permanent structures 
are to be used, the bases should be of such 
form as to deflect the. wheels of vehicles 
striking them, and these bases should be 

kept painted white except for about 6 to 12 
inches at the bottom, which should be 
painted red. 

A Dummy Cop (and the same may be 
said of a traffic bumper) should not be used 
at the center of intersection of streets which 
cross each other at an angle not practically 
a right angle as this practice makes the left-
hand turn too acute. However, they may be 
used to advantage but more than one will 
be required at each interseetion, according 
to local conditions. 

CHAPTER6

SEMAPHORES


The so-called "Go-Stop" semaphores now 
in general use are not practical in their 
present form because the signs on them have 

no neutral position. If the signs could be 

-A Defe(-tive Seia
 phore. It always indi
cates "Stop" or Co.:! The signs should have 
a neutral positioli. 
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turned or dropped down so they could not be 

seen, the semaphore could be left in posi-

tion when there was no traffic officer present 

and so serve as a Dummy Cop. It is a ques-

tion, however, whether a semaphore is not 

more of a hindrance than a help in regu-

lating traffic. It certainly is no material 

help to an experienced traffic officer and it 

is doubtful whether it improves the work of 

an inexperienced officer. An inexperienced 

officer is, after all, not nearly as good as a 

Dummy Cop, which, at least, does not inter-

fere with traffic by incomprehensible ges-

tures which tend to unnecessarily delay and 

confuse both drivers and pedestrians. 

One of the objections to the use of the 

"Go-Stop" signal is that the traffic officer 

often fails to turn it promptly. When it is 

Considered that the hours of duty are long 

and tedious, it is not to be wondered at that 

the officers are sometimes a little absent

minded. Another difficulty is that when a 

signal is turned against traffic the officer is 

often obliged to beckon individual vehicles 

forward in order to facilitate their move

ment. This necessarily results in uncer
taint 

y, as the drivers do not know whether 
to obey the semaphore or the hand signal 

of the traffic officer. The "Go-Stop" 

semaphore for individual work is not as 

good as the hand because the semaphore 

signals all vehicles in sight to go in one 

direction and to stop in another, while the 

hand of in officer can signal to them indi

vidually -aid weave them in and out with

out causing imnecessary delay. 

The "Go-Stop" semaphore should be dis-
continued absolutely unless it can be so con-
structed that it will be practical to place its 

sigus in a neutral position. 

There is really no reason why a senvi
phore should display the -word "Go" at all. 

It is better to let traffic move when not for-

hidden to do so and thus reduce the com-

plicatious of construction of the semaphore 

by displaying only the one sign " Stop. 

The following drawing shows one method 

of construction by which the signals call be 

placed in a neutral position. The handle 

turns the semaphore through an angle of 

90 degrees when revolving around the shift, 

and when it is desired to turn the signals 

flat to the ground in a neutral position the 

handle is shilply pushed up. Notice the 

wooden platform 811 high and 4' square 

which covers the iron base of the stand and 

affords dry footing for the traffic officer as 

well as giving him the advantage of extra 

height. 

Y.... .'M 1-1 

'=2.14 I 

j 

Tbe worldng driving does not show coloys, 
which should be the smile as in preceding cut. 
The umbrella should be red. 

CHAPTER 7 

TRAFFIC CROWSNEST 

A Traffic Crowsnest (first recommended 

in an article published March 7, 1914, and 

in numerous articles and pamphlets since) 

is a raised and covered sentry box to be 
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located at important street intersections or 
foci. Tlie traffic officer has a clear view of 
traffic in all directions, is moderately pro

tected from the weather, isolated from dis
tractions and able to do more effective work 
than when on the street level. 

On the Crowsnest there are two pairs of 
semaphore arms worked by electric switches. 
At night these arms carry a red light. 
Lower down on the Crowsnest, as shown in 
the drawing, are two other semaphore arms, 
located at a height where they can be seen 
from beneath an automobile hood. The 
upper arms are to signal vehicles some dis
tance back and the lower ones to signal 
those nearby. The semaphore is for the 
Block System, although the more advanced 
method of Rotary Traffic at intersections 

will probably make the Block System super
fluous at least most of the time. The sema
phores, however, are a safeguard when nec
essary to temporarily stop traffic in case of 
the approach of fire apparatus or other 
danger. 

Telephone equipment furnishes direct com
munication with police and fire departments 
and nearest police station, and also with 
other Crowsnests if located on the same 
street, while electric push button signals-
connecting the Crowsnests indicate such 
warnings as "Clear the Street for Fire Ap
p a r a t u s , " "Look Out for Kunaway," etc. 
The indicators should show from which 
Crownsnest the signal is given in order that 
the distance of the approaching danger may 
be known. The Crowsnest is also equippsd 
with an electric heater and a revolving stool 
adjustable as to height. The stool can be 
placed in position for use when required 
and when not needed, pulled out and set 
one side. 

In 19] 7 the first of these Crowsnests was 
put in use in Detroit. This was modeled 
after the pattern above described except that 
an ordinary semaphore was used in place of 
the one with arms, which would be better as 

the falling and rising of the arms attract 
the attention of the eye. The arms could 
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'be equipped with a tinkling bell to attract 
the ear also, In order to describe the work-

hig of the Crowsnest, extracts of letters 

from Detroit are given. 

January 24, 1918. 

I'Mv Dear Air. Eno: 


III have yours of the 18th hist. and in re-
ply would say that -we put the Crowsnest in 
operation at Woodward and -Michigan Ave. 
on Tuesday, Oct. 9, 1917. 1 assure you that 
it was partly through neglect and partly 
owing to the pressure of other matters that 
I failed to do so. You say you are anxious 
to know all about it. I am anxious that 
you should. It was this way: Last suin-
mer one of the Aldermen suggested to the 
Conintissioner 'That something elevated be 
placed at this corner for the traffie man to 
stand on. I I ininiediately recommended 'Mr. 
J'
nols Crowsnest.' Together with this rec-
ollimendation I submitted a sketch similar to 
the one in your pamphlet. This recoinmen-
dation was approved by the Commissioner 
-laid construction of the Crowsuest com
nienced. About a week after it was put in 
operation I reported to the 'Commissioner 
that 'It proves to be a successful innova-
tion beyond our expectations. I We did not 
realize -wbat an advantage the elevated posi-
tion gives the officer. He has a clear view 
over the tops of street cars and automobiles 
and can command the whole situation for 
two or three blocks in all directions. Men 
nt other corners in the vicinity work in con-
junction with this master semaphore with 
the result that movement of traffic is notice-
ably faster and safer. Drivers and pedes-
trians frequently expressed their approval. 
It 'works to the advantage of the driver be-
cause they have the officer in it in plain 
view at all times from every angle. Direct 
telephone communication between the booth 
-laid Pirst Precinct Station is another good 
feature. 

One of the better proofs of its success 
is that one officer can control the traffic 
alone, while heretofore it required two men. 
One of ouy oldest and best tr,affic officers 
-who had been regulating traffic at this cor-
tier for years, after occupying the Crows-
tiest for on(, day, said 'It is the best thing, 
in the %world.'


"I am enclosing herewith. a cut of the 

tower clipped from a recent issue of 'Popu-

lar Science.' I was informed there was a 


is 

cut of it in 'Popular Mechanics.' You will 
notice the change in the type of semaphore. 

Under a separate cover I am sending you a 
photograph. 

"The location of this tower, as you may 

remember, is in front of the City Hall. The 
Commissioner has ordered another one to be 
constructed at Michigan Avenue and Gris

weld Street, which is one block to the west
ward. (S) W. P. RUTLEDGE, 

Chief Inspector." 

February 21, 1918. 
"My Dear Mr. Eno: 

"T-Tpon his return from Washington re
eently, Commissioner Couzens instructed me 
to forward to you a photograph of our ele
vated Traffic Booth which I am sending you 
11 nder separate cover. It is situated at the 
intersection of Woodward, Michigan and 
Munroe Avenues in front of the City Hall, 
atone of Detroit's heaviest traffic points. 

'Your specifications were foflowed quite 
closely in its construction. Please note that 
the 'Go and Stop' signal is- indicated below 
as well as on top. The lower one is specialty 
for the benefit of drivers making a left 
turn, wbo come to a stop and aivait the 
signal to make the turn; also, it is of value 
to pedestrians who can not verv well see 
the signal which is located on the top. 

(S) GEo. A. WALTERS, 

Secretary to Commissioner. 

February 26, 1918. 
"My Dear Mr. Eno: 

"Your suggestion that a seat similar to a 
bicycle seat might be placed in the "Crows

e
i' is a good one, and I will see about 
having one installed. 

"I think I told you we -were hearing the 
tower'by electricity. We also have a tele
phone in it which' has been used to good 
advantage on raore than one occasion. 

(S) W. P. RUTLEDCE, 

Chief 111spector. 

8ubsecuiently several other Crowsnests of 
the same type have been added in Detroit. 

Rotary Traffic, aided by Traffic Crows
u0sts, at important intersections will in iu
v 
opinion eventually be adopted in regulatin', 
traffic on 5th Avenue in New York. 

Crowsnests should be located from four to 
five blocks apart, although one at ever.v in
tersection would not be a mistake. 



CHAPTER 8 

TKAFPIC RRGULATiwN LiGHTS 

(Not the lights to be earried on vehicles. but those for regulatbtg theix 

moventent in trafflo) 

On semaphores intended to open or close The best plan of all is, of course, to con-

traffic alternately, red and green lights duct electric wires beneath the surface of' 

should be used. On Dummy Cops and traf- the roadway to whatever points it is neces

fic standards marking restricted zones or for sary to illuminate or mark. This can ber 

some unusual danger on a highway, such as provided for economically when new pave-

an open ditch or a pile of building or other meilts are Jaid, or done anyhow if the ex-

material blocking the way, red lights should pense is warranted. 

be used. The so-called spotlight directed front the 

Another object of a traffic regulation upper part of a building on to the ground 

light is the illumination of the spot where it is fairly good but wasteful of electricity. 

is located. If this can be amply provided It is better to suspend all electric light by 

for, no red lights will be necessary, but the wires directly over the spot to be illuminated,, 

red flags provided for day-time should be and this is easily done without a great deal 

retained. So far, no kerosene lamp has been of expense. 

made which will sufficiently illuminate its The most important places of all to light 

immediate vicinity, though one can be de- are the centers of intersections of streets, 

vised so as to be much more effective than especially if marked by Dummy Cops, traffic 

any now used. bumpers, Or other devices. 
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PART III 

The Rble of the Police in Traffic Management 

CHAPTERI 

POLICE DUTIES IN REGULATING TRAFFIC 

All policemen should be made to under-
stand by the following general order from 
headquarters that they have general traffic 
obligations: 

"You are hereby informed that it is 

the duty of every uniformed member of 

the police force to correct and instruct 

drivers and pedestrians in the traffic 

regulations and reprimand them for in-
fractions thereof, and if an offense is 
committed with obvious intent to ob-

struk traffic or to interfere with the 

rights or safety of others, to take the 

driver's name, number and address, the 
vehicle number, if it has one, or in the 
case of a pedestrian, his name and ad-

dress, and such other particulars as may 

be available for identification of per-

sons or vehicles and report same at his 
precinct station or at Police Headquar
ters for action. In case of a serious 

or intentional offense, the offender 

should forthwith be 

In addition to the general traffic, duties 

to be performed by all members of the police 

force, there are special duties which require 

a trained body of men-a traffic squad-con- 

sisting of men on foot, on horses, on bicycles 

.and on motorcycles. 

The men on foot should regulate traf-

fie at street intersections and other eO11-

gested points (see Note 1). Where the 

Block System is in force such regulation 

consists principally in stopping and starting 

traffic on each street in turn; but everywhere 

it should consist in facilitating drivers and 
-pedestrians by direction with hand and voice 

when necessary. This can be done efficiently 

,only by skillful traffic officers. 

The mounted men sliotild patrol and exer-

cise general supervision over traffic. Being 

higher up, they can see better than men On 

foot and are most valuable in reprimanding 
drivers for offenses and in reaching them to 
observe the regulations. The horses must, 
however, be carefully trained for this work. 

Mounted traffic inen should not be on sta

tionary duty at street intersections nor else

where, nor ordinarily on streets with car 

tracks. It was the misuse of mounted men 

in New York that led to the mistaken idea 

that they were not needed for traffic work. 

This resulted in a reduction of their imin. 

ber and in sending most of them to the 

suburbs, where, in fact, bicycle and motor

cycle men are more efficient. Their proper 

function is patrol duty, especially on such 

streets as 5th Avenue, on the river fronts 

and in parks, and they should be used on 

this duty in sufficient number. 

A well-trained body of mounted police is 

essential to every large city for the manage

ment of parades, escort duty, suppression of 

riots, etc. A mounted traffic squad fur

nished this service economically, because 

daily traffic duty gives its members regular 

employinent between times. 

The bicycle men should patrol and exer

cise general supervision of traffic, particu
larly to see that in crowded streets parking 

and ranking are not abused and traffic de

layed. (See Note 2.) Their flexibility and 

Note 1: An unskilled traffic officer at a street 
intersection is a hindrance to and not an s -jr better
tis Wai;ec in traffic regulation. it is fz 

to use a Dummy Cop or a traffic bumper un
less -L skilled man e-tu be provided. 'i\1,LnY Of 
the men now on duty at intersections tlirough-
Out tile country should be give" other jobs. 

Note 2: Army more bicycle men could be 
used with advantage in every city to keep the 
streets ouen and clear for traffic. The general 
statement is true that in all cities more traffic 

officerq are used thLn necessary at intersections 
.,Ind not enough on patrol. 
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speed enable them to cover a large territory 
effectively. Motorcyclists are particularly 
useful in the less crowded streets, suburbs 
and parks in regulating the speed of into-
mobiles. 

The management of traffic by tbe police 
adds but very little to the cost of police 
work, because the men composing the traf-
fic squad are not withdrawn from regular 
police duty, but are so placed by their spe-
cial assignments as to have an effective 
supervision of their locality an(4 to be found 
readily in case of emergency. Their duty 
constitute what might be called "fixed post 
duty" by men on foot, and "limited patrol 
duty" by men on horses and cycles. 

The Traffic Squad, on account of -its 
greater experience, is very efficient in the 
management of vehicles at theaters and 
other places of assembly and at the races. 

It is manifestly impossible to lay down, 
in a reasonably brief form, rules wbieb 
should always be enforced to the letter, and 
consequently considerable discretion should 
be left to the intelligence of the traffic 
officers themselves. 

Uniformity of signals at crossings is mueh 
to be desired and has been taught lately at 
Police Headquarters in New York with ex-
cellent results. 

CHAPTER 2 

TRAFFIC BRANCH OF A POLICE DFPARTMENT 

In London and Paris the Police Depart-
ments have branebes kuown as the Public 
Carriage Office in the one and as Le Bureau 
des Voitui!es Publiques in the other, some of 
the duties of which are to examine and 
license drivers of public vehicles, such as 
cabs, trucks, sight-seeing cars, etc., and to 
make and enforce regulations in regard to 
the fltness and maintenance of such vehicles, 
including examination of taximeters, etc. 

Every city should have a similar branch 
of its Police Department, to be appropriately 
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hnown as the Traffic Branch of the Police 
Department, with duties as described above, 
and also the following: The licensing of 
peddlers and registration of pushcarts and 
regulations in regard thereto; control of ob-

striations on streets and sidewalks, inelud
ing those Necessitated by building operations 
since these affect the movement of traffic, 
etc., and in fact, the whole subject of high
way traffic regulation. 

Another important matter is the record
ing of accidents for the purpose of fixing 
blame and ascertaining Cause with a view 
to devising prevention. 

All police privates and officers, including 
members of the office force, men on foot and 
those mounted on horses and wheels -,vbo are 
regularly employed in traffic work, should 
be members of the Traffic Squad and di
rectly under the Commanding Officer of the 
Traffic Branch of the Police Department. 
If details of men from the Traffie Squad 
are needed in emergency they should be 
assigned by the Commanding Officer on diree
tion of the Chief Inspector. It goes with
out saying that all members of the Traffic 
Squad should understand that they are not 
withdrawn from regular police duty but 
must be ready to help wherever and when
ever occasion arises in the same away tbat 
all policemen have general traffic obligations 

as explained in the foregoing chapter. 
The head of the Traffic Branch should be 

fitted by natural talent as well as by expe

rience for traffic work. The money- saving 
which a competent man at the head of the 
Traffic Branch can effect for any city is 
very large, not to mention the saving of life 
and the reduction in the number of acci
dents. Even in towns with but a small 
police force the supervision of traffic worlE 
should be delegated to a special officer who 
should not be outranked by ally 'uniformed 
officer except the Chief Inspector. 

Street Traffie Regulation has -,already be
come the most important branch of police 



work, from all economit standpoint at least. 
Even in its present incomplete development 
the amount of money it saves the people of 
New York, for instance, -very many times 
exceeds the cost of maintenance of the en-
tire department. (See Part IX, Chapter 6.) 

CHAPTER 3 
TRAFFIC COURTS 

On page 3 of "Street Traffic Regula
tion," published in July, 1909, there ap-

pears the following paragraph: 

"It would still further tend to sini-
plify and avoid trouble and waste of 
time if there were Street Traffic arbi
trators at the Traffic Bureau and its 
branches, whose duties should be to ex-
amine all cases of street traffic accidents 
and breaeh of street traffic regulations,
and decide what punishments should, in 
their opinion, be ineted out or what 
damages should be paid. If the culprit 
chooses, be would, of course, have the 
right to resort to the courts, but in such 
cases the findings of the arbitrators 
should also be reported to them. Prob-
ably most of the traffic cases, by this 
method, would never go to the courts." 

This paragraph, together with later talks 

oil the subject, resulted in the present traf-
fie court being established in New York City. 

In large cities there is no doubt but that 
traffic courts should exist, and in. a city like 

-New York there ought to be more than one. 
III smaller cities and towns which have 
police departments the plan suggested in the 
second paragraph of this chapter might be 

ample for the purpose. 
It should be borne in mind, however, that 

the education of the public ill Traffic Regu-
lations means the reducing of the necessity 
of traffic courts and the enforcement 0'f 

penalties. The education of the public (see 
Chapter 2, Part T) is so cheap and the up-
keep of courts so expensive that all neces-
sary money should be spent on the former 

in order to decrease file large amount for 
the maintenance of the latter. 

At cach Traffic Bureau station and at 
traffic courts, diagrams of typical and special 
traffic intersections and junctions should be 
provided, to be spread oil a table f or the 
purpose of simulating accidents. Toy ve
hieles or little blocks made on the Sallie 
scale as the diagrams should represent the 
different kinds of vehicles to illustrate how 
ziceidents occurred. 

CHAPTER 4 

POLICE HORSES, EQUIPMENT AND UNIFORMS 

This Seems a proper time and place to 
call attention to a chapter in "Street Traf

fie Regulation," published in 1909, under 
the above heading, and here reproduced 
with practically no tMinges. It shows how 

far conditions had been improved at that 
time. A comparison with present conditions 
is interesting,,: 

The Police Department obtains its 
horses by contract under specifications 
duly advertised in the City Record. 

The price per horse during the past two 
years has ranged from $285 to $310. 

The specifications call for sound bays,
with black points, from 15% to 16 
hands high and from four to seven 
years old. After selection they are sent 
to the Department Training Farm and 
if within a probation period of thirty
days they prove unsuitable for police
work, especially as regards intelligence, 
they are returned to the contractor. 

"Commissioner Bingliain took excep
tional interest in the selection of horses, 
])-,lying had, in addition to the regular
Deputy Commissioner and veterinary 
surge
 ii, a personal representative, 
Major Charles A. Benton, U. S. A., re
tired (not connected with the depart
ment), present when the borses were 
selected, and it is largely due to his 
superior knowledge and eare that the 
type recently purchased has been so ap
propriate and of such high quality. 
Formerly the horses were selected with
out fraud], regard to fitness or appear
ance-lately they have been chosen with 
extreme care. Most of the stables were 
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ia cellars, while now they are all above 
ground, well lighted and ventilated, and 
a farm for training and resting the 
horses has been provided on Long-
Island. Much of the credit for these 
improved conditions also is duo to the 
same gentleman, and every man of the 
mounted squad is grateful to him for 
having a better horse to ride. Credit is 
likewise due to the trainers who have 
taken the raw material and turned out 
the finished product, and to a drill mas
ter, Martin D. Corbett, whose equal 
would be hard to find. With only occa
sional opportunities for practice, he has 
made a better showing than is often 
seen in any of our cavalry regiments 
with their regular and continued drills, 
though it is but fair to say that our 
cavalry are usually furnished by our 
pound-foolish government with mounts 
that are little better than caricatures 
and which would make a real horse shy 
if he met one of them on a dark night. 

Martin D. Corbett. 

' ' The practice of keeping the horses 
always on a walk is very bad. They 
should have the exercise of trotting and 
cantering from time to time. 

" T h e saddles and bridles are of poor 
quality and improper shape. For such 
hard and constant use, only the best 
grade is economical. The high cantle 
tends to throw the rider forward when 

his horse falls and increases the chance 
of injury; this tendency is augmented 
by the fact that the stirrup leather is 
hung; about an inch and a half too far 
back. I t is not fair to handicap men 
who often have to perform most dan
gerous duty by giving them unfit equip
ment and so unduly increasing the risk. 
The saddle should be of the best English 
model with not over 3]/2 in. dip. The 
head should be square, as it gives more 
room to slide forward. There should 
be no knee rolls. A thin skirt soon 
forms into a depression which provides 
a more secure place for the grip of the 
leg. The saddle should be padded with 
felt, not cotton, and lined with good 
quality of leather—not with cloth, which 
soon wears out and allows the padding 
to get out of shape. A numnah of the 
form and color of the saddle should be 
used when needed. The box stirrups 
should be replaced by open ones of steel, 
allowing greater comfort in the change 
of position of the feet, as well as more 
safety and better seat when stopping a 
runaway. 

' ' The bridles should be of most dur
able quality and have studs instead of 
buckles. The bradoon should be of the 
Baueher pattern, and the bit should 
have a w7ider and easier port, affording 
more room for the tongue. Bits and 

Photo by Paul Thompson, N. 7\ 

Importance of Police Horses being trained to 
keep straight in traffic. 
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stirrups of polished steel look more 
workmanlike and are stronger than any 
of the non-rustable varieties and the lit
tle extra labor of keeping them bright 
is unimportant. 

" T h e uniforms are altogether inap
propriate. The coat should have a vent 
of suitable length in the center of the 
back, instead of those at the sides, 
which cause it to hunch up over the 
cantle. I t should have a higher waist 
line and be fuller in the skirt. The 
overcoat is entirely unsuitable, being of 
infantry pattern, too clumsy and not 
cut in proper shape for the purpose. 
An overcoat on the lines of the cavalry 
style should be adopted. The breeches 
should be cut like ordinary riding 
breeches, quite full at the thigh. Sim
ilar criticism can be made of the uni
forms of the men on foot. The body 
coat should be of better cut. The over
coat should be more in the form of a 
box-coat. The overcoat now used is not 
only uncomfortable and ugly, but seri
ously hampers the men when they have 
to run or perform other violent duties. 
Uniforms properly designed, cut and 
fitted, should cost no more than im
proper ones and would certainly be 
much more serviceable and impart a 
smarter appearance. (Note.) 

' ' The usual police club is unsuitable 
for mounted men's use. I t is too short 
to reach far enough beyond the horse's 
head, and is too thick and heavy. A 
hickory stick three-quarters of an inch 
thick and thirty-nine inches long would 
be far better. I t should have a leather 
strap to slip over the thumb like that 
on a police night stick when necessary 
to use it like a saber. The upper end 
should be slightly weighted so as to 
balance properly for quick work. The 
advantages of this stick over a police 
club will be apparent to any one at all 
familiar with broadsword, saber or sin
gle-stick. In handling a crowd it is 
usually the man in the second line 

whom it is desirable to reach with the 
stick rather than one in the first line. 
For this purpose the stick is practical, 
whereas the club is useless. I t is a far 
more efficient weapon and at the same 
time is less apt to inflict lasting in
juries than a c lub. ' ' 

Note: With a white rubber overcoat for the 
rain a traffic officer is rendered visible, but 
when the rubber coat is not used there should 
be a slip coat of light white material to wear 
whenever on duty at night at an intersection. 
The coat need not come below the waist. It 
would greatly add to the safety of the officer 
and make his signals easily seen by drivers 
and pedestrians. 

A device to be used witli a small storage 
battery to show lights on the head and in 
tlie hand of a traffic officer has been tried and 
I believe it may la1 useful. White gloves are 
desirable belli niglit and day. 

The first woman traffic officer, Washington, 
1918. 
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PART IV 


Special Highway Traffic Regulation 


Special Highway Traffic Regulation is that which is brought about by the 
application of certain principles to the control of vehicles and pedestrians 

on the highway. 

CHAPTEK 1 carefully you will see that just before the 

T H E BLOCK SYSTEM block is raised there is often a space ahead 

The Block System consists in stopping and of from an eighth to a quarter of a mile 

starting vehicles alternately at an intersec which is practically unoccupied by vehicles. 

tion of streets in order that traffic may pro In other words, this space—sometimes as 

ceed through each in turn. 	 much as 50 per cent of the total street sur
face—is wasted so far as traffic is concerned. 

I t is the plan usually adopted for the 
management of traffic at important inter Plate II. 
sections, borrowed from England and put 
into effect in New York in 1902. 

The following* diagram shows the Block 
System at a typical intersection: 

,, ,. ,, , • ,. ,, ,,, , ,, Block System showing congestion behind 
b l o o k a n ( J v a c a n t s t r e e t s p ; l ( . e h l f r o n t o f l t . 
thus "Sing but half the street at a time and 
crowding' the vehicles together instead of dis-
trlbuting them over the whole surface of the 

One ot the objections to the Block Sys- 

tern is that it delavs traffic unreasonably. 

Vehicles accumulate behind the block and 
rush through in a mass when the block is street. 
raised instead of filtering through continu- One effect of the Block System is to 
ously and distributing themselves evenly greatly increase speed in order to make up 
over the surface of the street. If you for loss of time occasioned by the enforced 
watch the operation of the Block System stop thereby augmenting danger. 
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A record inade for three months in 1909 

at the intersection of 5th Avenue and 42d 

Street showed that the average stop of the 

Block System was 35 seconds, increased in 

1913 to 37 seconds, and now probably as 

much as 60 seconds. Multiplying the aver-

age distance that a motor vehicle travels in 

one second by 60 seconds will show how far 

the vehicle has gone from the point where 

the vehicles behind are held by the Block 

System. This will give an idea of how 

much of the surface of the street is left un-
occupied on ,.recount of the block. A vehicle 

going 20 miles an hour will cover 
13 of a 
mile or 6y.3 blocks in 60 seconds. At the 

same place before traffic regulations were 

adopted in New York the delays sometimes 

lasted half an hour, although probably not 

more than a quarter as many vehicles passed 

this point as at present. 

The plan of working the Block System 

simultaneously for half a mile or so is not 

practical because the unequal distribution of 

traffic due to the system itself results in 

holding up vehicles at some of the intersec-

tions at times when there is no necessity 

for it. (See Chap. 3 of Part IV, one-way 

traffic plan for D-th and Park Avenues.) 

Before the "Go-Stop" semaphoye was iii-

troduced traffic officers, especially the mem-

bers of the New York Traffic Squad, were 

fast becoming most efficient in enforcing a 

partial Block System where the full bloe.k 

was not necessary. This consists in holding 
up or beckoning on vehicles by motion of 

the hand to facilitate their weaving in and 
out with the least possible delay. Reliance 
on the II Go-Stop I' semaphore has interfered 

with the development of this important 

nique.
tech 

To suln up, since the Block System unduly 

delays traffic and dangerously increases 

speed, it should not be used except at very 

important intersections and at these only 

when the traffle is exceedingly heavy. Where 

an experienced officey can not be provided it 

should not be used at all but the place of the 

officer should be supplied by a Dummy Cop 

or Traffic Bumper, around which drivers 

may make their turn as they see an oppor

tunity to do so safely and conveniently. 

The Traff-ic Crowsnest is an invaluable 

asset to traffic regulation at important in

tersections, whether the Block System or the 

Rotary System or a combination of the two 

is employed, as has already been proven in 

Detroit. 

The principle of supplying a central ob
.ject for vehicles to rotate around is fully 
described in the following chapter oil 

Rotary Traffic. 

CHAPTER 2 

THF.ROTARY OR GYRATORY.TRAFFIC SYSTEM 

The lnost important principle for the control 

of traffic so far advanced. 

Formerly at circles and similar barriers, 

where several streets converge, traffic went 

around in both directions, resulting in much 

confusion and many accidents. In the fall 

of 1903 it was suggested to go around the 

circle in one direction only. The plan is 

now generally called the "Rotary System," 

and the regulation for it is: " A vehicle 

passing around a circle, oval or other form 

of centralized obstruction shall keep to the 

right of such obstructions." 

In 1905, the "Rotary System" was put 

into effeet at Colunibus Circle (see note) ill 

N"te: In 1-003, the -Nevv York Police De
partment asked that a Jdan be suggested for 

Columbus Circle, where accidents were occur
ring almost daily. It was advised that ve

hicles should keep to the right, going around 

the circle in one direction instead of two.
In 1905, the plan was put in operation, but 

at first, owing to incomplete opportunity to 
explain it thoroughly beforehand, vehicles 

were made not only to go around the circle 
blut also around the blocks immediately north 
and soutli of it, making an unnecessarily long 

detour. 0 This. was remedied a few moDtlis 
later, h wever 

Somewhat before this time, in outline of 
the pJan was sent to the Police Departments 
of London and Paris, tb1iihing there was a 
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-New York in a temporary and rather crude 
form in which it unfortunately still remains. 
Iron standards with lamps surround a large 
space in the center which constitutes a 
safety-car-stop-zone for pedestrians and at 
the same time reduces the width of the road-
way to necessary vehicular requirements. 
(See Plate I.) 
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Plate I.-Teniporary plan of Rotary Traffic 
of Columbus Circle. 

chance they might try it out. In 1907, the 
system was put in operation at the Are de 
Triomphe in Paris. but whether ]He to the 
suggestion sent them from New York or not 
is not clear. Mr. Eugene HeDuard, of France: 
and Mr. H. IDigo Triggs. of England, have 
published excellent diagrams of the system for 
Paris and London and it is said that Mr. 
Camillo Sitte and Dr. Van Steuben have also 
advised the Rotary plan. These gentlemen
called it the "Gyratory System," but it is now 
generally called the "Rotary System."

It is believed that the first trial of the sys
tem was made in 1909 in Columbus Circle, but 
it is not definitely known who first suggested
it. However, it is such a good thing that all 
who have advocated it should be willing to 
share in the credit. 

A great improvement can easily be made 
in the temporary plan as shown in Plate 11 
by the use of a line of Safety Zones around 
the circle, dividing the roadway into two 
parts. Painted lines on the pavement with 
a few properly designed signs on standards 
will accomplish this at a nominal cost. 
When the pavement has to be renewed the 
large circle in the center, the Safety Zones 
and crosswalks can be paved with different 
kinds of pavement from that on the rest of 
the street, thereby marking them perma

nently. 

so 

Plate II.-Improved Rotary Traffic for Co
lumbus Circle, ShOWiDg crosswaMs and Safety
Zones to canalize traffic as well as to assist 
pedestrians. 

The second example of Rotary Traffic at 

the Place de PEtoile around the Are de 
Triomphe in Paris, where it was adopted in 

1907, solving the greatest difficulties in one 

of the worst traffie centers of the world. 
(See Plate ITT.) 
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Plate III.-Place de FEtoile. with a dozen entering streets and three stub-eDd car lines. 
Traffl
 is divided into lanes all traveling in the same direction, to the right. The cut shows 
two lines of Safety Zones for crossing to the center circle and to caDalize traffle. These Safety 
Zones are not yet built around the Circle, although those that were in pairs on the Champs 
Elysdes have been spread apart, and a third one constructed betwec
n them, now dividing the 
central part of the Avenue into two alleys for motor ears. (See Part X letter froin "Ex
celsior," August 13, 1913.) 

Tn July, 1912, the "Excelsior" asked for generally at all circles and similar barriers 

a solution of the traffic problem at the Road in every city of the world where there is 

joint. This is given further on in Plate TV. any intelligent attempt at traffic regulation. 

The -changes in the Safety Zones or Refuges There are, however, many open spaces where 

on the Chanips-Elys6es were included in the there is ample room to install a curbed cir

plan. cle, oval or other form of centralized ob-

The Rotary System has now been adopted struction or to indicate it by a different 
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pavement or by a limit fine of paint with 

standards or bumpers, or both, and when 

this is done, Rotary Traffle, call be installed 

to great advantage. 

The plan for the Rond Point oil the 

Clianips-Elys6es in Paris was under consid-

eration and reported approved when the 

Avenue (I'Antin caved in over the cataeon&s 

in 1914, and shortly afterwards the war 

canie oil and put I stop to all costly con-

structive work. 

Notice again the three Safety Zones oil 

the Chainps-ElvOes, wbich are also shown in 

Plate 11L. These divide the inotor traffic in 

the center according to direction. Notice 

Mso that around the central refuge are 

shown eight small circular Safety Zones 

which are for the purpose, of continuing tile 

division of vehicles around the ellipse and 

for facilitating the crossing of pedestrians. 

The attention of the authorities in Paris 

has latelY been called to the fact that RO_ 

tarv Traffie can bf, inst'Illed at the Road 

j t 

	MesaI 

Plate Iv.-Provosed 1)m it for the Load Poi t 
(
n the Avenue des Champs Elys
es. T halls 

Ieavil-., traveled iveniie should have its traffic 
in e:t(,Ii k1irection divided into two streanis, 
110"e drawn and automobile. it is crossed 
)) y two (other revenues, one of theiii having a 
street faraway line. Snfety Yone, nromid the 
effl'.Se Serve to eolitimle the Separation of 
tv"10. and :18sist ped"trilims 

Point at a nominal expense by simply paint

ing the outlines of tile Safety Zones on the 

pavement and using lamps and signs on 

portable standards. This, of course, is not 

quite as good as having tile Safety Zones 

raised or indicated by different pavement 

but it will answer all purposes of denlon

stration and all other purposes so long as 

the lines are painted occasionally. 

Mr. Eugene Heiiiiard, a French architect 

of distinction, has published many drawings 

for Rotary Traffic, one of which is for the 

Place de I'Opera in Paris. This plan leaves 

nothing to be desired provided the subways 

and sewers are not in the way of the tun

nels for pedestrians, or at least allow for a 

sufficient number of them to answer the 

purpose. 

"W 15on" I 

A.4 

Plate V. 

The diagram herewith given in Plate VI 
hoivs the oil])- plan thus far published that 

ill work satisfactorily at 5th Avenue from 

9th to 42d Streets. It provides for cutting 

ack the corners oil a scientific radii-is, in
icating a central restricted zone, Safety 

s

w

3

b
d
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Zones and crosswalks by different pavements 
and installing the necessary signs on stand
ards and a traffic erowsnest in the center of 
intersection at 42d Street. This plan does 
not conflict in any way with the scheme of 
carrying the central part of the roadway of 
42d Street under the surface of 5th Avenue, 
but will work in with it if it is feasible to 
construct the necessary tunnel between the 
top of the subway and the surface of 5th 
Avenue. (See Chap. 3, Par t IV.) 

With Botary Traffic the central barrier 
does not always work out best as a circle. 
I ts form at the Bond Point, as already 
shown, is an ellipse and the form for tin-
proposed installation of the Rotary System 
at the. point where Pennsylvania and New 
York Avenues and 15th Street, in Washing
ton, D. C , come together, as shown by dia
gram VI I , is a triangle with the corners 
rounded off. 

Plate VII. New York and Pennsylvania
Avenues and 15th Street. Washington, I>. C. 
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There are a great number of problems 

similar to that shown in Plate VII in 

Washington and elsewhere where danger call 

easily be greatly reduced- and traffic be 

vastly expedited by the use of the Rotary 

System. Each problem calls for individual 

study, however, and space will not allow for 

too inally examples here. 

.In working out a diagram for Rotary 

Traffic, the particular form of central zone 

best suited to the local conditions must be 

selected. This kind of work is difficult and 

requires both ability and experience and 

therefore before a permanent plan is adopted 

involving expensive construction it is wise to 

give it a trial with paint. 

A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BLOCK SYSTEM 

The "Rotary System" evil work equally 

-is well at in intersection where there is 

room enough, and -with little or no police 

supervision, as it will at a focus of streets. 
It is a no-stop system, distributing vehicles 

more equally over the surface instead of 

bunching them as does the Block System, 
and therefore it evil very greatly increase 

flie traffic capacity of the street. 

At an intersection of streets the principle 

to follow is exact1v the same as at a focus 

of streets. In one case the pivotal zone to 

go round is large, in the other it is siliall, 

,ind that is the only difference. At a sim-

ple intersection of streets, vehicles evil] do 

exacth, what tbev do now where there is no 

traffic officer in charge, i. e. the drivers will 

follow the general traffic regulation of go-

ing around the point of intersection before 

turning, but with a pivotal zone in the cen-

ter they will be still further constrained to 

follow this rule. 

The corners of streets are not now usually 

cut back oil I large enough radius, especially 

for the "Rotary System," six feet being 

about the average. The scientific radius 

where streets intersect at right angles is one 

equal to the widtli of the narrower sidewalk 

of the tivo streets. For actite angles it is 

greater and for obtuse angles less, the exact 

radius suite(] for any case being easily (IC

termined mathematically, (See Chapter 1, 

Part VIL) Where this scientific radius for 

rounding corners is used, the turning space 

at an intersection will often become sufli

ciently great for the installation of ,I pivotal 

zone around which traffic may rotate just 

as it now does around a large circle. (Sect 

Plate VIII.) 

a Plate V111. Effect of large radii at curb cor
ers' (-)a the right the curb corners have a 

radius of (',, and tile inscribed circle a radius 
f only 3,61 at the left, with a 2221 61, radius 

f('or curb corners, the inscribed circle has a 
radius of 451 or ample for easy turns. 

For all intersections where there is stiffi

cient room, Rotary Traffic is strongly ree

oninieuded, although it may possibly be ad

visable to use the Block System in coujillic

tion with the Rotary System during con

gested hours where tbere are car tracks oil 

one or both streets. Local conditions evil) 

determine this in each case. 

In 1914 the Police Department of New 

York was prevailed upon to try Rotary 

Traffic at the intersection of 5th Avenue and 

57th Street. The lines oil the pavement 

were painted only once, the signs promised 

by the department were not provided and 

tile trial was soon discontinued. Even in its 

crude form, however, it worked surprisingly 

well. But Rotary Traffie. call not be given a, 

really fair trial oil such a street as 5th 

Avenue unless it extends over quite a dis

tance, as the operation of the Block System 
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at points that feed the spot selected for the 
trial interferes with the normally even flow 
of traffic. It seemed probable that no traffic 
officers would be needed, as the system 
worked automatically. This groundless sup
position largely influenced its discontinuance. 

On very important thoroughfares such as 
5th Avenue, there should be a traffic officer 
at each intersection during congested hours, 
as his supervision adds considerably to the 
comfort and safety of pedestrians and facili
tates the rapid passage of vehicles. 

Rotary Traffic was adopted in Detroit in 
1915 at the intersection of Grand River 
and Farmer Streets, where space for the 
inscribed circle is somewhat less than it is 
anywhere on 5th Avenue, even without the 
corners cut back. The traffic officer sta
tioned at this point before the " Rotary Sys
t e m " was installed had requested to be re
lieved as his nerves could no longer stand 
the strain. Now they have no traffic officer 
there. The scheme works automatically and 
satisfactorily. (See Plate IX.) 

Plate IX. A small Rotary Traffic circle at 
Grand River Avenue and Farmer Street, De
troit, Michigan, which has eliminated the
traffic officer formerly stationed there. While
this point is at times, very crowded, pedes
trians have little trouble in crossing. If traffic
separators in the form of Safety Zones wTere 
placed in the middle of each street just out
side the Rotary Traffic circle, this would be
still further avoided. 

 
 

 

 

If there is any plan that can possibly 
increase the traffic capacity of our streets it 
ought to be given a fair and exhaustive 
trial. Should Rotary Traffic prove of as 

33 

much value at intersections as it has at foci 
of streets it will pay for the temporary trial 
in a day and in a month for all necessary 
construction for permanent installation. 

Plate X. Rotary Traffic in New Haven, Conn
The street railway crossing is rather compli
cated, but the traffic crosses the tracks wher
they are reduced to the minimum number. Th
inner circle is a restricted zone to everything

. 

e 
e 
 

except street cars. 
In the spring of 1918, Rotary Traffic was 

put in operation in Washington, D. C , at 
the intersection of 16th and K Streets, and 
worked perfectly. (See Plate XT.) 



There had previously been 
numerous accidents at this point U
 
but after the Rotary System 
was installed there, none oc

curred. Of course traffic is not 
usuallv tremendously heavy at 
this intersection but a convinc- K 
ing opportunity presented itself 
in May, 191S, to watch its work
ing at this point just after the 
Red Cross parade had passed 
along 16th Street. After the 
procession, traffic was tempera
rily very heavy. The standards 
had been removed from the '0[ 
center of the street and from 
the Safety Zones and the police 
were working energetically but 

Li 

ineffectively to restore order. 
When the standards were put 
back, restoration of order was 
immediate. Unfortunately, Ro
tary Traffic was discontinued at 
this point in 1919, in spite of 
numerous protests. During the 
next two days after its removal 
five accidents were reported as NI 

having occurred there. 
Refer to 

shows the 
Plate VIIT, which 
havout for Rotary 

Traffic with paint and stand-
ards for 5th Avenue and 57tb 
Street, \-cry York, both with 
and without the corners cut 
back on a scientific radius, 

X, 
'5 
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J 
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Plate XIT shows a still better 
plan for 5th Avenue and 57th 
Street designed to make 57th 
Street the finest shopping street 



Z K 
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in the world. The traffic eapac
ity is increased from five to 
eight vehicles (counting the 
parking space in the center is 
equal to two lines of vehicles). 
The total width of the roadway 
is increased from, 40' to 61', 
allowing 15' in the center for 
parking, 71 at each curb for 
waiting vehicles, and 16' be
tween the parked vebieles in the. 

iEM center and the vehicles at tho 
curb, or 8' for'each line of inov-

IS ing ehieles. The sidewalk is 
A F4) reduced from 301 to I9Y2', or 

about the ideal width, -which 
would be 20', or one-third of 
the width of the roadway. 

Notice the Traffic Crowsuest 
for the center of intersection, 
the different pavements for the 
Chiral zone, the Safety Zones, 

the crosswalks, the location of 
bus stops at the side of the 
street on 57th Street as at pres
ent, and in the center of the 
street on 5th Avenue as prac
ticed on the Chainps-y
lys&s in 
Paris. 

.'I,- AC21 
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The examples so far given for Rotary 

'Traffic it intersections have been where the 

streets cross at right angles, i. e. 90 degrees. 

Where the single varies from 90 degree, it 

will be seen by the following diagrams that 

two of the streets I corners get nearer to ea0i 

other, while the other two get farther apart. 

This brings about a condition wbi(lb requires 

different treatment to make Rotary Trafflu 

possible, for while with the right angle th-, 

Nvidest spaces were at the center of inteysec-

tion, these arc now the narrowest spaces and 

the widest spaces, of which there "ire now 

two of equal width, are moved out towards 

the ends of the farthest corners of the 

,streets, 

Ali angle of 45 degrees has been chosen 

to illustrate this type of intersections 

Plate XITT shows two streets Of equal 

width crossing each other at all angle o f 45) 

degrees. The whole width from building line 

to building line Js 76'-8111 wbich allows 46' 

for the roadway to accommodate two lines 

OT 
Or; 

of vehicles stopped at the Curb, Or 7' for 

each line and S' for each of four moving 

lines. It also provides for sidewalks of 

151-411 each, or one-third of the ividth of the 

roadway, which width should be adopted 

where practical but not at the expense, of 

contracting the space required for vehicles, 
. 

L e. 7' for stationary and 8' for moving 

vehicles. 

Moving vehicles require more room Oil a 

curve than on it straight line because oil a 

curve the back wheels (lo not exactly follow 

the front -wheels. The amount of extra 

space allowed should be increased as the 

radius of the curve decreases. 

The shape of the central zone in- this case 

is that of in hourglass and its dimensions 

are dictated by the distances required be

tween it and the four street corners and by 

the axes of the two streets. iNotice the 

position and the longtitudinal divisions of 

the crosswalks designed to keep pedestrians 

off the street except where they are expected 

to be and where they call cress safety, 

ROT, 

-1tr Y PI 

Plate X111. Plate XIV. 
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Plate XIV shows the proper lay-out for 
two streets, each designed for four lines of 

vehicles and intersecting at Fiji single of 45 
degrees. It -%works out exactly as does that 

shown iii Plate XIIT. 

Plate XV shows one street for four lines 

of vehicles, intersecting another for six lines 

of vehicles. This works out as do the pre-

ceiling plans except that one of the (,oil- ROTARY T IC 

trolling boundary side lines for the centr.a] 

zone is oil the line joining the two corners 
T1 

of the streets'that are farthest apart. 

Phqte XVT. 

ROTARY TRAFFI 
. ..... .. 

1-1 A- -1

'IC 

ROTARY TRAM 
A-T A-,_T,_ 

Plate -XV. 

Plate XVI shows two streets intersecting 
at 45 degrees, each designed for double car 
tracks and two rules of vehieles oil each side 

of the car tracks. This works out as do the 
plans shown in. Plates XITT and XIV, ex

cept that the side lines of the central zone 

-ire controlled by the overhang of tile street 

cam Phite XVIL 
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Plate XV11 shows one street for four 
lines of vehicles intersecting another with 
double car tracks and space for two lines of 
vehicles on either side of them. Two of the 
side lines of the central zone in this case are 
controlled by the axial line of the narrow 
street and the other two by the overhang 
of the street cars. 

The object of the foregoing diagrams is 
to show the principles involved rather than 

to solve each particular problem shice the 
problems are so many and so varied that 
space will not permit of a solution of each. 

As already stated, it took over two years 
to get Rotary Traffic even tried at a focus. 
N-Tow it is the general rule throughout the 
world. 

With the crying necessity for street traf-
fic betterment the authorities should welcome 

O* 

C=3 0 

-VtHICULE EN MOUVEMENT 
k2PETE 

_tIACRE SUR STATION 

any promising suggestion, and especially the! 
extension of one which had already proven 
so valuable in saving life and facilitating 
traffic, that a trifle of what it has saved New 
York alone would pay for all the permanent 
construction and changes where it can be 
applied throughout the United States. 

The following plate (from "Le Probleme, 
de la Circulation I SyW_-me Eno,' ' ' published 
in 1912) shows how by simple changes iii. 
curb lines a dangerous traffic locality may 
be made safer and more convenient for both 
vehicles and pedestrians and Rotary Traffic 
rendered practical. The locality selected as 
an example is A the Grand Boulevard in 
Paris, where the rue Scribe and the rue 
Daunou enter it. There are countless other 
such traffic problems throughout the world 
where similar treatment would prove effiea
eious. 

0 

4 
0 

0 
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phite XV111. 
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CHAPTER 3 careful study of the conditions from 14th 

ONE-WAY TRAFFIC STREETS (Note 1) to 59th Streets, New York, at that date, 

On the author's advice, One-Way Traffic ;tied the principles brought out in the article 

was put in forte in a few streets in New are suitable for consideration wherever the 

York in the spring of 1908; in Boston in establishment of One-Way Traffic streets is 

the autumn of the same year; in Paris in contemplated. Since the article was written 

1909, where it has since been greatly ex- a good many of the streets that had been 

teuded, and in Buenos Aires in 1910., It is restricted to One-Way Traffic in New York 

now used in many cities throughout the have been changed. A closer study of the 

world. Rotary Traffic at circles or other question might well result in selecting prac

forms of Centralized obstruction is one ex- tically all the streets suggested for One

'1111ple of it. Way Traffic without changes in direction of 

Al', streets not wide enough for two ve- the vehicular movement. 

Ideles should, of course, have One-Way Traf- ONFWAY AND TwO-WAY STREET TRAFFIC 

fie at all hours of day and night. All streets How the New System should, be applied to 

not wide enough for four vehicles should East and West Streets in New York froab 

have One-Wa 'v Traffic at least during the 14th to 59th Streets, inclusive. 

basi, hours and to avoid confusion, it is 

By
usually better to make them One-Way Traf- WILLIAM P. ENO 

fie at all hours. I had intended to write this article before, 

Where two streets are practically parallel having made a careful study of One-Way 

.,tied near together, this system has been very Street Traffic some years ago, especially in 

successful, and in Paris has solved many regard to its suitability on the East and 

problems whieh formerly seemed hopeless. 

In 'New York, many down town streets Note 1: One-Way Traffic is not new. it was 
d in Pompeii for streets wide enough for 

should be restricted to One-Way Traffic and lolsely one vehicle. The ancients were wiser 

it would greatly improve conditions uptown ban we, realizing that two vehicles could not 
li);Iss where there was roorn for only one. TheyI ariot mov

if most of the naryow crosstown streets were i se(l signs with the picture of a clit 

restricted in the same way. ing in the proper direction. in 1-layana, One-
Way Trnflic had been in opora;lon in the 

Attention is drawn to the fact (see -Note ;afternoon for onjoy .%,,ears on two of the most 
important Lolling streets, beat they tied no 

21), however, that it is stupid and wasteful signs. 
Note 2: The signs now in use for One-Way 

to have One-Way Traffic streets unless proper Traffic in New York
are not suitable, because 

signs are abundantly provided, indicating they are not easily se n or read by the drivers, 
Traffic signs should be uniform in color and 

the direction of the movement of traffic. A brief in wording, Primary signs are those 

sign costs about $2 and a policeman twice for warning and directing the movement of 
traffic. They should hz Ye vivid yellow letters 

that per day. The economy is plainly evi- or arrows on a black background (see Part 

dent. 11, Chapter 2). and should be placed low 
enough to be seen by a driver from under an 
--tutomobile flood. The best height is one suffi
cient to clear the head, or 61 611
 The signs can 
be put on ordinary traffle standards for ex

perimental use and, when the One-Way Traffic 
streets are definitely decided upon, they can 
be put on permanent standards embedded in 
tbe sidewalk near the curb. The signs should, 
of Course, beplaced on each corner with the 
arrows pointing the direction in which traffic 
is to move. Another w

Ye low on Black. tay is to suspend the
.signs on a wire from lie buildings over the 
center of the street at the beginning of ench 

An article in `_Nifotor Travel" of Novem- biocl,. if this is adopted. the arrow shorld 
he omitted and the signs sli(old have the 

her, 1917, berewith reproduced, shows a word "Open' 'or "Clo",d" ns retained. 
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West streets from 14th to 59 Streets, inclu-

sive. 

am impelled now to avoid further delay 

by the fact that the authorities are already 

-widening the roadway of 44th Street and 

have decided to widen that of 38th and other 

streets. Of course, the streets which should 

remain Two-Way Traffic streets are the ones 

to widen first and both 38th and 44th 
Streets, in my judgment, should be inside 

One-Way Traffic, streets and therefore should 

not be widened, at least without further con-
sideration and not until after a practical 
trial has been had by- actual but inexpell-

sive experiment to determine definitely which 

streets should be for One-Way and which 

for Two-Wav traffic. 

Such an experiment can casily be made 

without any change in curb lines, simply by 

the use of suitable signs marking clearly 

each street where traffic is to be restricted 

to one direction. 

There are three fundamental conditions 

which should be observed in deciding which 

,streets shall have One-WayTraffic and which 

shall liave Two-Way Traffie: 

FIRST: WIDE STREETS 

On account of their Width the following 

Streets should have Two-Way Traffit: 3 4th, 

23d, 34th, 42d and 57th Streets. 

SFCOND: STREETS BORDERING ON PARKS 

Anv street bordering on a park should 

have Two-Way Traffic because traffic should 

not be diverted from its natural eours

 

further than necessary. Therefore the fol-

lowing streets should have Two-Way Tnif-

fie: 17th, 26th, 40th, and 59tb Streets. 

THIRD: THE RELATION OF ONE-WAY TRAFFIC 

STREETS To TWO-WAY TRAFFIC STREETS 

It is highly desirable that a One-Wav 

should have its traffic move in the 

same direction as traffic moves on the side 

nearest it in an adjacent Two-Way Traffic 

street, otherwise, it will occasion unneevs-

sary distance to be traversed and an extra 

street to be crossed-therefore, the follow

ing streets should have their truffle move 

East: 16th, 19tb, 22d, 25th, 33d, and 56th 

Streets, and the following streets should 

have their traffic move West: l5th, 18th, 

21st, 21tli, 27th, 35th, 43d and .58t]) Streets. 

Now -we have provided for all streets up 

to 27th Street, inclusive, except 20th Street, 

and as eve can not make it a One-Way Traf
fi, t ... t and comply with all the aforesaid 

fundamental conditions, we should make it a 

To-Wy Traffic street. 

Between 27th and 33d Streets we leave to 

provide for 28th, 29th, 30th, 31st and 32d 

Streets, ,in odd number (five) of streets. 

If we make 29th Street a Two-Wav Traffic 

street eve can make the other four One-Way 

Traffic streets aud comply with the required 

conditions. 

Between 35th and 39th Streets -we have 

to provide for 36th, 37th and 38th Streets, 

an odd number (three) of streets, and as in 

the preceding ease, 37th Street should have 

Tivo-Way Traffic and 36th aid 38th Streets 

One-Way Traffic to comply with the required 

conditions. 

Between 40th and 42d Streets we have but 

one street, 41st, and as it can not be made 

a One-Way Traffic street and comply with 

the conditions, it should be -,I Two-W.9i 

Traffie street. 

From 43d to 56th Streets we have twelve 

streets, an even number. These can alter

nate, according to direction, as One-Way 

Traffie streets and comply with the condi

holes. 

Between .57th and -50th Streets, we have 

only 58th Street, which must be I Two-Way 

Traffic street, as it can not be a Oue-Way 

Traffic street and comply with the condi

house 

The whole list of streets, then, from 14th 

'to 59th Street, inclusive, Worked out as al

ready described,, is as follows: 
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Too much stress can not be laid on the 
Two-Wav Traffic One-Wav One--Way t ' rtaiiec of never niaking structural 

East an
l West Traffic Edist TrafficWest 
changes to facilitate the management of 
street traffic until a very careful study of 

14th St. 36th St. 15th St. the situation has been made and ample op-
I 7th St. l9th St. 18th St. 

ortilnity has been given for criticism and 
20th St. 2 2 d 'S t. 21st St. p

23d St. 25th St. 2 4th St. suggestion.

26th St. 2Sth St. 27th St. The expense of widening the roadway of 
29t]) S' t. 31st St. 30th St. a business street is not limited to setting 
34th St. 33(I St. 32d St. the curb lines back and repairing the pave
37th St. 36th S t' 35th St. ment, but includes the cost of interference 
40th St. 39th St. 38th St. to traffic during the progress of the work 
41 st St. 44th S, t. 43 (I St. and in man,), eases also the very large ex
42d St. 46th St. 45th St. perise of moving back the vault lines tinder 
57th St. 48th St. 47th St. the sidewalk to the new curb lines. 
58tb St. 50th St, 49th St
 Undue haste and lack of competent con
59th St. 52d St. 51st St. sideration has already led to several costly 

54th St. 53d St. traffic blunders in New York City and will 
56th St. 55th St. increase their number unless longer notice 

is given and public discussion irelconied." 

0,
E-WAY TRAFFIC PLA-, FOR FIFTH AND The trial of the plan will, however, be 
PARK AVENUFS. educational and tend towards the eliniina-

Forecast: A plan for trying One-Way tion of the idea of One-Way Traffic on the 
Traffic on Fifth Aventie has been devised by Avenue, thus opening the door for serious 
Dr. John A. Harriss, Deputy Commissioner (Consideration of Rotary Traffic-the only 
in charge of Traffic, There is i
o record method which will utilize the traffic capacity 
of One-Way Traffic being tried on wide of the roadway to its fullest extent. One-
streets except on the Champs Elys6es in Way Traffic on so wide a thoroughfare 
Paris when this Avenue was used on rave will demonstrate more than ever that Isles 
days for traffic to go lip early in the after- of Safety are essential. With Twe-Way 
noon and to come back after the races were Traffle it was itecessary to cross but two 
over. lines of vellieles moying in the same direc-

Unlike the Chatrips Elvs6es, however, the tion while with One-Way Traffic pedestrians 
flow of traffie north and south oil Fifth will have to cross four and sometimes five 
Avenue at all times is pretty nearly equal lines of vehicles moving in the same diree
in each direction and therefore the use tion. Without Tsles of Safety this will be 
of One-Way Traffic does not seem to be most diingerotis when there is no officer 
valled for. present to halt traffic. 
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Description and cuts f roll, the " Rider and Driver I I 

"BELT LINE" OF ONE-WAY TRAFFIC ON 

FIFTH i
ND PARK AVENUES. 

With traffic moving South on Fifth Avenue 
and North on Park Avenue, as indicated by 
the arrows, and between the hours of 10 a.m. 
and 5 p.m., it is expected that a much inore 
fluent movement will be maintained and the 
time greatly reduced, each intervening block 
also becoming a unit of "rotary traffic," which 
means one-way traffic in I circle. 

3 5 
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"POLICE DEPART-MMT 

City of 'New York 

Office of Special Depilty Police Coin'In'Wioner 

New York, February 5, 1919, 
ONF--",TAY TRAFFIC ONT 5TIT AND PARK AVENUES 

Beginning -Monday, February 16th, the 
Police Department -,x411 introduce an hinova
tion in the regulation of street traffic, on 5th 

and Park Avenues, between 34th and 57th 

Streets. 

A _A 

S.G- T.W.AS.N A--E 

Deginuing at 10 a. in. ind continuing until 
5 p. in., and between the cross streets inen

tioned, traffic will move south only on 5th 
Avenue and north on]v on Park Avenue, thus 

forining what may I;e ternied a 'belt line' 
of 'rotary traffic' which, although the aTea 

mentioned forms a square, nicaus one-way 
traffic in a circle. 

Traffic on Madison Avenue, which bisects 
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the belt-line area, and on 6th Avenue will tion a surprising number of them. Even 
be maintained as two-way traffic. with all this man force there was much con-

Vehicles going north or south on Madison fusion and unnecessary delay to pedestrians, 
at am- available or 6th Avenues may turn . with apparently no increased traffic capacity

block (according to one-way traffic regula
tions in force on the cross streets) to reach for vehicles. Of course, the number of offi
5th or Park Avenues, and the same may be cers employed can be gradually decreased 
done on leaving either 5th or Park Avenues, as the people become familiar with the plan, 
cast or west, to reach any point desired. 

Police signal towers are to be erected at but even so, it will probably take many more 
57th Street, 50th Street, 42d Street, 38th men than any plan so far proposed. 
Street and 34th Street, similar to signal It would tend very much to reduce police 
towers on the railroads, from which the work if the Police Department wolild re-
movement of traffic on 5th Avenve and cross 
streets will be controlled by flash lights, sunie the campaign of education of drivers 
telephone and push button signals, operating and pedestrians through a more liberal use 
between the towers and to be observed by of the printed regulations, preferably using 
the traffic officers, also, at the intersection the revision given in Chapter 2, Part I of 
semaphores. 

The floor of the towers will be 1-9 feet this book, %vhich it was represented that it 
above the roadway to afford a clear view for would do, instead of a set revised up to 
their occupants, and the towers will be so March 18, 1915, and reprinted without 
provided at the base as to sheer off passing change as late as December 11, 1919. On 
vehicles, thus becoming, in addition to their 
specific purpose, 'Isles of Safety' for pe_ the first page of the Regulations will be 
destrians crossing the Avenue at those points. found Directions to Pedestrians which if 

The signals to be flashed from the towers known and followed would make unneces-
Lip and down the Avenue, day and night, will sary the employment of so many policemen. 
be as follmvs: 

Red Signal: Traffic shall move on 5th During the time I was in New York the 
Nvenue and all cross traf`nc from the side traffic -was going in both directions and it 

treets shall stop behind the building lines, was said that the authorities were hesitating 
or white limit lines when marked on the about trying One-Way Traffic on 5th Avenue 
roadway. 

Yellow Signal: All traffie on 5th Avenue at all. The flash signals also have been 
as Nvell as side streets shall stop behind the changed as follows: Red signal: All traffic 

building lines, or limit lines when inarked on stops, Yellow signal: E. & W. traffic stops, 
the roadway, so as to give clear intersections. Green signal: N. & S. traffic stops. If One-

Green Signal: Traffic from the side streets 
shall proceed." Way Traffiv, is to be put in force the block 

system will have to be retained because there 

RESULTS OF OBSERVATION o-, FIRST TRIP. will be too many vehicles to be aecoinino-

In order to form an intelligent opinion of dated at the intersection for the Rotary 

the work of the new plan on 5th Avenue, I System to %vork satisfactorily. This is ex-

went to New York on the morning of Alarch plained by the fact that all vehicles on the 

Sth and stayed until the afternoon of MaTell Avenue will be approaching from one direc

12th, spending most of the tinu, on the street tion instead of two. 

corners and on front seats on top of 5tb If Two-Way traffic is to be retained, the 

Avenue busses, studying the working of the block system should be discarded because 

plan. the unequal distribution of vehicles, due to 

At 42d Street there ivere ten poli(eiiiell or, the system itself, results in holding them 

the street and three in the tower. At 34th up at some of the intersections at times 

Street there %vere two policemen in the tower when there is no local necessity for such 

and nine on the street and at everv intersec- delai. 
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RESULTS OF OBSERVATION OIN SECOND TRip 

There were certain defects with the plan 
which I sensed on my first trip of observa- 
tion but was not absolutely sure I thor
oughly understood. I therefore went to, 
New York on March 23d, remaining until 
the 27th. I spent iny time on the Avenue 

watching from sidewalks, windows and bus 

tops, and in addition by taking taxis many 
times. It was evident that the traffic Oil 
the roadway had been reduced in volume es-
pecially at non-crowded hours, when on ac-
count of the delays of the continuous block 
system it takes as long to go a certain dis-
tance as it does in erowded hours. You 
will understand this when you consider that 
if the block lasts sufficiently long for the 
crowded cross streets, it will be much longer 
than necessary for those streets where there 
it not much traffic. If a photograph were 
taken from an aeroplano over the center of 
the Avenue at non-crowded hours it would 
show little patches of vehicles on the Avenue 

standing absolutely still while waiting for 
others to cross instead of being allowed to 
close up behind the vehicles ahead. 

I took the time frequently between given 

points and found that it did not vary essell-
tially at crowded hours from what it was 

before, but that at non-crowded hours it 

was very much greater. 

The average policeman. will, of course, be 
satisfied as the work is very much easier for 
him. Private cars and taxicabs during the 

non-crowded hours leave the Avenue as soon 
as possible to avoid the unnecessary delays. 

The Bus Company niust be elated as the use 
of the Avenue is being largely abandoned bv 

other vehicles to its use. 

Procrastination in giving Rotary Traffic 

a fair trial can but result in continued cur-

tailmelit of traffic capacity on the Avenue. 
(See Chapters I and 2 of Part IV.) Rotary 
Traffic has also the advantage of not need-
ing any traffic officers except during con-

geSted hours When one man will be suffi
cient at any intersection, especially if placed 
in a traffic crowsnest such as those now 
used in Detroit. 

CHAPTER 4 

THE ELI-AINAT10--N OF THE LEFT-Hk-,D TuRN 

(See -Note) 

'The elimination of the left-hand turn has 
been tried in a good many cities, but there 
are few places where its advantages coun
terbalance its disadvantages. 

The elimination of the left-hand turn in 
New York on 5th Avenue at 34th and 42d 
Streets does not, in my opinion, warrant 
putting the rule in force. I speak of these 
two places as they are familiar to so many 

and it is easy to study them there. The 
Rotary System would be far better. (See 
Chapter 2, of Part IV.) If the elimination 
of the left-hand turn is adopted anywhere, 
care should be taken to see that at the next 
street vebieles may make a left-hand turn. 

Note: In December, 1914, it was proposed
by the Police Department of New York to

adopt the elimination of the left-hand turn

from 26tb to 58th Streets, !Delusive. At the

request of the 5th Avenue Association, I

attended a meeting at the Police Department

with about twenty of the merchants on the

avenue who wished to lodge their protests.

One example of what the elimination of the

left-hand turn would effect killed the proposal,

although it has come up again from time to

time but in a Icsser degree and where the

damage is not as serious. The example I gave

was of a vehicle coming down 5th Avenue and

fishing to stop on the east side of the avenue

just below 42d Street. In order to accomplish

this feet it would have had to turn to the

right over to Gth Avenue. make one left-hand

turn there, go down 6th Avenue to 40tb Street

and make another left-hand turn there, then

proceed through 40th Street to 5th Avenue aDd
make anotber left-hand turn there and then

proceed up to a point just below 42d Street.

Therefore, to avoid one left-hand turn on 5th

Avenue the vehicle would have to rnah-e two

left-hand turn.- on 6th Avenue and then

another one when it got back to 5th Avenue

t 400i Street. but this one, according to the


'arguments of the other side. did not constitute

a left-hand turn on .5th Avenue because the

vehicle was first going along 40th Street

and then turning into 5th Avenue instead of

the oppoOte--going along ;5th Avenue and then
turning into 40th Street. 
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CHAPTER 5 traffic on account of their slow pace) from 
SEGREGATED STREET TRAFFIC nnJ street. All 'vehicles, however, when 

I t took a long time for the Police De- raovil,«' slowl->r s h o u l d b c £ o r o e d t o k e e P n p a r 

partment of New York to realize that it t h e ^ " - h a n d e u r b " 
had authority to exclude traffic of any spe- ° " s o m « important shopping streets, such 
cial kind from any special street. This f,K 5th and Madison Avenues, heavy, slow 
right was first conveyed to it by Section 315 moving vehicles should be excluded during 
of the New York City Charter. The realiza- congested hours, and cruising cabs should 
tion now of this power is a step in advance, «e obliged to move briskly when in the 
but it should be used with great discretion stream of traffic in order not to impede fol
and after careful study of the situation. lowing vehicles. 

I t is not at all necessary or advisable to Cruising cabs should, however, not only 
exclude light traffic (and by this I refer be obliged to move quickly when on a con-
not only to light passenger vehicles but to gested street, but should be obliged to limit 
light delivery wagons, or t:> any other light, the distance they travel on such a street 
fast moving vehicles which do not obstruct when not carrying fares. 

The world's first mounted traffic squad, New York City, l!IO:i. 
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CHAPTER6 are not synonymous. There is a marked 
BANKING AND PARKING differeucc between them. The definitions 

The ternis "Ranking" and "Parking" are as follows: 

"Ranking-Standing vehicles behind one another parallel to the curb." 

2. 

30' 

Vchlcles ranlreol ab curb Vehlcles rqnkeol /;? centcr 

3. 
T-j7-

16
 

	o 

17 50' 

klehlcle,5 ral7lreolnex& to car6-ar-A,,5 

Parking-Standing vehicles alongside one another at an angle to the curb. 

15' 
23' J 

J 
38, 45' 1 

15' 
15' 

C4frb T I 

15' 

i///g////I//// 11L111715, 
20 17'80' 

Z// /9/// [// 7TI11111 
15' 

15, 

C.-r 6-raCkS 
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When vehicles are ranked, no one of them 
,can move out of the line independently of 
the others unless considerable waste space 
is allowed for between them, whereas when 
they are parked, being parallel to one qu-
other, any one of them can move out of the 
parking -,pace -without causing any other 
one to move. 

In considering the question of Ranking 
and Parking we must take into account the 
Tequirements of the General Highway Ty,,.f-
fie Regulations. (See Art. 111, Sees. 4, 5 
and 6.) No part of the Regulations has had 
a more careful study by more people. The 
considerations involved are complicated be-
cause it is difficult to preserve the rights of 
all and at the same time refrain from int-
posing more restrictions on any one than is 

absolute1v necessarv. There is no reason 
why a vehicle should not rank anywhere or 
park anywhere where warranted by the 
width of the roadway, provided See. 5 or 
Art. III is observed, which reads as follows: 

"A vehicle waiting in front of an 

entrance to a building or a transporta-

tion station shall promptly give place to 
an arriving vehicle." 

This, of course, requires that the driver of 

the former shall be on his vehicle ready to 

pull out immediately on the approach of the 

letter. Such strictness as this implies is 

absolutely necessary on roadways where the 

importance of getting to the curb is para-

mount, as for instance on those roadways 

devoted to retail trade and to a slighter de-

gree, perhaps, on those devoted to residences. 

Where business predominates the necessity 

of allowing sufficient time to load or unload 

has to be considered. In this case, See. 6 of 

Art. III is the regulation which applies. It 

reads: 

"A vehicle, when another vehicle is 

waiting to take its place, shall not re-

main in front of the entrance to a 
building or transportation station ex

cept while expeditiously loading or Un-

loading, and, if horse-drawn, and with 

four wheels, the horse shall stand par
allel with the curb, faced in the diree
tion of traffic. I I 

In enforcing both Sees. 5 and 6, it is well 
to consider that a vehicle either ranked or 
parked is out of the way of traffic and that 
it should not be forced into the flow of traf
fie again until'another vehicle comes to take 
its place. It is a case where the old 
adage, "Let sleeping dogs lie," applies. 
It must also be clear that while these sec
tions should be enforced strictIv when or 
where congestion exists, they need not be so 
closely observed when and where it does not 
exist. Every intelligent driver should re
frain whenever possible from standing bis 
vehicle where it will block access to the 
door of a building or to a transportation 

station. 
GENERAL HA-NKING AND PARKING SPACES 

There are many spaces which should be 
Yegorded as natural or general Ranking or 
Parking spaces, according to the amount of 
Toom which can be allotted without restTic

ting the flow of traffic on the roadway. (See 

'Sec. 4 of Art. 111, which reads as follows:) 

Sec.4. A vehicle shall neither rank 

nor park so as to prevent the free pass

age of other vehicles in both directions 

at the same time; nor in one direction 
on a 'one-way traffic' road-way; nor 
with any part of it or of its load ex

tending beyond limit lines; nor within 

ten (10) feet of a fire hydrant." 

Such spaces are better marked out by 

paint limit lines, but whether marked or not 

marked, they should be free for vehicles to 

rank or park in. Among such spaces are 

those alongside parks, vacant lots, public 

and vacant buildings, and buildings where 

the doors or entrances are not in use. 

Briefly, these spaces may be defined as all 

those not in front of a regularly used en

trance to a building or to a transportation 

station. All such spaces should be open to 

general ranking and parking unless there is 

a sign erected by the police prohibiting it. 
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No private signs should be allowed but the 
police should furnish signs on request of 
property owners if the reason given is adt-
quate. 

The econoniv of room for waiting vehicles 
as -well as for moving vehicles on many con-
gested roadways is so important that it is 
well worth while to define every such space 
that can be used to hold one or more ve-
hicles by paint lines. 

SPECIAr, RANKING AND PARKING SPACES 

Besides the general ranking and parking 
spaces already described there are many 
others especially adapted to providing for 
waiting vehicles. Some of these are in the 
center of streets; some, in very wide streets 
are next the car tracks tried others are 
where streets come together at aeute angles. 
These spaces are often of irregular stripes, 

filling space not required for lines of moving 
vehicles. It is of the utmost importance 
that all such available spaces in the con-
gested parts of cities be scientifically 
marked with paint limit lines or be paved 
with a different kind of pavement from the 

rest of the roadway and furnished -with 
signs with the words, "Public Ranking 
Space," or "Public Parking Space," as is 
best adapted to the local possibilities. In 
these spaces vehicles should usually be al
lowed to remain indefinitely unless at cer-

tain bours it is necessary to limit their time' 
when the sign should have on it such addi-
tional %wording as is necessary, as for , 

stance, '130 Minutes from 3 to 7 P. M." 
Parking spaces should have stall, not less 

than S' or more than 91 wide for vehicles 
marked by paint lines. Stalls for trucks, 
sight-seeing vehicles, etc., should be wider. 

Vehicles should be parked at an angle to 

the curb of 90 degrees, 45 degrees, 37Y, de-
grees, or 30 degrees, as is best adapted for 
local conditions. The width of a parking 
space located in the middle of a, street where 
vehicles are to be parked at an angle of 

90' should be at least 15' 
45- " 151 
37Y2' " 14' 
30- 13' 

When the parking space is next to the 
curb these widths call be reduced P each, 
respectively, as a portion of each vehicle 
(,,,in project over the eurb about that ])Inch 
whell necessary. 

Vehicles should never be parked at an 
angle of 90 degrees to the curb except in 

certain locations when lVaiting for the ter-
Mination of the races, theater, etc., or -when 
loading or unloading merchandise, and in 
some instances on cab stands. If parking 
at an angle of 90 degrees to the curb it is 
apparent that to get into a stall in the 
parking space will very often necessitate 
backing once or even several times. 

When vehicles park they should drive di
reetly into their stalls and back out when 
ready to leave. This niethod will avoid seri
ously retarding other traffic if t
e time 
thogen to back out is wbeii there is a slight 
let up in traffic. 

If the opposite is done, i. e. passing the 
stall to be occupied and backing into it, it 
alust always retard the vehicles which are 
directly behind. 

If ranking spaces are marked in the mid

(Ile of the street the side lines should be 
about 6' apart. If at the curb, one line 
about 6' from the curb should be used. 

Some streets are -wide enough to park on 
both sides and allow room for one line of 
vehicles moving in each direction. Others 
can have vehicles parked on one side -tied 
ranked on the other, provided the necessary 
room for moving vehicles is left in the 

middle. 
In One-Way Traffic streets, if a parking 

space is to be marked on one or both sides, 
the stall lines should -1,111t towards the ap
proach of traffic. 
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CHAPTER 7 

OAB, HACK, TRUCK AND SIGHT-SEEING 


VEHICLE STANDS 


Cab, hack, truck and sight-seeing vehicle 
stands should be marked by signs giving the 
number of such vehicles each stand is in-

tended for. The vehicles should be ranked 

usually in the iniddic of the roadway or 

next the curb, as best suits each locality. 

There are, however, a considerable number 

of places where vehicles can be parked ad-

vantageously either in the iniddle of the 

roadway or at the curb. At such places a" 

augle of 90 degrees is ordinarily to be pre-

ferred, as it best enables vehicles to leave 

the parking space so as to proceed in either 

direction with equal facility. However, this 

is not always the ease. Sometimes such 

stands are located in the center of the road-

way where, it other vehicles are ranked at 

the curb, there is not sufficient room for 

them to join in with the moving traffic with-

out maneuvering by backing and thus iiii-

peding it. III this case an angl(Y of 45, 37y, 

or 30 degrees should be substituted. 

When parked at the curb vehicles should 

be backed into the parking space so as to 

drive directly out into the traffic when leav

ing. This latter method is exactly opposite 

to what is advised for usual parking, pur-

poses. (See Chapter 6, Part IV.) 

In 1909 1 made an exhaustive study of 

tbe Public Carriage Service in both London 

and Paris, which was reported in a pamphlet 

entitled, "Street Traffic Conditions, Public 

Carriage Service and Automobile Licensi 
1119 

in London and Paris." In 1913, at the re-

quest of Mayor Gaynor, I assisted in laying 

out the stands in New York very much as 

they still exist. Up to that time there had 

been few vehicle stands, nearly all being at 

the curb, and there were no signs specify-

ing the number of vehicles allowed on the 

stands. 
The regulations in regard to the licensing 

of public vehicles up to 1913 were very bad. 
-Much credit is due to Miss Sophie Irene 
Loeb for her excellent work in. getting these 
matters corrected, especially in reducing the 

fare, in requiring taximeters to be examined 

and in putting the whole matter under 

Government supervision. 

When Miss Loeb began the work she found 

that the hotels were selling the privilege to 

certain cab companies of standing next their 

buildings in the public highway for some

thing over $500,000 a year, and that no cabs 

except those belonging to the companies em

ployed by the hotels were allowed to occupy 

the stands. This has now been done away 

with and any public cab may stand on any 

stand and pay no bribe to any hotel for the 

privilege. Afterwards, Miss Loeb was of 

great assistance in Chicago. I feel sure that 

any city desiring a better cab service would 

do well to profit by Miss Loeb's experience. 

In Washington, D. C., this matter is still 

extremely bad. Perhaps it is suffering from 

practically the same conditions that field 

-New York in their grip? 

CHAPTER 8


STREET CAR AND BUS STOPS


FormerIv ears always stopped on the far 

side of the street, except at fire, hospital 

and school streets, where they stopped at 

both sides. III 1904, the "near side" ordi

nance was passed in New York -,it the in
stigation of the author, but it was soon re

pealed. In 1914 this ordinance was re

eitacted and was made to include busses, 

which, however, have uow been excepted. 

The reasons given for preferring the 

"near side" stop were safety and reduc

tion in the number of stops. 
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As far as safety is concerned, the author 
-ifter 

more extensive observation believes 

the "far side" stop to be the safer, both 
for cars and for busses. If cars always 

stopped at every intersection and never ran 

over it, the "near side" stop would be 
safer, but the compulsory "near side" 
stops are only at fire, hospital and school 

streets and lead to confusion as well as to 
inconvenience. For example, one element of 

,danger with the I I near side " stop f or cars 

is that they are apt to overrun the intersee- 

tion, and if fire apparatus or ambulance is 
coming through the other street it may find 

in its path a stationary car, -which has to 

start up before it can get out of the way. 

Another danger is that a vehicle coming 
through an intersecting street is uncertain 
whether the car evil] stop or not before cross-
ing and takes the chances of crossing in 

front of it. 

The "near side" stop for cars is better 
in one respect only, in that it reduces the 

number of stops, thereby increasing the 
Fiber of cars that can be ran in crowded 
hours within a given space of time. 

The "near side" stop for busses is a 
great mistake. It is less practical for the 

bus to approacli the curb; it retards follow-
ing traffic aid is dangerous for passengers 

getting on or off. It has been discontinued 
in New York for these reasons. 

All things considered, the author has 
reached the conclusion that the "far side" 
stop has the balance of advantage and that 

the compulsory "near side," stop should be 
discontinued at all streets-fire, hospital
-md these 

school streets included-but at 
letter streets ears should slow down before 
crossing. Local conditions and require-

Ments, However, should determine whether 
the near or the far side stop should be 

selected for each particular location. All 
ea 

essential requirement should be that the 

stop be located just before reaching or Jusr 
beyond a crosswalk. (See Cut.) 

S.C.S ZONe 
- - N, 

CAR 

Where the blocks are short, as they are 
in __N'ew York on the north and south streets, 
it is not unreasonable to reduce the Fiber 

of stops for both cars tied busses so that 

insteaul of being at every intersection they 
would be at every second intersection. 

The stops for cars should be at the hn
portant streets and at intermediate streets, 
dividing the distances between to suit local 

conditions and having no stop nearer an
other than one block on east laid west streets 

(about 600'), or further than three blocks 
on north and south streets, about 7001). 

The stops for busses should be located, 
not on1v according to their distance from 

one another but also according to local con
ditions; for instance, where there are no 
entrances to buildings and consequently no 

real necessity for other vehicles stopping at 
the curb. Examples of such places Oil 5th 
Avenue are the Public Library, the Union 

Chib, the Gothan-1 and Waldorf-Astoria 
Hotels, St. Patrick's Cathedral, etc., etc. 

All stops for ears and for busses should 
be clearly marked by signs with black let
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ters oil a bright yellow background. (See 
Part 11, Chapter 2.) 

T 

Safety Car Stop zones were first recoul-
nlended'for upper Broadway in New York 
in the summer of 1914. They are now in 
rather general Use in 1112,11y Cities. If a Car 
Stop Safety Zone with a raised platform is 

furnished, the platform should have the end 
towards the approach of the traffic bevelled 
so as to (reflect a vehicle striking it. This 
end should be painted with vertical black 
and white stripes, the outer or corner stripe 
being white. The corner should also be fliT
nished with a light at night placed on a 
stationary standard painted with black and 
white hands. (See Chapter 3, Part 11.) 

If a Safety Car Stop zone has no plat. 
form or no platform occupying all of it, it 
should be outlined by white paint lines ac
centuated by movable standards or traffic 

bumpers, or both. (See Chapters 3 and -1 
of Part 11.) 

There are many streets where there is not 
sufficient space for a Safety Car Stop zone 
if it is to function all the time. In this 
case a verv good plan is to mark out the 
safety zone with paint lines, using traffic 
bumpers to accentuate its boundary. When 
not in use by people waiting for or getting 
in or out of 'a street car, vehicles inay disre
gard its boundaries and as the traffic burap
ers are only 411 high, the wheels can strad

(Ile them. 

Under no circumstances should traffic 
standards be connected by ropes, chaos or 
pipes. It is a most dangerous practice. 

CHAPTER 9,


REGULATIO-N OF VEHICLES AT LARGE GATHERINGS, SUCH AS THE THEATERS,


OPERA AND BALLS


A plan was published in 1900 in t1w 
"Rider and Driver" mid republished in 
"Street Traffic :Regulation" by the author 
in 1909. It was first put in operation oil 
the night of -November 25, 1903, nearly 
four Years after its first appearance, and 
proved all ininiediate success, having re-
duced the time taken to send all the ear-
riages away from the -THetropolitan Opera 
House to less than thirty minutes, and this 
oil the first night of its trial, when form-
orly it often took all hour and a half. 

This plan, with slight changes, is the one 
still in use. Since it was inade, car tracks 
have been laid in 7th Avenue, more theaters 
have been built, and all the while traffic has 
been increasing, and, of course, rendering 
the conditions more difficult to cope with. 
This is probably the first plan of its kind 
ever made for the handling of traffic at 

large gatherings, and it has since served as 
a model. No new principles have been ad
vanced since then, and only millor changes 
have been ninde. 

The plails at many of the other theaters 
are still unsatisfactory. Some can easily be 
improved, while others are difficult of solu
tion. 

Quite as serious as the problent around 
the Metropolitan Opera House have become 
those at 34th and 4M Streets. Both of 
these problem-, c
n be made inueh simpler 
by -,,widening the roadbeds of the two streets, 
and making room -for three lines of vehicles 
instead of two each side of the car traclis. 

As we realize now that we can not remedy 
some conditions, we should, in the future, 
use preventive measures. No theater should 
be allowed to be built which has not an exit 
for the use of returning vehicles oil a street 
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where there are no car tracks, and even should never be allowed to discharge or take 

then the number of theaters with exits or on passengers on the left-hand side, but 

.entrances near together should be limited should always proceed in the same direction 

within reason, based on experience. The as the regular traffic of the street." 

following is the plan herein referred to: To proceed further; other geaeral rules 

should be laid down to cover all cases and 
SUGGESTIONS POP. THE MANAGEMENT OF special ones for the opera, theatres and 

VEHICLES A
T LARGE GATHERINGS other entertainments iii public places. 

"In the article published in this journal Waiting vehicles should approach the exit 

JANUAPty 20, 1900, entitled "Reform in Our on the right-hand side of the street hi $in-

Street Traffic Most Urgently Needed," it gle line. This lure should be formed far 

has been said- "The management of -ve- enough away from the exit to prevent con

hicles at the opera, theatres and other en- gestion of traffic near the door. 

tertainments should be carefully studied, and At balls and other entertainments where 

specially trained, expert and competent the guests leave at different times, the front 

police assigned to such duties. Vehicles of the line should be kept at least 50' back 
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from the exit, so that vehicles in the line 
ean be called out one by one, by number, 
and come to the front as required. 

At the opera and at theatres, where the 
audiences leave practically at the same time, 
the first vehicles in the line should be at the 
exit at the termination of the performance. 
If the owners are not ready to take it within 
two minutes from the dropping of the cur-
tain, it should be sent forward to come in 

again at the end of the line. After that 
the others should be allowed to block the 
way for not more than 15 seconds eaeb and 
then come in again at the back of the line. 

The most difficult problem to handle is 
that between. 38th and 41st Streets, -%where 
the Metropolitan Opera House with three 
exits, the Knickerbocker Theatre, the Casino, 
the Empire Theatre, the Broadway Theatre 
and Mendelssohn Hall are located. 

This locality has been selected to show 
what has been heretofore an almost hopeless 
tangle and how it can be straightened out. 

The Opera and all these theatres do not 
always end their performances at the same 
time, but they are liable to overlap each 
other. 

For the sake of the argument it is as
suined that they terminate simultaneously. 

It will be seen by the diagram where it is 
proposed that each line shall form in single 
file for each particular exit, how it shall 
proceed to the exit and how it shall keep 
oil to the point of dispersal. 

A munbered check is now given to the 
driver of a carriage and to the owner at the 

entrance, and on the reverse side of this 
check should be printed the necessary diree-

tions. 
The form of a proposed check for the 39th 

Street exit of the Metropolitan Opera House 
is given as an illustration. 

To further facilitate speed and convc-
nience an employee of the Opera House or 
theatre should ascertain the numbers of, say, 
the first ten vehicles in line, and put tbein 

in order on a blackboard inside the (Note 2) 
Vestibule, and then get the next ten, and so 
on; or, better still, a keyboard, similar to 
that of a typewriter, manipulated from. the 
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sidewalk, with an indicator inside the vesti

bule, on which the numbers would show in

order. Bv this arrangement those waiting
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would know of the approach of their ve

hicles and be ready for them. 
If the portc-coeh
res of the metropolitan 
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Opera House were taken away (Note 3) and 

the sidewalk from the 39th Street door to 

the 40th Street door, by the way of 7th 

Avenue, were entirely covered by a roof pro-

jecting several feet over the street, so as to 

cut off any (Trip, it would facilitate matters, 

as several -vehicles could be filled at the sanie, 

time. This would also make it easier for 

people to get out of these doors and the 

ordinary use of the sidewalk would not be 

interfered with. 

It will be seen by the diagram how 7th 

Avenue, between 39th and 40th Streets, 

could be used for vehicles standing where 

thcy could be easily found and taken. by the 

owners. In good weather inany prefer to 

]late their vehicles stationed where they call 

find them without waithig for the line. 

It is evident that all calling of vehicles 

would be unnecessary except where the peo-

ple toine, out at different tinics, as at balls 

and receptions, and by the use of a system 

of transparent numbers this also could be 

easily obviated. (Note 4.) 

If the proposed plan is adopted, doubtless 

improvements and changes will suggest them-

selves and result in a short time in a very 

simple and perfect system. 
To successfully carry out this reform, at 

first a very ample number of officers should 

be employed to form and keep the 

prevent cutting in, etc., and keep the street 

intersections open. Soon the drivers would 

become ,accustomed to it and the ininiber of 

officers be reduced, and finally probably 

fe-wer needed than are employed now. 

The creation of a new office should be 

strongly advocated--that of Commissioner 

or I-Alanager of Street Traffic. The ineuni-

bent should be a member of the police force, 

He should have Linder him an efficient staff 

of officers, all the bievele police tend all 

other police in (
ontrol of the gerieral traffic 
, 

of the streets, and of vehicles at publie and 

private entertainments. 

It should be his duty to keep a record of 

every traffic accident and its causes. 

To him notice should be given of private 

and public entertainments, and lie should 

assign the necessary officers for manage

ment of vehicles and furnish them with a. 

plan for the same. 

To him all complaints should be made and 

lie should be held responsible for all failures, 

to furnish efficient service. 

He should have control of all liack and 

truck stands, of the examination of drivers 

of numbered vehicles, including motorman 

and automobilists, and of the issuing of 

license cards. 

He should see that the rules of the roa(I 

are posted up ill all public stables and -at 

the back and truck stands. 

I-le should furnish special Tales Mid regU

lations for vehicles at each theatre and place 

of public entertainment, ,tied 1),,, empowered 

to enforce tbein. 

In all cases lie should b

 ontranked only 

hy tbe Chief Inspector. 

The services that all effio-iont officer could 

render in such a position call hardly be 

overestimated, and his salary should be suffi

cient to procuye the best talent." 

'New York, February 10, 1900. 

Note 1: Large diligrains applyin, to call 
tbeatre or door of theatre or oliera liouso 

be placed oil the walls of tile yesti
billes. hi'Q:li ctiorgh to be seen over the head.,,' 

Of the pe0jAe StalAiDg. 

A Note 2: There has lately been plit ill the
jetropolitfll, Opera House a mechanical vo)i

tl7iv
 nce which accoulplislies this very thill-". 
but it talies two luell to work it. wbeveas the 
One suggested ill this article ill 1900 could be 

worried by one mail. 
Note 3: This suggestion, Loade in 3,900, 

would seew to be equalli -is valuable now 'IS 

it was then. and would greatl-.,- add to the 
general comfort, especially oil stormy night'. 

(,
,Ail see no objection to the saine plain being 
-ied out at all the theatres. and the eitY 

0ould grant the necessai-3, permits, 

-Nole 4: A few months ,ifter this article 'w-s 
written the electric carriage call was invented 
and put in general use. This has proved ','( 

al" St valuable device and would be more yalli
able if. wlipnever a line of vehicleq extend-14 
back for a loug distance or ground a corne". 
there were located in extra indicator so that 
it could be evIsily seen by the drivers on often 

portion of the ]!lie. Of course. tile indicators, 
could all be operated simultaneously from tile 

same switch. Ill fact. the theatres should be 
Obliged to eLeet .is Loc ity indic- tors as the 
Bureau of Street TraZ thinlis d'e":Irlible. 
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PART V 

Highways: Their Principal Component Parts 

Definition: "Highway"-any street or 
road used as a public thoroughfare. 
"Street" is the term applied to a highway 
in a city; "Road" to a highway in the 
country. A street is usually bounded by 
building lines; a road by property lines. 
Most streets and roads were laid out before 
there was any study of traffic regulation and 
are narrower than they would have been 
bad there been vision of the future. . 

There are a good many treatises on widths 
of highways in their entirety. I shall treat 
only of the three principal component parts 
of a highway-that is, Roadway, Sidewalk 
and Crossw, 1k. 

CHAPTER I 
ROADWAYS 

Definition-. "Roadway"-that part of a 
highway for the use of vehicles. 

I shall confine this chapter to I consider-
ation of width and cross-seetion. Country 
roadways should not be less than 181 wide-
20, is better. More than 20' is not desir-
able except to facilitate three vehicles pass-
ing, For this 26' is about right. To pro-
vide for four lines of vehicles, 321 is ree-
ommended as a muninum and 40' as a 
maximum. 

It is probably too late to prevent the use 
of vehicles with an outside width of 8'. The 
adoption of a 7' rule would have been more 
comprehensively economical, especially in 
cities. 

The narrowest city or village roadway 
that should be )aid out in the future should 
be wide enough to accommodate four lines 
of vehicles. 

In computing the widths of roadways 
Allow 81 for a moving vehicle 

7' for a ranked vehicle 
13' to 15' for parked vehicle in middle 

of roadway 
12' to 14' for parked vehicle at the 

curb 
(See Part IV, Chapter 6) 

IS' for double car track 
9V21 for single car track 

These figures being established, the neces
sary width of any roadway, according to 
what it is to accommodate, can be decided 
upon. Where it is desired to provide for 
vehicles being parked it is well to allow a 
little extra space if feasible. 

CROWNING OF ROADWAYS 
Roadwa'ys sbouldbe crowned sufficiently to 

shed the water and no more. There is no 
reason why the pitch should be greater at 
one point than at another, except in tlle 
gutter, where it should be slightly increased 
so that one may step over and not into the 
water. 

The curved line ordinarily used iii crown
ing is bad because the paving is nearly flat 
in the center of the street and increases in 
pitch as it approaches the gutter, thus mak
ing skidding more probable. This is espe
cially noticeable in parts of Paris where it 
is carried to such an extent that the side of 
the roadway is exceedingly dangerous to 
drive upon when the pavement is slippery, 

In New York the tendency has been the 
reverse, and in many places the roadway is 
often covered with puddles on account of in
sufficient piteh. In London, the pitch Is 
slight, but on account of the extreme care 
with which the paving is laid, water seldom 
stands. 

An even pitch in a straight line from the 
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center of the street to the gutter is prefer- 
able to a curved line. This, of course, leaves 
a ridge where the two lines meet, but so 
slight that it is readily eased off. 

In London, in some of the wide streets 
with cab stands in the center, there is a 
slight depression about 61 wide running 
longitudinally and connected with the server. 

A grating in the center of the roadway 
covering a trough, connected witli the server 

would be of great service to get rid of snow 
as the grating could be opened and the snow 
shovelled in. If this plan were adopted there 
would be no necessity for gutters at the 
curbs, as the water would be carried from, 
the curb to the center of the roadway. 

Not sufficient attention has so far been 

given by engineers to cross sections of road-

beds, especially to those outside of cities and 

villages. Whenever there is an appreciable 

curve to a roadway the water should be 

drained to the inside of the curve only and 

the outside of the curve should be bunked 

up, iecreasing in height, as the curve in-

creases. The calculation of just how much 

to Omit the cross section of a roadway is 

complicated on account of the numerous fac-

tors catering into the-computation so that 

after allowing for every conceivable factor, 

the common sense of experience must be ap-

plied. The main object of raising the out-

side of the roadwav is to counterbalance 

centrifugal force. If this is done, safety is 

increased laid ever -.laid tear diminished. Of 

course, the amount of centrifugal force to 

counteract depends largely on the speed of 

the vehicle. Now as the wear and tear of 

the vehicle on the roadbed inereases as the 

speed increases, too low an estimate should 

not be made for this, but due consideration 

should be given to the fact that if the piteh 

is too great, slow-moving vehicles can not 

travel so safely or with so little wear laid 

tear. About 17% miles an hour should be 

assumed a- the normal average speed rate 

on a. flat roadway, but where there is a 

grade the rate Should be decreased gradually 
to the vanishing point. The speed rate of 
17% miles is based on the following as
sumption: Ist, that 20 miles in hour is a 
fair rate for the average motor car, and 15 
miles for extra heavy cars, such as trucks, 
etc., the mean being 17y, unless 

CHAPTER 
SIDFW,),LKS 

Definition: "Sideivalk"-that part of a 
highway or park for the use of pedestrians. 

As a general rule, the proportionate width 

of a sidewalk to a roadway should be about 
one to throe. However, consideration must 

first be given to how many vehicles are to 

be accommodated on the roadwItly, allowaiwe 
being made for them according to the fig-

Ures in the preceding chapter. 

CHAPTER,3 

CROSSWALKS 

Definition: "Crosswalk"-fluit part of a 

roadway, marked or understood, upon which 

pedestrians should cross. 

Crosswalks should be marked by 411 paint 

lines with a dividing line in the middle, and 

arrows marking direction. 

The work of Parking crosswalks with 

paint should be begun in the congested areas 

of a city and gradually extended. The ebief 

expeDse is in the first mining. If retouch

ing is promptly done it costs but very little 

to retain the lines. Good white plant will 

last a long time, proportionate, of course, to 

the -%volume of traffic passing over it. 

Pavements should be dry and cleared off 

with a stiff brush before paint is applied, 

and if the pavement is of wood, the surface 

must be thoroughly shellaced before being 

painted. 

Vitrified brick makes the dryest and most 

satisfactory, Crosswalk, but this OY ally other 

kind of pavement differing from the main 

surface of the roadway increases the Hear 
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and tear at the joints and eonsequently the 
cost of maintenance. 

Crosswalks need not and should not be 
as wide as the sidewalks unless the side-
ivalks are very narrow. 

Alost sidewalks are restricted in width by 
lamp posts, trees and hydrants at the curb 

by projecti us at the building line. 
Crosswalks need not be wider than the avail-
able part of the sideivalk; that is, the part 
between the, lamp posts, etc., and the pro-
jections at the building line, nor is it really 
necessary to have them as wide as this even, 
since sidewalks are used not only for mov-
ing pedestrians but for those standing still 
wiffle no one on a crosswalk should stop un-
necessarily. It is usually best to locate a 
crosswalk tangent to the circle described 
within the four street corners, notwithstand-
ing that it requires pulestrians to go a few 
feet out of their way to use it. It is cer-
talnlv- match safer for all concerned and 
leaves the street intersection free for turn-
ing vehicles. However, if the crosswalk is 

not set back as far as this from the inter
section it should at least be set back either 
to where the curve of the corner begins or 
as near that as possible. 

As our roadways and sidewalks -were for 
the most part laid out before traffic regula
tion was considered, trees, lamp posts, by
drants and culverts are often located where 
crosswalks should meet the curb. 

Where trees can not be moved the ground 
where they stand should be covered by an 
iron grating to avoid stepping on the muddy 
ground. 

Crosswalks should. be at as near right 
angles to the roadway as possible-the sh'ort
est way to cross and diminishing danger and 
interference with vehicular traffic. 

The suggestions given can usually be fol
lowed but there are so many different fac
tors that enter into a decision as to the 
exact location of a crosswalk that it is irn
portant to leave the marking out to some
one with experience. (For signs see Part IT 
Chap, 2,) 
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PART VI 

Safety and Other Restricted Zones 
SAFETY ZONES 

Definition: "Safety Zone"-that part of 
a roadway from which vehicles, unless con-
fined to rails, are excluded. 

Zones of Safety, also called Isles of 
Safety or Refuges, serve two purposes. They 
furnish safe stopping places for pedestrians 
in crossing crowded roadways, relieving con-
gestion on sidewalks and dividing or camil-
izing traffic, thus assisting in bringing about 
vehicular order. 

Zones of Safety have been in successful 
use for at least half a century in Europe; 
and their number is being constantly in-
creased. They have also been adopted quite 
largely in South America. It is only in the 
United States, and especially in New York, 
that their adoption has been tardy, due to 
the fact that the people of this country 
jisually have to get all their experience first 
hand. The Safety Zones on 5th Avenue at 
42d and 44th Streets should not have been 
taken away but others should have been put 
at every intersection on the Avenue. 

Wrong Way. 
Permanent Zones of Safety are usually 

raised places in the roadway, the height of 
a sidewalk, though in many cases it is just 
as well to define them by paint limit lines 
with traffie standards, signs and bumpers 
and lamps at night. 

On installing Zones of Safety eye should 
determine first how much roadway width can 
be spared. Their length should usually be 

not less than 15 or more than 30 feet. The 

best form is that of a parallelogram with 
elliptical ends. In Paris the ends are round, 
in London, elliptical; elliptical is best be
cause, should a vehicle strike, it would be 
with a more glancing blow. 

Until recently Zones of Safety have been 
placed nearly in a line with the curb. This 
reduces the turning space at the roadway 
intersection. It is better to place them with 
one end tangent to an inscribed circle, thus 
leaving all the turning space possible. 

There is usually but one line of Zones of 
Safety in the center of a roadway, but in 
some extremely wide roadways like the 
Chanips-Elys6es in Paris, there were for
inerly two lines-always bad-as the ve
hicles on the central part of the roadway are 
not separated as to direction. 

In July, 1913, however, the two zones of 
safety were moved apart and an intermediate 
one installed (see Part X, notice dated 
Aug. 13, 1913, Chapter 2), thus dividing 
the roadway into four parts; the central 

Right Way. 

wies for motor and the side ones for horse-
drawn nid other slow mercantile vehicles. 
Another great advantage of Zones of 
Safety is the facilitation of bus stops (see 
Part IV, Chapters 2 and 8). 

Zones of Safety can be used around cir
cles to divide traffie into two lanes, as shown 
by the permanent plan for Columbus Circle 
and the one for the Rend Point in Paris, or 
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into three lanes as the Place de l 'Etoile.
(See again Par t IV, Chapter 2.)

Zones of Safety are much used abroad to
fill spaces left irregular by the intersections
of streets, where they are of great value to
pedestrians and in facilitating traffic regu
lation.

OTHER EESTRTCTED ZONES

Definition: " O t h e r Restricted Zones"—

 those parts of the roadway from which one 
 or more kinds of traffic are excluded. 

 Besides Zones of Safety, which are in
 tended for the use of pedestrians only, there 
 are other restricted zones into which pedes
 trians should not enter; others into which 

 neither pedestrians nor vehicular traffic, ex
 cept that confined to rails, should enter. 

 (See again Pa r t IV, Chapter 2.) 

fhmi In Tm,l Thompson, K. Y. 

Pictures showing popularity of Isles of Safety in London. 
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PART V11 

Minor Physical Changes to Assist the Movement of Traffic 

CHAPTER I 
CUTTING BACK CORNERS 

Until recently, sidewalk corners have 

usually been rounded off without any fixed 
theory. A small radius was adopted before 
we had motor vehicles. Traffic was slow 

then and there was less of it. Horse-drawn 

vehicles could turn shorter and the matter 

was of little moment. 

With a small radius, motor vehicles can 

not keep close to the curb when turning a 

X 

Problem: To find the proper radius. 

Construction: Drop perpendiculars F B 

and P G from the coyner of the buildiii.

line to the curbs. Prolong the two curbs 

until they intersect at A. Bisect the angle 

BAD. Then, using the point C, -where the 

bisector of the angle BAD intersects one 

of the perpendieulars as a center, and with 

C B as a radius, describe the are B D. This 

is the required curve to which the curl) 

should be cut back. 

CHAPTER 2 

CHANGES IN CURB LiNES 

We are not responsible for curb lines 

which were laid out before traffic regulation 

became a necessity, but from now on, the 

laying out of new streets, the widening of 

old ones and the rearrangement of foci 

should be done only under expert advice. 

I When Broadway was widened front 25th 

to 33d Street a few years ago, the property 

owners were obliged to cut off projections 

of show windows, etc., and set back their 

vault lines in order to widen the roadway. 

But it was not widened enough for an extra 

line of vehicles between the car line and 

curb, so little was gained so far as vehicular 

traffic was concerned, -,,while space was robbed 

from the sidewalk and property owners put 

to needless expense. One foot six inches 

corner but must necessarily keep out to-

wards the middle of the street, thus wasting 

valuable space and retarding traffic. 

The proper radius to use in all cases is 

the largest one which does not narrow the 

sidewalk where the curb is parallel to the 

building line, or, in other words, the enrve 

must not begin until the point on the curb 

is reached where a perpendicular let fall 

from the intersection of the buildimg lines of 

the two streets, cuts it. 

Lately some city engineers have again used 

a rule of thumb plan of cutting back eor

ners on a radius of a certain number of feet 

instead of on the scientific, principle of the 

largest practical radius. 

Where the proper radius is adopted, the 

turning space at the intersection of two 

roadways that is, the circle inscribed within 

the four corners will, in some instances, be-

come sufficiently large for the installation 

of a central zone around wbich traffic may 

rotate, just as it now does around Large cir-

cles such as Columbas Cirele. Then the Ro. 

tary System can replace the Block System. 

(See Part TV, Chapter 2.) Ily this method 

the diameter of the inscribed circles it 5th 

Avenue intersections would be from 75 to 

100' or more. 

The following diagram show the method 

of construction. In the case of right angles, 

the radius is equal to the width of the nar
ro-,ver sideivalk; at acute angles it is greater, 
Slid at obtuse angles, less. 

0 

2 
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fire on each side taken from the sidewalks 

would have -,Imply repaid all expense, as the 

advantage of another line of vehicles on 

each side would have been worth all it cost. 

A scale plan with explanations of how the 

changes could have been made economically 

was published in "Street Traffic Regula-

tiou," in 1909, and if followed would have 

prevented this mistake. 

Again in 1913, another mistake was made 

when Columbus Circle was repaved. A suc-

cessful solution would have resulted if the 

recommendations and diagrams in "Street 

Traffic Regulation" had been followed. Al-

tcrations should have been effected in curb 

lines;. and Safety Zones should have been 

constructed dividing the roadway around 

the Circle. 

And Jet another serious error was that 

made before the __NfQAlphi Hotel was actually 

under construction. This is even more seri- 

ous in view of the fact that sooner or later 

the problem will have to be met by arcading 

the building and putting the sidewalk un-

derneath it. The authorities were urged to 

straighten the building line between 33d and 

34th Streets when the plans of the hotel 

were being drawn. It would then have been 

simple and would have solved a serious traf-

fic problem beside actually adding value to 

the property. 

Such mistakes should be guarded against 

in future, especially as therd are many other 

difficulties to be overcome just as important 

as those already mentioned. 

In the same volume a plan was presented 

for the junction of 5th Avenue and Broad-

way at Madison Square, now, however, justi-

fying a restudy. It can probably be ar

ranged so as to provide for Rotary Traffic 

around a circle or other form of centralized 

obstruction Died ample parking spaces for 

vehicles. Scientifically solved, it must en-

hance real estate values in that locality as 

well as simplify traffic control. 

The Broadway junctions with Qh and 7tb 

Avenues, the Central Park West problem 

and others call for expert study before plans 

for changes are finally adopted. 

21-New York is, however, not the only city 

which is suffering from neglect to obtain 

(competent advance advice on traffic matters 

in order to take advantage of opportunities 

for betterment when they occur. About 

1.909, the Caf6 Durand on the rue Royale in 

Paris was torn down. This was In oppor

tunity to set the new building back, widen

ing the thoroughfare where it merges into 

the Boulevard and doing away -,with the still 

existing bottle neck. There are dozens of 

such cases where knowledge of traffic re

quiremeuts would have been worth enormous 

sums. 

THE PLACING OF CAR TRACKS 

Where car tracks turn a corner it is iin

portant that the corner be cut back as far as 

practical to avoid having the ears approach 

nearer it than necessary. In fact, the space 

between car and curb should be as great 

when turning a corner as when going in a 

straight line. 

Street car companies usually have been 

permitted to locate their tracks without other 

consideration than their own interests. An 

easy turn occasions less wear and tear on 

rolling stock and rails and this accounts for 

its adoption, but while it is economically 

advantageous to the car companies, it is bad 

from a general traffic standpoint. 

All installations of, and changes in, car 

tracks should be made with the approval of 

the City Engineer, who should be held 

strictly responsible for mistakes. 

ANOTHER SIMILAR LINE OF MISTAKES 

The Strauss fountain at the Plaza occu

pies space that is worth thousands of dollars 

every year for waiting vehicles. When this 

is thoroughly appreciated the fountain will 

be removed. In Tuture such mistakes can 

be avoided by employing expert advice. 
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PART VIII


Major Physical Changes to Assist the Movement of Traffic


CHAPTER I


WIDENING -ROADBEDS, INCLUDING ARCADENC OF 81DEWilLKS


Before widening roadways already (,on
structed we should refer to Part V, Chapter 
1, on "Roadways," and as far as practical 
follow the principles laid down for the coin
piitation of -widths of new 
oadways. Read 

also Chapter 2 of Part V on "Sidewalks," 

which must be taken into consideration even 

increased width of roadway is to be arranged 

for, 

There are many streets already built up 

which arc match too narrow for their present 

traffic requirements. The roadways must be 

widened to provide for it. There are two 

ways to accomplish this: one to cut back 

the buildings on one or both sides of the 

street, and the other to arcade the build

ings on one or both sides of the street. If 

the buildings are not of much value, the 

former method will naturally be chosen, but 

if the buildings are expensive and suitable 

for their purpose it would be extravagant. 

In. this event we, can fall back on the arcade 

method applied to one or both sides of the 

street. In applying the arcade methad we 

should remember that there must be left a 

width of at least 2' outside the building pro-

jeetions to provide enough rooni for the 

opening of vehicle doors. 

Take as an example the problem of -%-,,btt 

to do -with East 59th Street in Now York. 

The street is 601 wide. Afany of the build-

ings are too valuable to demolish or to be 

cut back all the way up. They must there-

fore be areaded on one or both sides. If 

areaded on both sides, a roadway perhaps as 

much as 561 wide is obtained (56 p1ns 2 plus 

2 equals 60). If areaded on one side a 

roadway 48' wide and one sidewalk 101 wide 

is possible (48 plus 10 plus 2 equals 60). 

There must be double ear tracks and room 

for two lines of vehicles on each side of 

theme Forty-eigbt feet will just give this, 

but 50' would be better. The sidewalk of 

10' is also ratl;er skimpy. 

New, in view of the increasing traffic bn
 

portance on East 59th Street, it would scene 

wiser to arcade both sides at once. There 

will be a little compensation, also, 13Y this 

method because we shall not have to move 

the car tracks. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NEW STREETS 

-New streets should never be decided upon 
without thorough consideration being given 
the question by engineers, business men and 
the general public. Public hearings should 
be held and everyone given a chance to ex-

press an opinion. To create a new street is 

a serious undertaking, and whether it is done 

with good or bad judgment, the results will 
probably be permanent. 

New streets are seldom justifiable until it 
is certain that those already in existence 
can not be made to accommodate the traffic 

by reasonable changes. (See Part V111, 

Chapter 1.) 

CHAPTER 3


PLAN OF CITY WHFRF No THREE STREETS CROSS AT THE SAME 1`01INT


The accompanying plan shows a unit area, 

one mile square, surrounded by similar areas. 

The reserved spaces are for parks, play-

grounds, municipal buildings, hospitals, 

opera houses, theaters, schools, churches, etc, 

Only the diagonal avenues run north and 

south and east and west. The lettered and 

numbered streets run nortbeast-soutbwest 
and northwest-s'outheast, so that the sun 

will strike the houses on both ends during 

the course of the day. This is thought to 

be an improvement on LIEnfaut's plan of 

Washington, where the lettered and num-

bered streets are laid out with the cardinal 

points of the compass. 

Only two streets or avenues intersect at 

any one point. This avoids the congestion 

that results where several streets pour their 

traffic together into a vortex, as for example, 

ut Columbus Circle in New York City. 

The avenues or principal streets are 125' 

-wide. This giv
s 20' for each sidewalk and 

301 for each of two roadways, with a cen-

tral strip 25' wide for street cars, walks and 

bridle paths, trees, etc., as may be required. 

Wherever necessary the central strip can be 

used either for a surface car line, for a de. 

pressed railway or for a subway, as shown 

below. 

The subway could be widened if neces

sary so as to provide for four tra
ks. In

deed, if required, it would be possible to 

put surface, depressed and subway lines in 

the same street. 

The narrower streets are 70' wide, allow

ing 15' for each sidewalk and 40' for the 

roadway, which gives room for four lines of 

vehicles and space for cabstands and wait

hig vehicles in the middle. 

If car lines were placed on all the wide 

streets, the greatest distance necessary to 

walk from any house to the ,ztrect car would 

be one lbi(ek and a half, and not more than 

two transfers would be required to get 

within one block and a half of any other 

house in the city.
'i and explanation first ap-

Thic G agrain. 

peared in "Street Traffl(-, Regulation," pub

lished in 1909. Subsequently the American 

City Bureau had a large map of it made 

which was shown at the City Planning Ex

hibit in. the New York Public Library in 

1913 and other place,-, in this country and 

South America. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PLAN FOR CUTTING THROUGH BLOCKS FOR CITY RAILWAYS 

In 1897 a plan was submitted to the form speed, would have furnished what is 

Rapid Transit Commission of the City of now quite impossible by any one system in 

New York for cutting through the blocks operation. With two lines of this kind, one 

for subway, surface and elevated railways, on each side of the city, there would have 

with bieycle roadways on top. been sixteen tracks in all, probably furnish-

It was proposed to have one of these com- ing as great, if not greater, transportation 

bination transportation lines on each side facilities them that now furnished by all 

of the city, the on(, on the east side being subways and elevated lines put together and 

east of 4th Avenue and the one on the west at a cost of probably not more than that 

side being west of 6th Avenue, the two join- of one subway. 

ing in a loop at the end of the island, At 

that time there were very few buildings of CONVENIENCE TO THE PUBLIC 

great value where these lines would have 

been located. It would have been neves- To get to the lines one would be obliged 

sary to have lowered only two sewers. In to travel east or west only, and on reaching-

cutting tbrough the blocks it was estimated either system one could board a car on any 

that a strip of land 251 wide would actually level, transferring to another at will. 

be required, but of course the line would not On top of the structures there were to be 

usually have struck the exact division be- open bicycle roadways, and at intervals stor

tween lots and in most cases more land age rooms, where bicycles could be checked 

would have had to be bought than would be so that those desiring to wheel up and down-

used for the roads themselves. It -was, how- town would have an open path with no other 

ever, estimated that the improvement to the traffic on it and Simple facilities for storing 

neighborhood would result in increased real wheels or renting them. 

estate values, warranting increased taxation, This plan was reported by the Rapid 

thereby justifying the purchase of more Transit Commission as having been received 

land than the roads would actually occupy. and it probably was duly pigeonholed. It 

The subway tracks were to be just below seems now as though a valuable suggestion 

the surface, requiring no tunneling and be- was turned'down through lack of foresight. 

ing used for express trains. On the surface Had this plan proved successful it could 

there would have been a surface line, up one have been duplicated one block further east 

flight an accommodation line and up two and one block further west, giving a total of 

flights a local express line. These four lines tbirty-two car tracks and four bicycle road-

of two tracks, each carrying trains at a uni- Ways tip and down town. 



CHAPTER5 

SUGGESTED PLAN FOP GREATER CENTRAL RAILWAY STATION ABovE HARLEM 

RIVER, UTILIZING THE SUBWAY UNDER BROADWAY AND 4TH AND PARK AvE-

NUES FOR A FEEDER 

For years back the Grand Central Station purchase tickets, check luggage and change 

has been periodically altered or pulled down at the Greater Central Station for road and 

and rebuilt to accommodate increasing traf- train desired; the luggage also being dis

fic. A few years from now the same thing trituted at this point, 

will happen again as the capacity of the Instead of purchasing land in the vicinity 

station is already beginning to be inade- of 42d Street it would have been possible to 

quate. sell enough there to buy all that could be 

In 1901 it was suggested that a greater required in the future above the Harlem 

central station be located above the Harlem River, thus providing for 111 time for all 

River, utilizing the first subway, extending roads now leaving the Grand Central Sta

under Broadway, 4th Avenue and Park Ave- tion as well as for others which might come 

nue, as a feeder. This would have made it in to the city
 

possible, when one wished to reach the This plan was never carried through but 

Greater Central Station above the river, to was suggested as one -worthy of considera

go to any of the present subway stations, tion at the time. 

CHAPTER 6 

CORKSCREW RAILWAY RUNNING BACK AND FORTI-I BETWEEN THE RIVEM13 

Many people have gone far uptown to live the streets next the river and continuing 

because there -was no transportation to large north until the Island widens out somewhat 

areas on the east and west sides of the city. and then crossing the city under one of the 

These areas have remained dominant for cross streets, then lip along the river front 

many years waiting to be improved until for, say, half a mile and crossing again to 

they could be made accessible. the other side of the city, then up again, 

A corkscrew subway connecting both say, half a mile and crossing again, con-

rivers cast and west is suggested, beginning tinning the same process indefinitely north-

downtown and running north under one of ward so far as required. 
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PART IX

Miscellaneous Articles on and Connected with Traffic


CHAPTERI 

EMFRGENCY TRAFric REPAIP VFHICLES 

Often vehicles break down in crowded derricks and other suitable appliances should 

thoroughfares at busy hours, causing expen- be kept on hand by all large cities as an 

sive delays. economical measure to quickly relieve the 

Emergency repair vehicles equipped with trouble. 

CHAPTER 2 

PARADES 

In II Street Traffic Regulation," published 

in 1909, the following paragraph appeared 

in relation to improvement in New York: 

"Improving the management of parades 

and so arranging them and directing their 

routes and times as to avoid unnecessary 

interference with other interests, and allow-

ing traffic to cross them at sbort intervals of 

time. Parades, now that it has become so 

exceedingly necessary not to impede busi-

ness, should usually be relegated to streets 

where there is comparatively little traffic." 

III another article, written some years 

later, it was said that every large city 

should have a parade parkway with per-

manent grandstands where all parades could 

be held and not seriously interfere with traf

fic. This parade parkway or avenue need 

not necessarily be within the city proper, 

but might, in all justice, be located outside 

the congested part of the city so long as it 

be provided with ample transportation ser

vice. 

The saving in the aggregate which such 

an arrangement would bring about would 

more than pay for the interest on the money 

expended. Since we are, or we should be, 

attempting to restore business and prosper

ity after the war, all saving that Call be 

effected should be most carefully looked 

into and the best IneaDs adopted to bring 

it about. 

CHAPTER 3


TREES oN, HIGHWAYS


On the streets of many cities, 'notably 

Washington, trees have been planted, but 

neglect to trim them has, in many cases, re-

sulted in restricting the width of the road-

ways to such an extent that high vehicles 

can not keep near the curb, very materially 

interfering with traffic. The trees should be 

trimmed up now; but how much better it 

would have been had this been done when 

they were flrst planted, and periodically 

afterwards. 

No part of any tree should come within 

15' of a roadway outside of the curb line, 

and over the sidewalk there should be a 

clearance of 8'. In making these caleffla

tions it must, be taken into consideration 

that when the foliage of trees is heavy with 

rain it hangs down lower than it ordinarily, 

does and the heights of 151 and S' respec

tively are no more than are absolutely nee

essary, 

Not only is this suggestion a utilitarian 

one, but the effect is far better than when 

the trees are allowed to grow as they please. 
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C171APTER 4


MGRWAY TRAFF]c ENGINEERINGAS A PROFESSION


Ifighway Traffic Regulation has now be-

conic all important branch of Highway En-

gineering. Many engineers, architects and 

city planners are already devoting much at-

tention to the subject and their number is 

increasing as the. usefulness of the work is 
appreciated. 

Highway Traffic Engineering may be di-

vided into three parts: First, that ill rela-

tion to the control of traffic by such siniple 

ineans as call be effected through printed 

regulations, the use of signs, standards, 

Duninty Cops, bumpers, semaphores and 

crowsnests, and especially by the scientific 

markhig of lines on or in the pavement in 

order to canalize vehicular traffic and to de-

fine safety and other restricted zones, cross-

walks and parking and ranking spaces, ete. 

Second: that in relation to such compara-

tively economical improvements as may be 

effected by changes in car tracks and curb 

lilies in streets already in existence. Third: 

that in relation to the widening of streets 

where the building line is cut back or where 

sidewalks are put underneath buildings in 

and where new streets are cut 

through or tunnels or subways are built in 

order to carry vehicular traffic under another 

street, as has been talked of for years for 

42d Street at 5th Avenue. 

Many mistakes made in New York will 

survive as examples of unskillful engineer-

ing due to insufficient knowledge of traffic 

requirements. One of these examples is the 

widening of the roadway of Broadway from 

2.5th Street to 33d Street. (See Chapter 2, 

Part V11.) Another example is the widen-

ing of 23d, 34th and 42d Streets, where the 

curbs have been set back more than enough 

for two lines of vehicles between car track 

and curb but not slifficient for three lines. 

There is now about 17%1 between the cars 

and curb, IV,' of which is wasted and might 

just as well have been left in the sidewalks. 
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The recent Avidening of -Madison Avenue 

is another example of this. The corners 

here also have been cut back Oil a rule of 

thumb raditis, whereas the greatest possible 

radius should have been used which does not 

narrow the sidewalk where the building line 
p (See Part VI!,

is arallel to the curb. 

Chapter 1.) 

If cities do not employ those who have 

made a study of traffic requirements, or at 

least welcome their advice, such mistakes 

will, of course, continue and moucy be still 

further wasted without accomplishing the 

best results. 

There are many places in crowded cities 

where eventually it will be necessary to set 

back building lilies or to put sidewalks in 

arcades underneath them. There are 'Other 

instances where economy in transportation 

will justify new streets. Definite scientific 

knowledge is essential to all such problems. 

Again, many of our smaller cities have 

streets so laid out as to form a bottleneck, 

where traffic is congested and where a little 

forethought and technical knowledge would 

save vast sunis if the niatter is given atten

tion now %while old buildings are still stand

ing and before neiv ones are allowed to be 

constructed without conforming to a definite 

prearranged plan.. One of the many exam

ples of this is in the city of Noru'alk, Conn., 

which has one of these bottlenecks, laid 
" 

yet no attention has been given to the re

quirentents of the future. 

Another problem Nvbich should have 

prompt consideration is the construction of 

broad bighways, starting well back from the 

center of congestion and going around cities 

or villages, to be used for through traffie, 

thus avoiding crowding of city streets by 

throli
h traffic. In many eases these iiii

provements would pay for themselves, if 

intelligently planned, by increasing the value 

of the property notes their line. 



CHAPTER 5 

T H E RODE OF TRAFFIC REGULATION IN RECONSTRUCTION OF FRANCE 

"New France" {in its October, 1918, number) published an article entitled, 
"An American System of Great Benefit to France," the editor requesting a 
letter setting forth what traffic management could do in the reconstruction of 

the country. Hie letter asked for follows, in part: 

1771 N St., Washington, 1). C , Those are being embodied in a new book 

Nov. 15 1918. o  n traffic regulation now in course of prep-

Mr. Denys Amiel, Editor of The New France. a r a t i o n -

M Y BEAR MR. A M I E L : SUGGESTIONS FOR THE RECONSTRUCTION 

In reply to your inquiry as to what I PERIOD 
hope can be done for the " F r a n c e of to- The roads of France and Belgium are the 
morrow' ' in relation to the great problem arteries through which must pass all the 
of Traffic Regulation, I am writing you this millions of tons of supplies, materials and 
letter of suggestion. men required for every possible purpose. 

The officials in Paris have shown them- The Reconstruction Period must have the 
selves already so receptive that not much best ability to bring about adequate results 
remains to recommend except the few new and to prevent wasteful expenditure and 
things developed since I left Paris in 1912. being obliged to do work over again. 

Mounted traffic officer in New York, and mounted municipal guard in Paris. 
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The work divides itself into three parts: 
(1) Building new roads and repairing old 

ones with careful study of cross-sections to 
avoid skidding and of width to accommodate 
modern vehicles economically but not waste-
fully. The rounding or easing off of cor-
ners on scientific principles is very inipor-
tant, as in the matter of turnouts during 
construction and repair. 

(2) The actual enforcement of the move-
ment of traffic in compliance with the 
printed regulations (see note), brought up 
to date, under trained police traffic officers 
and by the use of such contrivances as 
I I Dummy Cops, I I I I Traffic Bumpers, " 

"Traffic Crowsuests," standardized traffic 
signs, etc. Paint lines for marking cross-

walks, danger zones and refuges and for 
canalizing vehicular and pedestrian traffic 

should be prodigally but scientifically eni-
ployed, since this method will go further to 

reduce danger than any other. 
(3) Management of transportation by 

scientific loading and routine and the avoid-

ance so far as possible of vehicles returning 

empty. 
All branches of the work should be put 

into the hands of those who have not only 

had experience but who have the natural 
talent necessary for the best service. 

When the study of the regulation of Street 
Traffic was begun IS years ago, and for 
many years thereafter, hardly anyone gave 
it serious thought. -Now, however, Highway 
Traffic Regulation is becoming an important 
branch of civil engineering and there is be
ginning to be a goodly number of men com
potent to render service and who would be 
homired to cooperate with French engineers 
who are also working along the same lines 

Yours very sincerely, 
(Signed) W. P. EN
o. 

Note: The present traffic trouble in Parts 
is due to two principal causes: First, neglect 
to keep up the campaign of education of
drivers and pedestrians In the regulations 
which they are expected to follow; Second, the 
greatly iocreased vebicular and pedestrian
iraffie- The second cause Can Dot be removed, 
but it can be managed by the removal of the
first cause. In other words, if the e
ducational 
Caulpaign is again vigorously resinued the 
trouble will speedily decrease. The first thingto do is to again Put in use the printed regu
hitions whieb were officially adopted in Paris,
July IO, 1912 ftiid later substitute for them 
(when satisfactorily translated), the regula
tions promulgated by the Council of National
Defense May 8, 1919. (See Part 1, Chap. 2.) 
'rhe second step is de
eribed in Part 11. Chaps.
I to S inclusive, and the third in Part IV,
Chaps. 2, 2, 0. 7 and S. 

CHAPTER 6 

TRAFFIC RFGTJLATIONS AND THEIR VALUE (Note) 

A Discussion of the Function and Results of Traffic Regulations, with a Review 
of tire Work of Standardization Undertaken by the Highways Transport Committee 

Written for distribution at the Annual Convention of the American Road Builders 
Association, held in New York, commencing February 25, 1919, and reprinted 

from "Good Roads," published February 22, 1919. 

BV WILLIAM 

*Chairman Advisory Committee of the Ulgh- 
ways Transport Committee of the Council of 
National Defense, U. S. A., and of the Regional
Committee for the District of Columbia. 

In order to understand what the Council 
of National Defense is trying to do it is 
necessary to know first what had previously 

P. ENo* 

been done towards the object now being 
sought. 

After trying in vain for over three years 
to get a suitable ordinance on traffic passed 
in New York City, it was discovered that the 
police alrend 'y bad sufficient power and, 
moreover, were absolutely ordered by the 
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City Charter to regulate traffic. And so, on 
October 30, 1903, the first printed traffl(! 
regulations were issued as police regulations 
and not as an ordinance. On July 10, 1912, 
these regulations were officially adopted in 
Paris and they are now being used in the 
codification of the set for London. 

Between October 30, 1903, and the present 
time, practically all the cities of the United 
States and many in foreign countries have 
adopted printed traffic regulations, every set 
of which has been founded on those in use 
in New York. Although codification of the 
regulations has ordinarily been entrusted to 
officials or committees to put in the forin of 
an ordinance, they should never be in the 
form of an ordinance, but their adoption 
should be authorized by an ordinance, a city 
charter or a state law. The method of 
every city making its own traffic regulation, 
has resulted in much confusion and danger. 

The --N'eAv York regulations have been 
many times revised and about two months 
ago the Highways Transport Committee of 
the Council of '-\-,national Defense made a 
further revision which -%vas sent broadcast 
throughout the country asking for sugges-
tions and recommendations. This movement 
has met with great response, scores of letters 
coming back, some approving the regulations 
without comment and others containing well 
thought-out suggestions, many of which have 
been adopted. 

Since this work by the Council of National 
Defense began, the regulations have been re-
printed five times and it is hoped that by 
March 1, 1,90-0, the finished product will be 
ready for standardization. 

General highway traffic regulations Ynust 
be brief or they will not be read, clear or 
they will not be understood, and reasonable 
or they can not be enforced. They should 
contain everything essential for the largest 
eity and nothing superfluous for the smallest 
.village. Thev should be a part of a stand-
ard traffic act, embodied in it as a unit. 
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The act should contain all necessary infor
mation and law on the use of highways, 
although all such details are not necessary 
as an educational nicasure. 

The value of printed traffic regulations, 
properly utilized, is perhaps 95% for educa
tion and 5% for enforcement. If every pe
destrian and driver knew the regulations 
there would be but few violations. Iii fact, 
the people themselves can be made the real 
regulators of traffic, for when they know 
their duties and their rights they resent dis
regard of the regulations by others. This 
has been proven niany times and in many 
places during my traffic work of about 20 
years. I absolutely know that if proper 
regulations are intelligently circulated and 
placayded there will be but little trouble in 
enforcing them. The police work necessary 
is in inverse proportion to the education of 
the public. 

Failure to comply with the principles I 
have just enunciated has always resulted in 
needless loss of life, and when this has 
a-wakened public censure, police departments, 
in order to divert attention from their own 
shortcomings, have frequently resorted to 
wholesale arrests of drivers and pedestrians 
who violated regulations which they had been 
given no practical opportunity to learn. 

It can be set down as a traffic axiom that 
the intelligent use of proper printed general 
bighway traffic regulations is the keynote to 
the whole subject. There is no substitute. 
To say the least, it is difficult to regulate 
people without inforniWg them what you 
want them to do. It is easy to control a 
trained' ariny, but next to impossible to 
regulate a mob. 

The regulations are printed in a 4-page 
folder form and on placards of larger size. 
Both forms should be kept to be had on de
mand at all police stations. The folders 
should be Carried in the pockets of police
men, to be given to anyone disregarding any 
provision, the, officer calling attention to the 



particular article and section violated and 
marking it Nvith a cross. The phicards should 

be required to be affixed in all publit stables, 

garages, schools and police station houses 

and such other suitable places is highly be 

available. 

The regulations should be tonight in all 

schools, including kindergartens, and, if nec-

essary, from the pulpit. The plan of the 

Council of N--ational Defense includes ask-

ing life insurance companies to insist upon 

the universal adoption qf the regulations 

and requesting horse, automobile and road 

periodicals to keep the regulations stand-

ing and all other public spirited magazines 

or weeklies to join in a week's campaign 

for higlilvay safety and to occasionally call 

attention to the Yegulations editorially. It 

also hopes that our movie theatres will 

lend their valuable assistance in the wkys 

they know so well how to employ. 

Any thoughtful person will admit thwart 

people posted as to their duties can carry 

them out with but little help from the 

police, wbereas if they are not so informed 

it would be impossible for the whole United 

States Army to regulate triffic in our 

country. 

This ;ii-ticle is primarily oil gene I] hig-1111,:11, 

traffle regulation, whiell is brought about by 
the education of drivers and pedestrians in 

brief. elear and reasonable printed regiflatiot) ,"" 
enforced when necessary under legal . '. 

All otber regulation comes tinder the he:ld 

of "speeial highway traffic regulation," which 
should be aeccourdislied by the application t,) 
the cootrol of driver, and pedestrian, of epr
tain clearly defined principles, augluented 
when nectssary by pollee assistauee. the its(, 
Of limit lines. traffic signs, standards, bUDII)-
er.q. erowstiests, etc. 

It is not practical here to go into the de-

tails of special high-way traffic regulation, 

but in the future much will be accom-

plished by standardized signs, improved 

semaphores, so constructed is to be able to 

to be turned to a neutral position, traffic 

standards, bumpers, crowsriests, etc., and 
. . 

particularly by the extensive and scientific 

use of permit lines oil the pavement defliting 

safety, danger and neutral zones -,laid cross
walks. 

Rotary traffic, which has already solved 

some of the illost difficult traffic problems, 

will solve evetitually itiany others in very 

simple ways. 

The ordy i
-ay the world can make tip for 

the cost of the war is bY so administering 

public as well as private enterprises in the 

future that they may filaction economically 

without waste of life or loss of money. 

Traffic regulation will (To its share and it 

is a very large one, if you evil stop to 

figure. 

In figuring we must adopt promises which 

ire necessarily more or less conjectural, but 

are founded oil a study of traffic of over 

20 years. I venture to give these figures 

for what they are worth. 

There are now probably at least 10,000 

lives lost yearly ill the United States due 

to traffic accidents. If there were no traf

fie regulations there would probably be 

twice as many. If traffic regulations were 

twice as offective there -would probably be 

'half as many. In other words, 15,000 lives 

would probably be served yearly by traffic 

regulation if it were as perfee t as it call 

be made. The courts have placed the value 

of a life at $10,000. 

Tbis would mean a saying of $150,000,000 

Assuming tba t there it re


1,10,000,000 people in the

United Stqtes, and that the


value of perfected regula
tions would be I et. per 
day per person, we would 

have 110,000,000 x I et. x


365 ...................... 401,500,00(


Assuming tha t there a re


10,000,000 vehicles ill the


United States and the ad

vantage of increased effi
ciency, dirnintition of wear 

and tear and repairs, it in 

average of 25 et, por ve
hicle p,
,r day, eye bave. . 912,500,000 

$1,464,000,00 
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To the foregoing figures, very properly, 

could be added the cost of funerals, doc-

tors, use of hospitals, etc., outside of the 

unnecessary loss of life and the pain from 

accidents. 

This seems so stupendous that it is Hardly 

believable, but I feel that the estimate is 

much lower than the realitv. The first ar-

gunient, perhaps, that anyone would present 

who wislied to prove the estimate too large 
would be to say that the estimate of savill

9 
I et. per (lay per person is too great, but 

when you come to think that there is prob-

ably ilo one, even if bedridden, who is not 

saved something, either directly or indi-

reetly, through the cheaper and more ex

peditious delivery to him of most of the 

thin9 s he uses, 1 et. per day per person is 

a conservative estimate. 

I have made this rough estimate as app13

ing to the United States, but it applies 

equally as well to every country in Europe 

and perhaps to a lesser degree to all the 

countries of the world. 

,,'ote: Notwithstanding that this chapter re
peals much that has already been said. it is 
here reproduced to give emphasis to that most 
important part of traffic regulation-The edu
cation of the public in the Regulations which 
they are expected to followed because of its 
ending on the economic value of the Regula
tious wliei) property carried: out. 

CH, APTER 7


SUGGESTIONS FOP SNOINI MANAGEITENT AND REMOVAL


Not until snow oil sidewalks is not thrown 

oil roadways will the trouble begin to be 

properly -attacked. Snow oil sidewalks should 

be piled oil sidewalks next to the curb with 

spaces left open in front of entrances to 

doors of buildings. This work, as well as 
keeping gutters open, should be the duty of 

property owners. 

The street cleaning department should, Ist, 

clear crosswalks; 2d, use road scrapers to 

carry snow to center of roadway where the 

width of roadway is sufficient to allow this 

being done without impeding passage of one 

line of vehicles oil each side of the center 

pile of snow; 3d, dispose of snow in center 

of roa(bay; 4th, dispose of snow piled on 
sidewalks next to curb; .5th, in soft weather 

and rain all the regular street cleaning men 

should turn out to cut cross-drains to gut

ters. 

Work should be begun when the snow be
gins to fall instead of waiting until a large 

aluount has fallen. 

Divide the city into districts, each district 

under a deputy, and each district being sub

divided, each sub-division being under a fore-

mail and all of the regular force trained so 

that when snow falls the extra men employed 

may be directed in their work by the regn

-lar employees. 
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PART X 

Historical 

Prior to 1903 in American cities there missioner then in office for a conference. 
were no rules for driving known to drivers He replied in part: 

or police. Vehicles made their -way as best " With regard to a conference, it does 
they could through an inextricable mass of not seem to me that such is necessary 
other vehicles headed in every possible diree- or desirable inasmuch as the duties of 

this department (lo not comprise the 
tion. In December, 1899, 1 wrote my first framing of laws or ordinances but 
traffic article entitled, "Reform in Our rather their enforcement. Inasmuch as 
Street Traffic Most Urgently Needed," al- I ani so very busy with the enforce-
though for many years before that time I inent of the law, unless it should ap

pear that such a conference is desirable, 
liked been making a study of the subject. I must ask you to excuse me." 

This article Has followed by another enti
tled, "Suggestions for the Management of Of course, this was not very encouraging 
Carriages at Entertainments" and by still to anyone attempting to do a public service, 
another entitled, "Rules of the Road lie and a better opportunity had to be waited 

vised." These three articles were copied in f or. 
whole or in part in many daily, weekly and On January 1, 1903, -Kajor-General Fran-
monthly publications, encouraging me to is- cis V. Greene (see Part XI, letter dated 
sue the three together in pamphlet form. October 14, 1909) consented to fill out the 
The pamphlets contained endorsement slips "expired term as Police Commissioner at 
which were returned by the police and fire the request of Mayor Seth B. Low. On 
departments of the City of _New York with January 7th, the Mayor wrote asking me to 
the signatures of practically all the officers call on the 12th, and on the 13th General 
manifesting the deepest interest taken by Greene wrote me in part as follows-

these departments in the attempt to increase "As soon as a few more pressing 
the safety of streets. matters (and there are only a few 

11, the article entitled "Suggestions for more pressing than the congestion of 
tl;e Management of Carriages at Entertain- street traffic) are disposed of, I intend 

to take up this matter with a view to 
Ments 'I (see Part IV, Chap. 8), a plan was improving the present conditions, which 
proposed which apparently called into being are very bad. At that time your sug
the electric carriage call. The general plan gestions will have very careful consid
adopted at that tinie for the handling of oration and I shall then probably ask 
vehicular traffic at entertainments was the you for a personal conference." 

first one ever perfected and has been the This led to much work together and a 
basis of all others used since. lasting friendship. 

At first, work was attempted through the Soon afte r this, Captain A. R. Piper, 
Boord of Aldermen. My efforts seemed to U. S. A., Retired (see Part XI, letter dated 
interest them, particularly as to what per- October 30, 1909), was placed in charge of 
sonal benefit I expected to get out of it. traffic and was seat to London to study the 
Tn February, 1902, 1 asked the Police Coin- subjects 'When I called him by telephone 
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lie replied jiumediately that lie had before 
him the different -articles and pamphlets 

wbich I had written, that lie was sailing for 

Europe the next data and requested me to 

wait where I was until he could get to me, 

which I did. 

Much of the success of traffic development 

must be accorded to General Greene, who 

had the foresight and intelligence to eii-

courage the attempt being niade for the pub-

lic good, and also to Captain Piper, who 

worked so faithfully and intelligently under 

General Greene. 

During this police administration three 

mounted policemen were put on 5th Avenue. 

On December 7, 1903, 1 wrote to General 

Greene and got the number increased to six. 

In February, 1903, I caused to be intro-

duced irt the Board of Aldermen an 017di-

nance on the "Rules of the Road." There 

was much opposition to it by some of the 

members of the Board, owing to the fact 

that one of thent bad compiled in ordinance 

which he wished to have adopted. The arti-

cles and sections of his ordinance appeared 

to be taken largely front mine, but they 

were so badly mixed up by rearr.,ingeme
jit 

,aid rewording and by unimportant inter-

polations and important emissions, that it 

was opposed by the Police Department, 

tending rather to complicate than to shn-

plify. Meanwhile the Department was find-

ing it extremely difficult to inake any head-

way -with Traffic. Regulation. 

It was at this juncture that having inade, 

a careful reexamination of the City Cbgy-

ter, Penal Code, Sanitary Code laid existing 

ordinances, I was convinced that the Police 

Department was already vested with stO-

efent power to regulate traffic without the 

help of the.Board of Aldermen, from which 

it -%yas apparently impossible to get any in-

telligent action. I therefore embodied the 

,nore important provisions of my ordinance 

in the form of a folder, called "Rules for 

Driving," which I took to the Police Com-

lflissi(Mlerl teffilig him that it was to be is
stied for the instruction of drivers, and rep

resenting to him that it would have niore 

effect if signed by him and distributed 

through the department. Oil examination 

of the legal references which I placed be

fore him, lie recognized his powers as being 

sufficient, and complied with my request. 

This little folder, the first printed police 

traffic regulations, dated October 30, 1903, 

contained about five hundred words and has 

been the basis of all of the Traffic Regula

tions of New York, Paris and other Ameri

can and foreign cities. 

As the Police Department had no avail

able funds, I furnished the folders and 

placards of regulations for seven years or 

itiore. 

The Regulations being adopted as Police 

Regulations made it unnecessary to consider 

the Board of Aldermen, and since that time 

these Regulations and revised editions have 

controlled traffic. 

On the saine (lay that tbe "Rules for 

Driviag" were approved I obtained periiiis

sion from Jacob Cantor, President of the 

Borough of Manhattan, to erect one hun

dred blue and white enamelled signs. These 

signs have proven useful for many years 

and are probably the first traffic signs in 

the world for the direction of the movement 

of vehicles. (See Chapter 1, Part 11.) 

Unfortunately, after getting things well 

in hand, that bugbear to anyone attempting 

to accomplish constructive work-a change 

of administration-took place, and a new 

Mayor and new Police Commissioner -with 

new deputies came into office on January 1, 

1904. By appointment, due to the letter of 

a high official in Washington, I called on 

the new Police Commissioner, who received 

me with great politeness and even elithil

siasin, telling Die that he knew about the 

work; had been )-,Patching it. and intended 

to follow it up and improve it if possible. 

The interview lasted a long time, during 
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which I endeavored to enumerate and ex-

plain all the things which I considered 

should be done to further perfect the sys-

tem. 

I left his office under his protest, promis-

ing to come back, but from that day to this 

I have never been able to speak to himl 
although after my conference with hin), 

when things were going so badly, I wrote 

him many times, making engagements re-

peatedly, all of whieli he broke without 

apology. 
The folders of "Rules for Driving" were 

stopped. This was followed by great ac-

tivity in traffic work, especially in the in-

creasing of mounted men on traffic service, 

but these men ivere most of them, standing 

-alongside their hor es and doing no better 

work than they could have done on foot. 

However, this was something that inured to 

the benefit of the succeeding Commissioner, 

General Theodore A. Bingham, who took 

office on January 1, 1906. 

General Bingham (see Part Xi, letter 

dated February 19, 1912) at first did 'lot 
take as much interest in Traffic Regulation 

as he did -,afterwards, but he has made up 

for this seeming indifference since leaving 

office and there is no man inore enthusias-

tieally interested air Traffic Regulation than 

be, as be has since made the definite state-

ment that he did not appreciate at the time 

the results of the work which was being 

attenipted and that be regretted he had not 

done so, as it was the one new and inipor-

tant thing in police work. 

The Deputy Commissioner in charge of 

Traffle, at this time was Frederick H. 

Bugher, (See Part XI, letter dated Febru-

-iry 29, 1912) a hold-over froin the preeed-

ing administration. Together we worked 

out many problems and revised the Regula-

tions three times. In fact up to the ter-

initiation of Mr. Bugher's tenure of office 

there had been'but two short periods where 

any constructive work twits done in Traffic 

and this state of affairs has continued at 

least until very recently, 

During all this time, however, the nieni

bers of the Traffic Squad have never flagged 

in interest and have always kept on doing 

conscientious work, until now they equal, 

if they do not excel, any traffic officers in 
the world. 

During these years I published uinny 

articles and several] pamphlets on the sub

ject of Traffic which were largely read and 

given a great many press notices. 

Since the time when I began work on 

Traffic Regulation I have kept a series of 

scrap boolis, numbering now some two dozen, 

containing about tivelve thousand clippings 

and many letters. A good many of the 

newspaper articles are full-page size, printed 

both in Auieriean, and French papers and 

many of the articles are in other foreign 

I'lugullges. 

In 1909, 1 published "Street Traffic 

Regulation," the first book oil that sub

jeet. I gave copies of this book to the 
entire Traffie Squad in -New York, sent 

them to the Public Libraries in Anierica 

and abroad and to various police depirt

ments. 

In the slimmer of 1909 1 went to Europe, 

principally to study tbe public carriage sey

vice in London laid Paris. On my arrival 

in Lmidon
 I seat T copy of my book to the 

Police Commissioner, Sir Edward Henry, tied 

was immediately asked to call, although 

lie was at that time in Paris. I deeply 

regret that I never niet him, although we 

had quite a little correspoudence. However, 

r found it tile deIpertinent Mr. Suffield 

AMylius, who represented the Police Conunis

sioner during his absence. He afforded 

me every possible facility to find 'out exactly 

what they were doing. I was greatly inter

ested in theiy methods of exclaiming drivers 

and in their sets of records of all kinds, in

cluding complaint cards. All these forms 
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are gotten up in a most complete and 
efficient Inallner. 

I want to mention here, however, that 
those of Sydney, N. S. W., Australia, are 
to sorne extent an improvement oil the 
London forms from which they were taken. 
The official in charge of Traffic in Sidney, 
N. S. W., is Mr. Alfred Edward (See 
Part XI, letter (rated --',November 5, 1909), 
with whom I have corresponded for many 
years, lie having written me first in regard 
to some of my articles. Mr. Edward is the 
author and compiler of the traffic ordi-
liances and laws for Australia and no one 
has done better work oil this subject than 
he. 

After studying the public carriage service 
in London for about three weeks, I went 
to Paris and on my arrival 8ent one of my 
books to the Px,
fet (le Police, Mr. Louis 
L6pine and one to the %yorld-renowned Dr. 
Bertillon.. (See Part XI, letter dated Au-
gust 1, 1912.) Within two hours after 
receipt of my book, by 'Nlr. Upine, I re-
ceived a note from Min asking me to call. 
On my arrival at his office I found the 
Pr6fet de Police surrounded by practically 
his whole staff-some twenty being present. 
Mr. L6phie told me that he thought I had 
something which would be of value to them 
and that he wanted to know all about it. 
I-le said, "I do not speak English, but I 
read it a little, and I have already had 
your regulations translated, which I want 
you to revise." He asked me if I would be 
so kind as to explain to him several of the 
things wbieh he had found in the book, par-
ticularly those in relation to Orie-Way Traf-
fie and to the Mounted Traffic men. 

One-Way Traffic had been put into 
effect in NTew York oil some of the down-
town streets in 1908. It is not 2 new idea, 
as I supposed it was at the tillie-in fact, 
it had been used in Pompeii, before the 
Christian Era, oil the narrow streets, many 
of which were wide enough for but one line 
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of vehicles at a time. These One-Way 
Traffic streets were marked with signs, show
ing a chariot headed in the direction in 
which traffic -was to move. I also found in 
1908 five streets in Havana which had beef] 
for years restricted to One-Way Traffic 
during the busy hours of the afternoon. 

One-Way Traffic streets were inaugurated 
in Paris (see Part IV, Cbap. 3) just after 
I sailed for home in 1909 and have since 
been satisfactorily extended to dozens of 
pairs of streets. 

It is curious how all innovation almost in
variably creates protest and complaint. I 
was in Paris in 1910 when the system of 
One-Way Traffic was started or
 the Izue 
Daunou and Rue de Capucines. I stood oil 
the corner of the Rue Daurion when the 
traffic was prohibited from passing through 
front the Boulevarde to the Rue de la Paix. 
This narrow street had beell-so jammed with 
vehicles attempting to go through in both 
directions that it sometimes took half all 
hour to cover one block, but as soon as the 
One-Way Traffic plan was put in operation, 
one wondered what had become of the ve-' 
hicles. As a matter of fact, there were 
more of them' but they moved freely and 
rapidly in one direction and confusion had 
completely disappeared. However, the shop
keepers got up a petition stating that be-
for(,, this system was tried there were mail), 
vehicles in front of their doors, but that no-%-,, 
there were very few. They did not realize, 
of course, that there were few because they 
had gone about their business, and that they 
had ample opportunity to stop to take up or 
set down passengers in front of the stores 
if they so desired. When this was under
stood the opposition immediately ceased. 

To Mr. Upine's suggestion to try the 
Mounted Municipal Guard in the regulation 
of traffic I replied that it. would not be sue
eessful unless his men and li(rses were 
trained for the purpose first, and this proved 
to be file ease. They are a splendid body 



of men, mounted oil superb horses, but are 
equipped with helmets, swords and cuirasses 
-a most unsuitable outfit for the purpose. 
However, they were continued on duty for 
the best part of a year. 

Mr. 1,6pine, asked me if there was any-
thing lie could do to facilitate my work, and 
I told him that I had come especially to 
study public carriage service in Paris, as I 
had already done in London, and would ap-
preciate Plaything he could do to assist my 
work. He immediately put it my service 
Mr. Parris, Inspector of Police, -who reported 
to Die every day and took me to witness the 
examination of drivers, both those for public 
and private vehicles, etc. This work was ex-
tremely interesting and on my return to 
America I wrote a pamphlet entitled, 
"Street Traffie, Conditions, Public Carriage 
Service and Automobile Licensing in London 
and Paris. II 

About this time I called on my old friend, 
.Philippe Bunaa-Varilla. (see Part XI, letter 
dated May 11, 1912), formerly Chief Engi-
neer of the Panama Canal under the French 
Administration. He had become interested 
in some of my pamphlets on Traffic and I 
later sent him a copy of my new book which 
I found oil his desk when I called. He 
talked with me about it and said that he 
thought the "Matin" would like to under-
take a campaign wlA the idea of solving 
the traffic difficulties -whieh then existed in 
Paris. A few days sifter this Mr. Hughes 
Leroux, one of the editors, was put in charge 
of the compaign and oil Noveinber 23, 1909, 
published the first article on the subject in 
the "Matin.11 This was followed up by 
numerous other articles mid the matter was 
taken up by other papers also. We had ono 
thousand of the folders printed which had 
been translated by the orders of Mr. L6pine. 

Just before my departure I received sev-
eral communications from a ruendier of the 
Municipal Council, who was n1so the owner 
of two daily papers ill Paris, asking me to 

send him all data that I liked in relation to 
Traffic, as lie was very inueli interested in 
the subject. I not only (lid this but asked 
Mr. Will. Dumont, who was at that time Mr. 
Leroux's secretary, to translate any parts of 
my book which this gentleman wished to 
read, and after my return to Anierica I seat 
Mal ill articles which I had previously pub
lished and Mr. Dumont translated these also 
and had many interviews with him. 

I sailed from Paris for America in De
cember, 1909. The New York papers were 
extremely interested in the efforts that had 
been made in Paris. I was met by a mini
ber of reporters, who came down the bay 
on a tug boat for an interview and the New 
York papers were flooded with articles on 
the subject. 

I then went on with niv work in New 
York, but later in the ),car received word 
from Mr. Dumont that inatters did not seem 

to be going well in Paris, And I ]aside lip iny 
mind to return l-arly in the sianiner of 1910. 
Upon my arrival I called upon Mr. 1,6pine, 
This time he seenied to be Tracking ill inter
est, saying that this aforementioned ineinber 
of the Municipal Council was compiling all 
ordinance on Traffic, and that nothing could 
be done until this was completed. This 
member of the Municipal Council had also 
compiled a report on Traffic. This report 
contained numerous quotations from my book 
and consisted of two hundred And seventy-
two pages. The first part of the book Avas 
largely made lip of a discussion Of my 1vork, 
showing bo-w bad it lVas, and the last part 
contained a list of recommendations whieli 
he had taken from it. This, of course, was 
a great surprise to me, as I had expected 
co-optration in niy work from this gentle-
mail instead of meeting with a tendency oil 
his part to appropriate it. I (lid ]lot know 
at Qrst exactly what to (lo as there Avas evi
dently considerable political backing behind 
this attempt. Mr. Dumont, however, had all 
inspiration and suggested that we go to the 
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Bourse de Travail, the headquarters of many 
of the syndicates. 

We first went to see the head of the Cab 
Drivers ' Union, the name of which is the 
"Chambre Syndicate des Cochers et Chauf
feurs de Voitures de Place de la Seine. ' ' 
Mr. Fiancette was the head of this organiza
tion. I t contained at that time about nine 
thousand members, but when I was last in 
Paris in 19.12 its membership had increased 
to thirteen thousand and five hundred. We 
asked Mr. Pianeette how he liked the sys
tem which the papers had called the ' ' Eno 
Sys tem." l ie said he did not like it at all, 
and when requested to give his reasons, he 
said that the authorities were changing it 
all the time and arresting his men without 
reason. I then showed him the little folder 
which had been left with the Police Depart
ment for distribution on my departure from 
Paris in 1909. He looked at it and said, 
after reading part of it, " W h y , this is just 
what we wanted—this is splendid—why did 
they not give us this before? If they had 
given us this there would have been no trou
b l e . " He then sent for Mr. Delmas (suc
ceeded by Mr. Guinchard (see Pa r t XT, 
letter dated January 23, 1916), the head of 
1'Union Syndieale des Transports et Manu
tentions which had at that time 22,000 
members, and also for Mr. Miraillet (see 
Part XI , letter dated January 18, 1916), 
the head of the Federation Xationale des 
Entrepreneurs de Transports which is the 
owners' association, and at that time had a 
membership of 70,000 distributed through
out France. These gentlemen immediately 
fell into line and agreed that what I had 
done was w-hat they needed in Paris and 
manifested great interest and a desire to 
bring about better vehicular regulations in 
the streets. 

The next day Pianeette, accompanied by 
several other members of the Chambre Syn
dieale, came to my hotel and presented me 
with an engraved certificate of honorary 

membership in their association. They in
vited me to come again to the Bourse de 
Travail, which I did many times, and Pian
eette and the heads of the other two Syndi
cates together went over the Regulations 
again to see if any further improvements 
could be made. 

Under date of September 17, 1910, I sent 
a circular letter, approved by the Syndicates, 
to the following: Le Prefet de la Seine, 

Le Prefet de Police, Le President et les 
Membres du Conseil Municipal, Le President 
et les Membres de la Chambre de Commerce, 
Les Membres de la Commission de la Circu
lation (see Le Probleme de la Circulation 
Pub. 1912). In this letter I went into a 
minute comparison between the Regulations 
which I had presented and the ordinance 
which the member of the Municipal Council, 
whom I mentioned before, succeeded in 
getting adopted in place of my regulations. 
In the letter it was demanded that this or
dinance be rescinded and that my regula
tions be restored. 

A few days after this I sailed for Amer
ica. The work had consumed practically all 
of my time while on this visit to Prance and 
I hoped that something might be accom
plished thereby. Shortly after my arrival 
in America I received a cablegram from 
Mr. Dumont saying that the Cab Drivers 
had decided to strike if the ordinance was 
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not rescinded, and I thereupon both wrote 

an([ cabled, urging that this action be de-

ferred until I could return once more. The 

difficulties of this kind of work in any for-

eign country with but an imperfect knowl-

edge, of the language had become apparent 

to ine and I decided to write a small book 

on the subject of Traffic Regulation for 

distribution in France, -which I did, the title 

of the book being "Le ProblOne de la Cir-

culation 'Systeme Eno,' Y) 

Oil my arrival in Paris on April 26, 1912, 

I event immediately to see the PrUet de 

Police and told him that ioy book would be 

distributed as soou as I could get it printed. 

I had some ten thousand copies struck off 

and after nuineyous interviews with the au-

thorities was requested by Mr. L6pino to go 

over the Regulations with Mr. Joltrain (see 

Part XI, letters dated July 2 and 10, 1912), 

in direct ebar.-e of traffic. 'Mr. Joltrain 

and I went over the Regulations very care-

fally and niade some slight changes -,laid on 

July 10, 1912, these Regulations were offi-

cially approved by Mr. L6piiie and I had 

100,000 of them printed in folder form and 

1,000 placards. The placards were put up 

in all police stations and in public stables 

and garages. The painphlets were distri-

buted to the. cab drivers through their or-

ganizations and the pressure brought to bear 

on the authorities by these organizations was 

so strong that there seemed little chance of 

the work going backwards to any great ex-

tent. 

I had sonie difficulty in persuading the 

Pref6t (le Police to place the cabstands in 

the ruiddle of the streets. I wanted this 

done ou the Boulevard but he said there was 

not enough rooin. However, when I plaited 

out that there was a cabstand on each side 

of the Boulevard and that if be -would take 

the two away and put one in the middle 

there would be more room than. there was 

before; he saw that that was really so, 

Shortly after this '.\Tr. Uphie resigned his 
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office and --\Tr. Ilennion was appointed in his. 

place. He adopted many things recom

nAended in my book, "Le Probl6lle (le la 

Circulation 'Syst
nie Eno,' 11 including 

putting eabstands in the middle of the 

streets, some structural changes, including 

the spreading apart of the two lines of Isles 

of Safety on. the Chainps-Elys6es and the 

placing of a third between theme thus divid

ing the traffic on that important thorough

fare into four instead of three parts, so that 

motor vehicles which traveled in the center 

were divided according to direction. The 

motor busses, however, travel at the outside 

with tbehorse-drawn vehicles, and pull over 

in front of the Isles of Safety to take lip and 

set down passengers. This is the planwhich, 

should be followed i)i New Yo)-k (m 5th 

Avc

ue, (is it would add viuch to the co)iveii

ieacc of the pitblic (md, avoid coagestiou at 

the ciirbs (see Part IV, Chap, 2). __N[r. Hell

nion also recommended the adoption of my 

Rotar- Plan at the Road Point (see Part 

IV, Chap. 2), xvbieh I bad furnished to the 

"Excelsior" (see Part XI, article dated 

Aug. 13, 1913) at the request of that paper 

laid which %Yas republished in the report of 

the Third luternational Road Congress, for 

which I was selected to write on Traffic, 

representing the United States. This report 

ivas published in 1913. There is no doubt 

but that this plural is the only solution for the 

Rond Point. It was reported to have been 

approved in 1913 and its adoption was post-

ported on account of the caving in of the 

Avenue Al'Antin roadway Over the. catacombs. 

Since then the war has delayed its adoption. 

Reports from Prance show, unfortunately, 

that the work has dropped backwards and 

that traffic conditions in Paris are gain in a 

state of chaos. This is due to two causes-

one, that the ainount of traffic has increqsed, 

but the main cause is the letting lip on the 

educational campaign which was well tinder 

way in 1912, (See note at end of Chgp, 5, 

Part TX.) 



Since any return front Europe I have de-
voted most of any time to Traffic Regula-
tion in this country, although the work has 
spread since my first visit to Paris, to many 
other European countries, to South America, 
and lately to Japan. In 1909, after any re-
turn from Paris, Geueral Charles 11. Sherrill 
(see Part XI, letter dated May 2, 1912), 
who was then Minister to the Argentine, 
wrote asking me to send some of my books 
on traffic to bim, saying that the head of 
the Police Department in Buenos Aires 
was always a Military man and that the 

one then in power was a friend of blis 
and would appreciate very much if I would 
send him Solve traffic data, which I ap-
cordingly did. I was invited down there 
most cordially but could not go at that 
time. '_Lhey have adopted any ideas on many 
points, and the following year an article ap-
peared in one of our papers suggesting that 

a delegation be sent to Buenos Aires from 
Yew York to see how to regulate Traffic (is 
it was so much better done there thmi 1A 
New York. 

I leave been to a good Diany of the cities 
in this country to see what was being done 
along Traffic lines, among thent Detroit, 
where I went in October, 1916, to speak on 
Traffic for the National Safety Council. 
They are using paint there very extensively 
in marking lines on the pavement, a method 
which I have been recommending for years 
for New York but have been unable to get 
adopted. It is a very successful method 
and is bound to be in the future a large 
factor in bringing about better management 
of vehicles and eliminating danger. 

In November, 1918, when Police Commis-
soner Couzens, of Detroit, was in Washing-
ton, he told fire Unit they had just con-
structed one of the Traffic Crowsnests whieh 

bad been trying to get adopted in New 
York for many years. I have since bad 
several letters front Inspector Rutledge (see 
Part II, Chap, 7), of Detroit, now First 

Deputy Commissioner of Police, saying that 
the Crowsilests have been so successful that 
they have ordered a large number of others. 

Right here I want to say that after nearly 
tiventy years of work on Traffic I lease. 
found that the greatest difficulty of all is to 
get permission to be of assistance. Once in, 
a -while I have met a really intelligent and 
progressive official in charge, but usually 
instead of encouraging my efforts to be of' 
use, they have tried to head off the. work, 
wbich has mide its progress very slow and 
tedious, 

I regret exceedingly that I have been un
able to do as much for Washington, where 
I live, as I would like to have done. From-
March 21 1904, efforts have been inside by 

I 
me and by committees on which I have 
served to bring about the safety of the peo
ple of Washington and the smooth move

ment of traffic. 
On July 14, 1914, or ten years after the, 

beginning of the -work, the New York Regu
lations published in folder form were put
into effect when Mr. Justice Siddons (see 
Part XI, letter dated March 8, 1920) -was: 
Chairman of tile District Commissioners. On 
January 1. 1915, new Commissioners were 
appointed 'and the use of the folder discon
tinued. The death rate from traffic accidents 
had becoine so appalling, being about twice 
as great in Washington as in New York, that 
on -May 8, 1918, 1 wrote the Chairman of 
the District Board, offering my services. 
At this time the death rate was one per 
week, but afterwards it become much 
greater. On May Oth, the Cliairman of the 
Board replied to' my letter, asking for de

tails of my suggestions. On May 12th, 1 
responded, giving such details as were nee
essary, -but nothing resulted therefrom. 
Then in self' defense, as so many corn-
plaints came to me personally, I published 
in the Washington Evening Star of 
January 21, 1919, an article disclaim
ing responsibility for traffic conditions; 
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which people naturally supposed 1 had had It is possible, with the aid of this able 

a hand in controlling. On May 8, 1919, the Committee, the present Commissioners, may 

General Highway Traffic Regulations with be willing to better these unnecessary and 

Directions for Drivers and Pedestrians, com- deplorable conditions 
piled for Standardization and Adopted by T h o r  e u n Q c H y i n ^ W Q r l d s Q ^ l a i d 

the Council of National Defense, U. S. A., . . ., . , . ., , „ T„ , 
out for the regulation of traffic as Wash-

through its Highways Transport Committee, . , _
7 , , . , ington. There are no serious traffic prob

were issued and again an attempt was made 
,, . . , . . . . . lems. It is the easiest city in the world in 

to get them put into use m Washington. 
For the six months ending December 31, w h i c  h t  o r e » u l a t e t r a f f i c 

1919, the death rate through traffic acci X o  t o n l 3 ' s h o u l  d T r a f f i  c Eegulation be as 

dents in Washington was 82 per year. On g° o d a s tt e i l n b ( ' m a d « i n Washington on 

December 16, 1919, a Senate Committee on account of the saving of lives and the preaer-

Investigation was appointed. This com- vation of property of its citizens, but also 

mittee consists of Senators Dillingham, Cal- because as the Nation's Capital it should 

der, Ball, Shepherd and King. Some hear- serve as an example of a perfectly regu

ings have been held and others are to follow. lated city to the rest of the United States. 

Ginza Street, in Tokio. famous as the Broadway of 

Japan, now lias traffic cops, 1920. 
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PART XI 

In presenting the following letters, etc., to the Public, it is hoped that 
the personal factor niay be eliminated froin consideration. 

The inerits of any plan or systern depend not on the reconitnendationS 
of the person who advances it, but on the opinion of those fainaliar with its 
practical worth. 

The letters, etc., are printed chronologically. 

From Charles Sooysiidth,

Consulting Engineer, 


71 Broadway, New York. 


Dear JV0: April 12, 1.904. 

I read with interest those of the articles 
sent me which I had not seen. it seems to 
,me in your suggestion that a comprehensive
plan for the subsurface improvements should 
be made vow, you have hit upon about the 
most important thing possible to think of 
for the city's future welfare. I hope sov
e-
thing will come of the suggestion, if not, as 
you predict, the time is not very far off,
when then-existiiig underground works will 
block most iteeded additional ones. 

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) Charles Sooysuvith. 

October 13th, 1909. 
My Dear Mr. Eito: 

Your book on Street Traffic Regulation is 
a great credit to your ability and long cou-
tinned effort in the interest of the City Of 
New York. The majority who read and 
study it, will appreciate only the results of 
your labor. To me the book is a record 
and history of many hard fought battles. 
Fights against stupid, ignorant opposition;
fights agaiiist political pull; fights agai)ist
tradition and flghts against customs The 
people little know how long and how per-
sistently we fought the opposition watch 
arose with every new step we took, but iri 
yonr book almost every paragraph to the 
initiated, is a record of one store fight won. 
The City owes you a debt of thanks (which 
you will never receive) for the great assist-
ance you have Tendered the several city 
officers who have froin time to time taken 

an interest in better traffic regulation; it 
owes you a debt too, for the time and 
money you have so freely given in this
truffle work. 

The placing of a concise set of regu
lations in the hands of drives and police;
the cautionary signs for slow moving ve
hicles, and the mounted police regulating
traffic are monuments to your energy and 
intellect, and you should be proud of the 
architecture and position of these 'Inonu-
Inents. 

Wishing you covert greater success in 
your eff orts abroad, I remain with many 
thanks for the copy of the Regulations.

Sincerely, 
(Signed) AlexaWer B. Piper, 

Captain U. S. Army, (Retired), 
Formerly Deputy Police Com
inissioner, and the first one ap
pointed in charge of traffle. 

303 North Street, 
Buffalo, N. Y., 

Mr. IV. P. Eno, 
1771 IV Street, 

Washi
igton, D. C. 
October 14, 1909. 

My Dear Sir: 
I have just been looking over your book 

on Street Traffic Regulation of which you 
were good enough to send me a copy, and 
it reininds me how deeply the city of New 
-Vork-aM through it, all the large cities-
are indebted to you for the persistent, in
telligent and well directed efforts writers 
you have made for ten years past to 
M
prove the traffic conditions on crowded 
thoroughfares. The traffle regulations of 
the Police Department were first issued 
in 1903, when I was Police Covimissioner, 
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fit your suggestion and in accordance with 

the recommendations of Deputy Cononis-

.sioner Piper whom I had sent to London 

to study the problem there. These regula-

Govs have never been revoked but have 

been modified and improved, with increased 

,experietwe, until now the traffle is regu-

lated in a mat"ter befitting a city of its 

importavec; and the slim young patrol-
man on his well groolned horse is now wic 

,of the best known and most popular sights 

in, the city. It is impossible to imagi)ie, 
vow, the existence of traffic without the 

i-egulatiwis. Their susticitsion for an hour 
durbig the busy part of the day would re-

sult in blockades involving large financial 

Zosses and would probably precipitate a 
number of riots. 

The plait for street traffle regulatimt 

owed its inception to you, and you have 

followed it up consistently and persist-

,ently to its present almost perfect develop-

ment '. and in so doing, you have conferr-ed 
a beneflt upon Now Yorkers, and the dwell-
ers ill other large cities, of very large pro-

portions. I beg leave to congratulate you 
heartily upon the success of your efforts. 

Sincerely gours, 

(S
qned) F. V. Greene, 

Gen. U. S. A. Police Commissioner ol 
New York City when the work was 

started. 

Police Departnient, 

Traffle Bravch, 
Philip & Hunter Streets, 

Sydney, N. S. W. 

Nov. 5, 1909. 

Door mr
 E210: 


I ain in receipt of six copies of your book, 
oil "Street Trafflo Regulation- and desire 

to thank you for your kindness and cour-

tesil. 
So far as my knowledge goes, this is the 

only record upon the subject and must have 

entailed a very great aniount of persovaZ 
labor in its compilation. 

The cot)iprehensive history of the pro-

gress made since 1900 shows the great, dif-

ficulty which exists in the principal city of 

America in introducing a reform, even, 

when like that of Traffle, the necessity for 

reformation was obvious to a casual ob-

server. 
It also shows, however, what a wo)?derful 

city New York.)tmst be, frotli, the fact, that 

between 1900 mid 1908, the Traffle St(ty 
increased from nothing to over 7jO nicn, 
130 of whom are mounted oil horses and 18 

oil bicycles. I * * 

I trust that your trip to Ezgland will be 

enjoyable. and if you see anything regard

ing traffle, or motor traffle control that you, 

consider of importance, -1 shall be pleased to 

hear about it. 
With thanks and kind regards, 

Yours faithfidly, 

(Signed) A. Edward. 

New -York Transportatiot
 Co., 

49th St. & 8th Avemie, 

New York, N. F. 
Feb. 5, 1910
 

Willialit Phelps Eno, Esq., 

1771 N Street, 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Sir: 

The excellent results of the educational, 
work, you have done in, New York are. I 
think, apparent to all who are concerved in 

conducting any form o'f public or privole 
transportation service, and I should like you 

to know that I as one of theln highly ap

preciate what you have done. 
With malty thanks, believe ine, 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) R. Tr. Meade, Pi-es. 

Washington, D. C., 

Mal-ell 3, 1910. 

The Regulation of Street Traffle. 

One of the most noticeable things about 
the life of the little and one of the ))lost 

universal is the very active movement in 
evide)ice for the beautifleation and general 

improvement of cities. It iveludes not oilly 

everything that goes to voike a city attrac
live (and beautiful, but everythiitg that cait 
contribute to the comfort or convenience of 

its citize)is. One of the latest matters, des
pite its ittiportatice, to receive ottention, 

has been the regulation, of street traffle. 

Every ove at all fawtiliar with coMitioZ8 itz 
the congested suburbs of any of our large 

cities, but especially of New Fork, is aware 

of the danger mW delay -which has been of-

tend(oit vpon the regularly viovevent of traf

fe. There has been no system vor effective 
regulation, every mie having been left to 

take his chances and get on as best he covId. 
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Accidetits were numerous and the loss of traffle might move through that great and 
time very serious. growii
g city. And today, with an extra-

It seems strange that such an intolerable ordinary increase of population and of busi
-state of things should not have been taken ness in New York, you pass through its 
in hand by the municipal authorities, but streets, tcenzii	g with vehicles and with hu
.such was the case, and it was left to a nan, beings, practieally without interruption 
public-spirited citizen, observagit and alert, -whyZ Because TFRliam Phelps Eno -was 
to viake a careful study of the situation willing to and able to bring to the attention 
a??d su(ggest improvement a??d rei)?edics. Mr. of the people of New Y ork and of the offi-
Williain Phelps Eno, of New Fork-, after cials of New Fork as be has since to the 
fagnilioriNvri hii)gself with foreign methods. offleials of Paris and of various other cities 
about le)i years ago devised a system which in Europe and America, the possibility, by 
comprises all the best foreign ideas on the thought and regulation, of gnaking that traf
sUbJect, in combination ivith those be had fie move practicolly without interruption 
evolved (is peculiarly applicable to New through existhig streets. That is scientifle 
York. He 'first induced the Police Depart- gnmiagegnent applied to the solution of that 
ment lo (retail a handfwl of officers to test problem. I I 
his plag?, aiO so well was it found to work The reference was iii connection with the 
that there !gas grown up now a large, espe- delays in freight traiisportation. 
cially selected traffic squad who keep thiiigs Yours very truly, 
movii
g everywhere throughout the city with-
cut the clashigig, friction and exhibition of (Signed) Louis D. Brandeis. 
objurgatory energy found necessary iv other Since appoi0ed Associate Justice 
days. Mg-. Eno was ably seconded by Mr. of the Supreme Court of the 
Frederick Bvpher, Assistant Police Commis- 170ted States. 
sioiieg-, a)0 they have together brought the 
sysletu gto to a point of perfection which Copy of Telegram 
has found eager imitation both in London 
,Find Paris. New York City, 

Letter by Archibald Rolgki)o
, of the Court 
Tnly 02, 1,911, 
of Claims, to the Cincinnati "Inquirer," Mr. '"'illiagn P. Eno, 
March 3, 7910. Saugatuck-,, Comiecticut. 

161 Devonshire Street, Accept everlasting gratitvdc of members 
Bostov, Mass., of Traffic Squad Benevolent Association for 
January 20, 
911, your royal support of aggieu(Nieut to Jockson 

Williaoi Phelps Eno, Esq.. Law savhig Traffle Squad. 
Wasington, D. C. Sergeant P. F. Crave. 

My Dear Mr. Eno: Presidev. 
The following is the passage of guy ad

dress before the Interstate Commerce Com- February 19, 1912. 
nzissiou ogz January 11th referring to you: Mg-. TFv?. P. E?10' 

"Te	? Nears ago the crying deniawl in 
New York and in all the large cities, the My Dear Sir: 
greater threat of the future, and the engbar- It gives me, pleasure to add my testivico
y 
rass7negd of the present, was the congestion to tire value of your work, and studies fit the 
of traffic. Everyone of you remember what matter of handling street traffle in large 
the condition in New York-, ivas tc
i and nipe cities. 
years ago. One of those theorists, a nian No one, so for (is I know, has ever writ
ivith brains. and ivith public spirit, TFi7havi ten, upon the subject. While yogi, have 
Phelps Eno, came to the conclusion that deeply studied it mid pive)i the results of 
traffic regulation on the Alew York streets your work in publications of the utmost 
would reagove congestion; that it would save clearness and value. 
ininteigse time to the passers, to the work- You have performed a valuable public 
iigg niciz, (is well as to the pleasure seeker. service and it is o0i to be hoped that av-
It the	g seemed as if that city would 9?ee(l thoritics in charge of trofflc ivill be ivillivg 
to put Aroi(gh Here streets iu order that the merely to use the results of yovr work, 
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placed ready before thein and only needing 
to be utilized. 

WishiAg you continved success in your 
chosen n7ork and with warm regard, 

Believe me, 

Very sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Theo. A. Biiighavi, 

Brig. Gen'l U. S. Army (retired) 
formerly Police Cominissioner, 
City of New York. 

Oakdale, Long Island, N. Y.. 

Feb. 09th, 1912. 

Dear AIr. Eno: 

No one knows better than I how hard you 

have worked and how much you have ac-
compUshed in improving conditions relative 
to the movement of vehicular traffic in New 
York City. -Having served four years as 
Deputy Commissioner of Police.in charge of 
street traffic, I consider myself qualified to 
speak of the great assistance you have give)i 
to the Now York Police Department in the 
workii
g out of the trafflo regulations. You 
will, )to doubt, remember the many hours 
you aibd I worked together over the exact 
wordiiig of each paragraph of the regida-
tions. -1 shall always be indebted to you for 
your assistance. If your ideas, especially 
with reference to public hacks could be put 
in force without political interference, it 
would work wonders for the track usiig pub-
lic and would also greatly facilitate the 
general movement of street traffic. One of 
the most needed reforms in New York City 
today is the proper licensing of all drivers 
especially those driving public vehicles for 
hire. I know of no better system than the 
ow suggested in your book. It has done a 
great deal of good because it has interested, 
the public and explained to thent the prac-
tical side of the regulation of street trafflc. 
When I was Deputy Commissioner of -Police 
I caused to be distributed to each inember 
of the Department attached to traffic pre-
cincts a copy of your book and I assure you 
that they benefited, by reading it. * * ' 

You need no better illustration of what 
the public thinks of the regulation of traf-
fie in New York than was given last sum-
mer wheo, an effort was made to abolish the 
tra.ge police, Your ivork had inuch to do 
with the way ht which the citizeits rose and 

demanded 0'f tile legislature that the New 
York Traffic Police be kept intact. I I * 

Assuring you of my highest regard, 
Believe me sincerely, 

(Signed) F. H. Bugher, 

Formerly Deputy Police Commissioner 

in Charge of Traffic for four years. 

To Mr. Win. P. Eno,

H'a-31tington, D. C.


The Outlook

'087 Fourth Avenue


Office of lVew York 

Theodore -Roosevelt 

February 29th, 1912. 

My Dear Mr. Eno: 
I have received your book on street traf

fle regulation. You have done a genuinely 

valuable piece of work. No one cav, com
pare the condition of the traffic in New 
York streets, and especially the down-towa 
traffle, after your work was done with that 
of ten or twenty years ago without realizing 
the value of your service to the city. Whea 
I was Police, Commissioner, I was veces
sarily in touch with thi,,z whole question, aud 
am therefore in a position to recognize what 
you have done. 

Sincerely yours, 
(Signed) Theodore Roosevelt. 

Mr. William P. Eno, 
-1771 N Street, 

Ir"ashhigtolt, 1). C. 

The Fifth Avenue Association, 
New York, March 1:2th, 1912. 

Willinj Phelps Eno, Esq., 
1771 N Street, 

Washington, D. C. 
Dew- Mr. Eno: 

I am sure that no one thinks of the regu
lation of traffic in this great city of ours 
without its at once suggesting your na)oe
* 

When we organized this Association sev
eral years ago, I hailed with delight the 
generous and earnest way in which you re
spouded to my requests to help us in, doing 
something along traffic lines. You came to 
our queetiugst; you delivered hispiring and 
instructive addresses, and you enabled me to 
distribute your most valuable book, on this 
whole subject amwig sotiie of our reading 
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people. Whea you were not able to be in and your energetic work proceeded the 
this city, you helped me with your advice Py methods formwlated by Captain Piper and 
letter, and you aided me to make better re- adopted by General Greene, then Commis
plies to statements concerning traffic that I sioner of Police. 
thought should be combated. The Trafflc Squad was organized as the 

Personally and offlcially, I have been ex- instrument for giving effect to the sugges
tremely interested i)i your work. * ' * tion-s originated by you, and it has since 
May I express the, hope that while you are continued to be a most useful means of 
going abroad to undertake more work there, traffic regulation. 
you will not neglect as? We ?feel you very The Merchants' Association has been can, 
much and, as an Association, we are very tinuously interested in this subject and par-
appreciative of what you have done for us, ticularly in promoting the work of the, Traf
and for our section. fle Squad, and has, therefore, become famil-

Yours very truly, iar with your useful and untiring work in 

(Signed) -Robert Grier Cooke, this connection. On its behalf I am glad to 
President. make acknowledgment of your useful public 

service, in organizing street traffic, and 
thereby promoting, the interests of business 

Chamber of Commerce men, and the comfort and convenience of 

of the State of New York citizens. 
65 Liberty Street, Yours very truly, 

New York The Merchants' Association of 
New York. 

March 15, 19.12. By (Sigited) Henry B. Towne, 
Williaut P. Eno, Esq., President. 

1771 N Street, 
Washington, D. C. 

My Dear Mr. Eno: 5 rue Beaujon, 

I learn from our mutual friend, Mr. Paris 
George E. Ide, that you are about to go 2 Mai, 1912. 
abroad to renew your studies and labors in Mon Cher Eno: 
connection with the traffic regulations in 'Je regrette inflniment que vous n'ayez pu 
large cities. venir 6 Buenos-Aires. Cc regret fat partag4 

The public-spirited and very effective, non seulement par les. autorites de la pHfec
work you, have done along those lines in this ture de Police mais encore par toute la 
city is worthy of commendation and is Presse. Je vous dirai que nous avons fr
que
highly appreciated by those who are famil- ment discvU avec eux votre campagne
iar with the same. devenue internationale-pour l'am4lioration 

I wish you a pleasant journey and a most du trafic des rues. 
successful experience abroad. 11 est done naturel que cette presse 

Yours very truly, si 4prise de progr4 a uve Police aussi in
telligement dirigee sent rcqu avec satisfac

(Signed) B. Hepburn, tion les exemplaires de votre livre, qulils ont 
President. obteint par meet intermMiaire, et que, avec 

la promptitude habituelle des Argentines 4 
The Merchants' Association of New York s'emparer de nouvelles id4es, its aient utilis6 

54-60 Lafayette St., teles indications leur apparaissant le, plus 
March 16, 1912. susceptible d' adaptation () Vaccroissemoit 

William P. Eno, Esq., si rapide de cette extraordinaire cite. Fos 
17711 N Street, livres out 06 tr4s utiles mais it est fdcheux 

Washington, D. C. que vous n'ayes pu les
 accompagner pour la 
My Dear Sir: continuation du success de vos travaux si 

The people of New York are under'great dt'sintiress&. 
obligation to you as the orginator of effec- Bien 4 vous 
tive measures for abolishing the chaos of (s) C. H. Sherrill.
team traffic which formerly prevailed in our Ex-Ministre Plenipotentiarre des Etats 
streets. From your valuable suggestions Unis pres la Republique Argentine. 
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Paris, le 11 Mai 1912. Serviteurs communs de, (a circulation ar
53 Avenue d'Icna, Urielle de I'liumanite, ?tons pourrons quand 

.Paris. sonnera Pheure nous endormir en pensant 
Mon cher Ami, que nous Wavons pas 04 tout 4 fait inutiles. 

11 y a entre l'oeuvre que vous avez pour- N'est-co pas 14 la ricompeiise supr6me de 
suivie et la mienne plus de points communs 1'effort. 
que Von ne pense. A V07is 

Le syst
mc circulatoire de 1'6tre vivant (Signe) P. Bunau-Varilla. 
coinprend les gros vaisseaux, les arUres, qui 
porteitt la masse du fluide sanguin aux petits Formerly chief eDgIneer of the Panama 
vaisseux, aux arUrioles, et celles-ci le dis- Caia), eo-signer with John Hay, of the Hay
tribuent aux moindres de nos mole'cules Bunaii-Varilla treaty, which made the Panama 

Canal possible; first minister from the Repub
vivantes. lic of Panama to. the United States, and deco-

De in
me cc corps colossal qu
on appelle rated several time-. for valuable eDgineering
work at the front during the late war.

Vhumanit6 a un syst4me eirculatoire qui 
comprend les arUres principales et les arteri
oles de distribution. Mr. William Phelps Eno 

Les uaes et les autres sont 6galement in- Grand Hotel, Paris. 
dispemables. 

J'ai consacri nia vie it la plus colossale 
de ces arOres, an Canal de Panama. Fous 
avez oonsacri la v6tre aux arterioles en COPY- Embassy of the 
vombre infini qui distribuent les produits de United States of America. 
Vindustrie de Chumanite A chacune de ses Paris, July 1, 1912. 
,molecules: IlHomme. 

Votre oeuvre a 
t
 large et f4cond6 parcel Colonel William Phelps Eno, 
quIelle prenait sa raefue dans un s
ntiinent Grand Hotel Paris. 
d6sint4ress4 de devouement et la collectivit4. I 

Elle a 0i couronnie d'un sucas brillant My Dear Colonel Eno: 
parce que Vesprit scientifique en a dict6 les Your thoughtfulness in sending me your 
Jtapes. pamphlet "Le Probl4me de la Circulation" 

Elle a rencontrJ sur son chemin la rsis- is very much appreciated, especially the 
tance passive de Vilgoisme et de l'ignorance, copy which you have been so.kind as to dedi
,mais elle en a trioinpU. cate to me. 

Fous pouvez avec orgueil regarder Vordre The "Eno System" of street traffic regu
la mithode et la discipline qui aujourd 'hvll
 lations is so well known throughout North 
remplacent dans beaucoup de grandes vgjes and South, America and Europe, that it would 
nota-inment 4 New York, la confusion, l'irre' be superfluous for me to add praise to that 
flexion et la violence. which has already been inade by the inany 

VotTe oeuvre en Aw;rique est Complete. technical men competent to pass on its mer-
Vous Ues venu en France I'll poursuivre, i.ts. Nevertheless, even a layman like myself

i's daily impressed, both here and in New 
pousse par cc mystirieux attrait qui ram
ne York, by the rapidity with which the heavy
I'lioinue vers la patrie de ses anc6tres. Yous 
fermez ainsi la longue boucle qui a pouss6 traffic is enabled to move through the most 
en An crowded streets without delay or aanoyance,gleterre d'abord, puis an Ain4riquel and with a saving of life which could not 
Jacques de Henne, encore citoyen de Valen- have been possible under former conditions. 
cieanes et la fin du sixieme scUcle. Fous This condition is, of course, due to your ini
avez Wjet fait beaucoup ici, mais tout ?rest 
pas termint,. Quand il en sera ainsi, votre tsative. 
systbnie, de Paris gagnera tout Funivers. Please accept my congratulations for the 

C'est vons qui aurez Jtj le chef dlorches- success which you have attained and, believe 
tre done harraonie inesp&Je. me, 
I Et vous aurez, en determinant le rythme, Very sincerely yours, 
rendu vit grand service a tons. (S) Myron T. Herrick. 
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Pr4fecture de Police 

SecrOariat Gin6ral 


Inspection Divisiounaire. 

de la 


Circulation & des Transports 

Cabinet 


de 

L'Iuspecteur Divisionnaire 


Republique FranCaise 

Paris. le 
? Juillet 191R. 


Cher Monsieur. 

Monsieur le Pr4fet de Police s'est entrete
nu aveo moi de la tr
s int6ressante brochure 
que Monsieur Eno a bien voulu lui remittre, 
et dont il m'a 6galement fait hommage. 

Monsieur le Pr
fet ina charg
 de vous dire 
qulil donnerait voloutiers son approbation it 
la publication du r
glement contenu dans 
cette brochure, viais sous reserve de cer
taives modifications qui permettraient de 
niettre ces Hglewtents eu concordance aveo 
les ordonnances de police en vigueur. 

It m1a donnJ mission de in'entendre avec 
vous et avec Monsieur Eno, 4 ce sujet. Je 
me liens done 6 votre disposition, et serai 
tr
s heureux de vous recevoir dans wwn cab-
inet quand vous avrez quelques instants 4 
,me consacrer. 

J'aurais vivenient desire 4crire 4galement 
i Mr. Eno, mais je Wai pas son adresse 4 
Paris, ce qui m'a e))y6ch6 wigme de le re-
mercier de 1'evvoi de sa brochure. 

Veuillez agr6er, Cher Monsieur, Vassar-
auce de Tnes sentiments tout d6vou,6s. 

L'Iiispecteur Divisionnoire: 
Sigiol: Joltrain. 

Monsieur Hugues Leroux, 

Rc'dacteur an Journal "Le Matin." 

Pr4fecture de Police 

Seer9tariat G4u	ral 


Inspection Divisiomiaire 

de la Circulatiou 

et des transports 


Npublique Fran
aise 
Pol-is, le 10 juillet 1912. 

Cher Monsieur. 
Ainsi que je vous I'avais promis, je viens 

de sountettre it Housieur le Pr4fet de Police 

la Nouvelle notice riglementaire conceruaut 
la circulation modifte dans les conditions 
convenues entre novs. 

J'ai Chonueur de vous informer qu'apr
s 
en avoir pris connalssance, Monsieur le Pre
fet m'a chargd de vous dire qu'il donnait 
son enti&e approbation. 

Agreez, cher Monsieur, Vassurance de mes 

sentiments les plus distingugs. 
Llinspecteur divisionuaire, 

Signg: Joltrah?. 

Monsieur William Phelps Eno, 
an Grand ff6tel, Paris. 

Ndftation Natimiale

des


Entrepreneurs de Transports,


Si
ge Social: 10, rue de Laucry 

Paris, le 27 Juillet 1912. 

Monsieur _[Villiam Phelps Eno, 
Grand H&cl, 

Paris. 

Cher Monsieur, 
J'ai I'honneur de vous exprimer tons rates 

revierciements, tant en mon nom personnel 
qu'au nom des Syndicats adherents et notre 
FgWration, pour le zNe inlassable avec le
qvel vous ave,- poursuivi le but que voug vous 
Oes propos6 dIatteindre: l'am4lioration de 
la circulation dons Paris. 

La notice approuWe par M. le Pr6fei de 
Police le 10 Juillet constitue nu progr
s coal 
sid6rable dans la riglementation de la cir
culation. Jo sais bien que les prescriptions
nouvelles vout 4 Vencontre des' latitudes 
praises et de la routine; mais j'ai Vespoir 
avec le concours actif des Syndicats des 
chaugeurs et des cochers, les conducteurs se 
rendrbnt compte qu'ils Unificieront tout les 
premiers des facilit6s de circulation atten
dues. 

-11 y a d'autres questions A r4soudre, no
tawment celle du stationnement des voitures 
de place. A vrai dire, la question de la cir
culation. proprement dite ne sera conipl&e
ment r6solue que lorsque le stationnement 
oura et4 4quitablement fixe; mais ce sera 
Iloewvre de demain et laissez-7noi esp6rer que 
vous voudrez Men nous continuer le collcours 
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que vous avez bien voulu nous accorder jus- en effet a I'avance le trajet que mes ennemis, 
qu 'ici. automobiles ou hippomobiles, sont desormais 

Je vous prie d 'agreer, Cher Monsieur, I 'ex astreints  suivre.a
pression de mes sentiments les plus distin- Jugez si je vous suis reconnaissant de ce 
gues. resultat et combien la lettre aimable que 

Pour la Federation, vous avez bien voulu m'ecrire m'a rendu fier. 

Le President, Veuillez agreer, Mon Cher Monsieur Eno, 
Signi: Miraillet. I'assurance de ma tres haute consideration. 

(Signed) A Bertillon.
Copy 

Prefecture de Police P. S. Puisque vous avez conserve un si 
Direction Generate des liecherches. bon souvenir de votre portrait signalitique 
Service de I'Identite Judiciaire. que, je me permets de vous en adresser deux 

Paris, Aug. 1, 191,1. neuvelles epreuves. 

Mon cher Monsieur Eno 
Chambre de Commerce

Moi aussi j'ai conserve un souvenir ires 
vivace de votre visitc, la premiere, dites vous, de Nancy 

que vous ayez faite lors de votre arrivee d Nancy, le 14 Fevrier 1913. 
Paris. J'ai suivi avec grand interet vos ef Exposition de La Cite Moderne,forts pour regulariser la circulation et j'ai 
admire les resultats que, progressivement, Ire Quinzaine d'Avril 1913 
vous avez obtenus. Je ne me suis pas con Object: 
tents d'admirer, j'en ai profite mois-meme Cite Moderne 
comme tous les Parisiens. Dix fois peut
etre vous m'avez same la vie par vos regle- Monsieur Eno 
ments si bien compris de la circulation. Je Collaborateur d "Je Sais Tout," 
suis, en effet, malheureusement arrive a I'dge Paris. 
oil il ne faut plus compter sur le coup de 
jarret spontane qui, au dernier moment, vous Monsieur, 
sauvera de votre inattention. Grace a vos Je viens de lire avec le plus vif interet 
reglements, oil je suis passi maitre, je sais I'etude que vous avez publiee dans "Je Sais 

Tout," numero du 15 Janvier, sur le Prob
leme de la Circulation. 

Je dois vous dire que la Chambre de Com
merce de Nancy et la Societe Industrielle de 
I'Est organisent pour le mois d'Avril pro-
chain une Exposition de la Cite Moderne. 
Nous avons le dessein de grouper, sous cette 
rubique, les divers plans et projets qui ten-
dent -non sculment a ameliorer et a embellir 
la ville, mais a la rendre plus commodement 
habitable. 

Ne pensez-vous pas que nous pourrions 
faire une place dans cette Exposition aux 
documents que vous avez mis en oeuvre. Je 
vous serais tres reconnaissant de bien vouloir 
examiner cette question. Nous serious tres 
heureux s'il vous Hait possible de seconder 
nos vues. 

Veuillez agreer, Monsieur, I'assurance de 
mes sentiments les plus distingues. 

Le Secretaire General: 
Photograph of the author taken by 

Dr. Bertillon himself. (Signed) N. Witte. 
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has demonstrated the truth of your fore
sigJtt. 

Le tr iomphe du sys teme EnB. 
l i ne fois de plus , les pr incipes de 

1 Americain Wi l l i am Phelps Eno, l ' im
portateur en Angleterre et en F rance du 
systeme de circulation giratoire, vien
nent de t r iompher . G'est le systeme des 
trois refuges qu'il preconisa que le pre
iet de police ordonna recemment comme 
le seul capable d 'ameliorer la circula
tion des vehicules aux Champs-Elysees . 

Deja, entre le rond-point et le Grand 
Palais, ll existe trois series de ces triples 

Le triple refuge aux Champs-Elysees.
• 

	refuges, canalisant ainsi la circulation 
des automobiles et dormant naturelle
ment une plus grande securite aux pie-
tons. Les deux refuges exterieurs de 
chaque serie sont ceux qui existaient 
jadis, mais qu'on a ecarte l'un de 1'auLre; 
au milieu, on a edifie le refuge central, 
qui sera bientot surmonte dun rever
bere. 

Naturellement, le systeme des trois 
refuges sera generalise d'un bout a l'au
tre de la splendide voie parisienne. 

Translation 
Federati-on Nationale 

des 
Entrepreneurs des Transports 

Siege Social: 10 Sue de Lancry 
Paris, Ie 18 Janvier, 1916. 

Dear Mr. Eno: 
After the application in Paris during three 

years of the principles that you have always 
upheld concerning vehicular traffic in large 
cities, permit me to tell you that experience 

After quite natural blunderings, since it 
icas a matter of correcting long-standing 
mistakes, the drivers quickly learned the new 
rules, and if at times there has been reason 
lately for the Police to ignore infractions of 
traffic regulations, it has been because so 
many of the experienced drivers have been 
mobilized and replaced by less experienced 
men. But this unusual state of affairs has 
made it possible to show that even with in
experienced drivers the congestion of traffic 
has been much reduced, thanks to measures 
whicli were taken very largely from sugges
tions which you gave in 1912 to the authori
ties then in charge of traffic. It is only just 
to add tltat the Prefect of Police and espe
cially M. Joltrain, Inspector General of Ve
hicular Traffic in Paris, have brought to 
their administration of the rules, all the good 
will and tact that could be wished for. 

Please accept, dear Mr. lino, my best 
wishes. 

(S)	 M. Miraillet, 
President. 

In 1912 there were over 120,000 drivers of 
business vehicles in France employed by this 
federation 

Translation 
Federation Nationale 

des 
Moyens de Transports 

Siege Social 
Bourse du Travail, S rue du Chateau-d'Eau 

Paris 
Paris, le 23 Janvier, 1916. 

Monsieur Eno: 
Having heard that you intend to publish 

a book on traffic problems in the principal 
cities of the United States and Europe I 
wish to offer you my congratulations on your 
intention. This book will appear at just the 
right moment and will contribute valuable 
directions for bettering traffic conditions in 
large cities. 

In Paris, thanks to your efforts and in 
spite of the inertia of the departments con
cerned, your system has been applied in part 
and gives excellent results. Your method 
has enormously ameliorated traffic conditions 
here, the hindrances are lessened daily, in 
large proportions. Let us hope that the 
complete adoption of your educative and non
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repressive system will give Paris an almost 
perfect circulation. 

Sincerely, 
(S) J. Guinchard. 

In 1912 there were over 70,000 members of 
this association. 

Introduction to Pamphlet issued under the 
auspices of the National Safety Council in 
1916 : 

The National Safety Council takes pleas-
ure in presenting a new pamphlet on 
"Street Traffic Regulation- by Mr. Wil-
liam Phelps Eno, probably the most expert 
adviser on such matters in the world. 

In New York Mr. Eno revolution&ied traf-
fic regulation, thereby saving more money 
annually through one branch of police work 
than it costs to run the whole Police De-
partment. 

In Paris "Le SysUme Eno" is the offl-
cial traffic regulating system of the French 
capital. London has adopted many of Mr. 
Eno's ideas. The Traffic Branch of the 
Police Department of Sydney, New South 
Wales, adds splendid testimony. From the 
Argentiae Republic come words of appre-
ciation, Chicago also acknowledges a debt 
of gratitude. 

If Mr. Eno had headed his pamphlet 
"The Science of the Street" and couched 
his language in scientific terms, had lie con-
fined himself to academic -iscussion or 
given us long tables of statistical data, 
much of its value would have been lost, but 
he writes in the language all may read and 
understand. 

'IL'Evenement" October 3, 1916. 
Reported from the front.- 

Le Syst
me Eno 
On reste jtonu6 de la facilitj avec la 

quelle la circulation intense et ininterrompue 
s'effectue sur les routes. Les longs et inter-
minables convois automobiles sent doublds 
par les rapides camionvettes sanitaires, 7es 
cavaliers ont leur piste sp
ciale sur les bas-
cot4s du chemin et de placides gendarmes, 
drop rouge et la main, remplacent aux carre-
fours le traditionnel agent et le 14gendaire 
bltton Nano si chers aux boulevardiers. 

Les voitures hippomobiles de ravitaille-
ment en vilvres out des parcours qui, leur 
sont exclusivement r,6serv6s pour la plus 
grande joie des pauvres ahevaux des can-
ducteurs-et des impatients automobilistes. 
11 y a wn se)?s obligatoire, une riglementa-
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tiou sev&e de la circulation, un code de la 
route, un veritable systimie E
io intellige,))i
ment pratiqu
. 

ApHs la voloW6 creatrice, apr	s Vi&e di
rectrice, se manifeste V 'esprit de m4thode 
d'application qui co6rdowie les efforts dmis 
Pharmoiie des reMemeats. 

La Petite Republique

Le 8 Juillet, 19-19


Commeitt Refaire Nos Routes 
M. Eno


Nous dowic de bons conseils

Dagis mie lettre adress6e, it la Petite

116publique, it nous indique comment


am6liorer la circulation. 
A la suite d'im article pubW ici mem6 

sous le titre: "Et le sysUme Eno" du 
probl4i)ic de la circulation, nous avons 
reQu de M. Eno, uiie lettre oit le tr
s dis
tingu6 cr
ateur du, sysUme perfectionn4 (16 
la circulation des rues veut bien nous donner 
d'interresa0es precisions sur la fagon dont 
nous pouvions reconstruire on r6parer nos 
voies de communication d6truites ou abim6es 
par la guerre. 

Avant d'expliqver les vu,',thodes que p)*o
nise M. Eno, rappelmis en que1ques mots 
comment son syst
me fut appliqu6 a Paris 
dans des circoiistmices que Von a peut4tre 
oublijes. 

Comment Fut Applique le Systeme Eno 
En 1909, M. 1-6pine qui start pr6fet de 

Eno, auteur de Vouvrage fort connu ea 
Am6riqu e : "Street Traffic Regulation" 
(R6ale)ncut du Trafle des Rues), et lui de
mandait des conseils. 

Une longue conference avait lieu qui don
nait naissance au nouveau mode de circula
tion mis depuls en pratique, 4 Paris sous le 
noin de Syst
mc Eno, et qui gious data de 
voies inontantes, de voies desceudantes et 
nous permit de ne plus atte)zdre des heures 
lorsqulil s'agit de traverser le carrefour 
Montmartre. 

Depuis, M. Eno a beaucoup travaiW-
Auginentant saas cesse ses connaissances, 
ses comeils extr6mement interessants peu
ve)tt donner d'excellents r6sultats si left 
sait eu proflter et surtout si l'on veut les 
appliquer (I temps, pendant cette p6riode de 
reconstruction intense qui doit suivre I'oeu
vre devastatrice de la guerre. 

Nos Belles Routes d'Autrefois 
11 faut avoir vu 7es routes de France et 



de Belgique pour se readre exactement covip-
te du travail qui doit etre fait pour remet-
tre tout cela en bon Out. Defondes par 
les lourd cautious des couvois de ravitaile-
ment, par les autos des armees qut egre-
naient sur ces voies leur incessant chaplet, 
par les obus, par les cartons et par les coh-
vois de munitions, les routes, qui jadis faisa-
ieut notre orgueil, ressemblent actuellement 
4 ces chemins priinitifs, tels qu'on en trouve 
dans les villes qui naissent. 

Et dans nos cit4s, dans nos villes d4vas-
t9es, non sculement les rues sont d6truites, 
mais encore elles out perdu en grande partie 
les maisons qui les bordaient, parfois du 
reste it faut le reconuaitre, un pea 4troite-
ment. 

C'est le viome)it (Pappliquer toutes les 
vigthodes suggft
es par la pratique et par 
la reflexion. 

Cc Qu'it Faut Faire 
M. Eno, da
is l'ouvrage qu'il vient d'
c-

rive i cet effet, pr4voit frois grandes divi-
sions. 

It s'agit d'abord de construire de non-
velles voles et de r4parer les anciennes apre 
avoir soigneusement OudM les sections de 
croisement pour eviler un stationnement in-
d4finiment prolong
. 

De plus les routes devront Ore suffisam
ment larges pour que tovs les v9hivules puis-
sent circuler, se depasser, se croiser sans 
causer d'accidents. 

Cependant, il ne s'agit pas de se lance)-
dans des Wpenses exagerees et de g6cher de 
Pargew pour constraire des routes hors de 
proportion. 

Le but doit Ore atteint mais non d4passe. 
De plus les tournants et les angles doiveut 

one 4tablis suivants des principes scientif- 
iques et non pas (in hasard comme on travail 
toujours fait jusqu'a pr6sent. 

En Principe, tout doit Ore elargi, et sur-
tout des perspectives doivent Ore menagces 
pour permettre aux covducteurs d1aperce-
voir la voie dai
s laquelle its vont avoir et 
s'engager. 

Tout cela doit 4tre observe non 
;cqdejnent 
dans les constructions;, viais awssi au counts 
des reparatioas qui seront si nombreuses. 

Ensuite, it fruit pr
voir qulav
c le trafic 
intensi# que uous devro)is subir, it sera ab-
solument, a6cessair, principalemeut dans les 
villes, d'orga0zer, (le r4gleitteider la circu-
lation. 

Pour.cela, il-faut deja recruter des hom-
vics soigneuseiiieiit 6duqu6s qui seront 
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charges de faire la police et de diriger les 
convois de voitures dans le seats oit its doi
vent aller. 

11 sera 
galeqneiit n4cessaire de mvItiplier 
les indications 4crites, les signes convention
nels indiqumtt les croisements, les carrefours 
dangereux. 

11 faudra 4-tablir des refuges, des passages, 
des facilit4s pour les pigtails. 

Enfin, il faundra aussi 9tudier tr
s s4rie
usement le probl
ine des transports. Ap
prendre d faire des chargements m0hod
iques et eviter, autant que possible que des 
v6hicules retournent (i vide. 

It Faut Trouver Des Competences 
C'est en reviettant a des hommes de talent 

et experiment4s le soin de d9brouiller toutes 
ces difflcult4s que Pon obtiendra une solu
lion raisonnable du probPme. 

Un 	 pea partout on trouvera les bonnes 
volont& et M. Eno lui-ingme qui tant de fois 
nous donna des preuves de son talent et de 
sa r6elle obligeance ne refusera certailievient 
pas de nous aider une fois encore. 

Seulement, pour cela, it faut d1abord le lui 
demander, et it faut avoir surtout la volont
 
tr
s nette de faire quelque chose de bien et 
de d4finitif. 

The Secretary of the, Interior 
Washington 

February 26, 1920. 
My Dear Mr. Eno: 

You are doing an invaluable work-a pio
neer work-for you are meeting one of the 
most vexatious problems of our time. To 
bring order out of chaos is more than a 
man's job. 

Cordially yours, 
(8) Franklin K. Lane, 

Secretary of the Juterior. 
Mr. William Phelps Eno, 

1771 	 N Street,

Washington, D. C.


Commissioners on Uniform State Laws 
New York State Board 

Charles Thaddeus Terry 
100 Broadway, New York 

Francis M. Burdick 
De Ruyter, New York 

Carlos C. Alden 
Marine National Bank Building 

Buffalo, New York 



February 19, 1920. 

Mr. Williain P. Eno, 

1771 N Street, 

Washington, D. C. 


MY Dear Mr. Eno: 

I have Yours of the 18th inst. and hasten 
to reply to your inquiry. 

The statenient which you make and which 
you propose to put in your book is correct 
and sound for the reason that the United 

States Goverionent has superior jurisdiction 
over post-roads. Furthermore, a Federal 
Highway Traffle Act, such as you inention. 
would doubtless be so drawn, at least it 
could be so drawn, as not to interfere with 
any police powers of any of the states, 
even though the roads affected were not, 
strictly speaking, post-roads. 

With cordial personal regards and best 
wishes, I reinain, 

1'ery faithfully yours, 

Chas. Thaddeus Terry. 

The above letter is in reply to a question as 

to whether statement in P:irt 1, Chapter 1. is 

correct. 31r. Terry is probably the greatest

legal authority on such subjects, having been 
council for the Anierienn Automobile Associa-

tion and the National Automobile Chainber 

of Corninerce. 


Robert Lansing, 

1323 18th Street, 
Washington, D. C. 

February 28, 1920. 
My Dear Mr. Eno: 

It is a inatter of congratulation. to the 
public that you are about to publish a neir 
voluine entitled "Science of Highway Traf-
fie Regulation," because there has been so 
general a recoga6tion of the value of your 
earlier book upon this subject. 

As a pioneer and as a master bb the fleld 
of regulating traffic in our streets art order 
to avoid collisions and to safeguard life 
your vicivs based upon careful study (tied 
practical experience will be of the utniost 
value. 14'hat You, a single individual, have 
already arconiplishcol in bringing order out 
of chaos in the crowded streets of our cities 
and in, lessening the possibility of accidents 
will be a inonument to the great public ser-
rice which you have so generously rendered. 

It is as one who has been benefited by 
you)- labors that I desire to express 7ny 

9-1 

thanks and appreciation to you, with thr 
hope that you will continue to give the 
world the results of your further study of 
this great subject of traffle regulation. 

With my sincere regard, I ani, 

Very cordially yours, 
(8) Robert Lansing. 

Resigned as Secretary of State of the 1'. S,. 
"f America, February 14, 1920. 

EXTRACTS FROM CIRCULAR LETTERS 
FROM HIGHWAYS TRANSPORT COM
HITTEE, COUAICIL OF XATIONAL 
DEFENSE, U. S. A. 

Deceniber, 1918. 
The vitally intportant subject of highway 

traffic regulation, which is inalienably linked 
at) with the broad subject of highways 
transport, is to be given specialized atten
tion by the District of Colunibia Highways 
Transport Committee, the Chairman of which 

is Mr. William P. Eno, a recognized author
ity on the subject of traffic regulation. 

Mr. Eno has )tot only been recognized by 

authorities in, niany countries as enihicntly 
(justified to present a detailed trafflc pro-
grain, but distinct recognition has been 
given to his advanced views on this subject 

in the adoption by the authorities of Paris 
of his hi
qhways traffle regulations. Mr. Eno 
was active in connection uJth the organiza
tion, of the flrst frafflc squad in the city of 

New J'ork, and instruniental in bringing 
about traffle regulations of that city. 

January 4, 1919. 
(a) Uniforin State Traffic Lair 

. On account of the nainlocr of agencies 
Working on laws art the rarious states, and 
in view of the fact that there will be so 

inuch interstate hi
qhway trafilic, the High
ways Transport Coininittec has tried to 
bring together the various interests so that 
a nniforin, set of traffle laws inay be sub
initted lo the states. Already inuch work 
has been done by our National Conlinittee to 
coordinate the work of other oi
ganizations, 
and a resolution was passed at the recent 
Highway Convention in Chicago endorsing 
the, movement to draft a set of aniforni 
regulations. It is hoped that we it-ill be 
able to forivard to each of the state or
ganizations a suininary of what has been 



accomplished and suggestions can be made 
and legislation introduced where it is satis-
factory to the various states. Suggestions 
,will be welcomed by the national offlee. 

(b) Police Traffic Regulations 

Mr. William P. Eno, considered a world's 
authority on police traffic, has associated 
himself with the Washington Committee, and 
it is hoped that with his advice and flul.-
dailce a uniform set of police traffic laws 
can be adopted throughout the country. 
While on)- people moved around into the 
,rarious states before the war, since that 
tinie they have been even more active and 
it is now more important titan ever that 
these drivers of motor vehicles should know 
the traffle regulations. If these police traf-
fie regulations are uniform it will simplify 
travel, and with the ever increasing number 
of motor vehicles if this work is carried out 
it will be of great beneflt to the Nation. 
Mr. Eno ivill direct a campaign through our
organizatiovs to develop this work. 

Excerpt from pamphlet sent with the com-
pleted regulations by the Highways Trans
port Conimittee on May 8, 1910: 

INTERPRETATION OF REGULATIONS 
AND DIRECTIONS 

The United States Council of National 
Defense, through its Highways Transport 
Committee, in submitting herewith proposed 
stmidardized uniform highway traffle regu-
lations and directions, as indicated in letter 
recently sent you, desires to offer some sug-
gestions touching its nationwide campaign 
to the end that accidents on the highways 
be decreased. 

Mr. William P. Eno, chairman of the ad-
visory committee for the Highways Trans-
port Committee, to whom credit is du, for 
the vast amount of detail work necessary to 
put in, proper forin these suggested regula-
tio)is and directions, has made, at the re-
quest of the Council of National Defense, 
pertinent recommendations which should be 
followed if results hoped for front this caut-
paign are to be brought about. 

He discusses the imperative need for the 
adoption of such printed highway traffle 
regulations and directions and their stand-
ardization. Without this general adoption, 
in his opinion, all else would be compara-
lively useless, 
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A Circular Letter 
June, 1919. 

Prepared originally by Mr. William P. 
Eno, a world authority on police traffle, 
these regulations and directions have since 
been submitted for constructive criticisms 

M.Secretaries of State, State Highway Com
viissioners and Erigineers, judges and law
yers, publicists who have give)?, close study 
to this question; trafflc authorities in some 
of the larger cities, the American Automo
bile Association, the National Automobile 
Chamber of Commerce, the Highway Indus
tries Association, the National Highway 
Traffic Association and to scores of indi
viduals competent to pass upon this ques
tion. 

P... id-t E--d- C...itt,, 
Arthur H. Blanchard Walter R. Addicks 

David Beectoft 
Arthur H. Blanchard 

David Beccroft Robert Gtic, Cook.William P. Eno 
8.... t. ry Richard W. Meade

Joseph K. Orr
Elmet Thompson George H. Pride 

T....... Samuel W. TaylorElmer ThompsonGeorge H. Pride Jefferson DeM.nt Thompson 

NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ASSOCIATION

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT


BROADWAY AND 117TH STREET

NEW YORK CITY


May 8, 1919. 
Mr. William, P. Eno, 

ChairtnanHighways Transport Committee 
Advisory Committee, 

1771 N Street, Washiiigton, D. C. 
Dear Mr. Eno: 

Your favor of May 7th containing latest 
draft of the "General Highway Traffle 
Regulations," dated May 8, 1919, at /land. 

It gives me pleasure to state that the 
National Highway Traffic Association here
by adopts as its standard the "General 
Highway Traffle Regulations" as printed 
and-antended under date of May 8, 1919. 
* 

Anticipating the pleasure of seeing you 
in New York on the Mth, I rentain, with 
kindest regards, 

sincerely yours, 

(S) Arthur H. Blanchard, 
AHBIC President. 



Supreme Court of the District of Columbia in perfecting and promoting the adoption of 

Chambers of Justice Siddons 

March 8, 1920. 

My dear Mr. Eno. 

I am very glad to learn that you are about 
to publish a book on the, "Science of High-
way Traffle Regulation.- There ts no one 
so competent to do this as you, and I trust 
.1 shall not be accused of flattery if I add, 
that in your unremitting zeal and disinter-
ested labors in a cause that daily becomes 
more and more vital to people everywhere, 
you have revealed the crusader's character 
and spirit. 

It may not be amiss to recall what I per-
sonally know of your elforts in behalf ot 
Traffic Regulations in the nation's Capital. 

It is now about eight years since you ca-
listed me in your body of disciples to spread 
the gospel of sound regulation, and many 
an hour was spent by them, under your 
leadership, in the study of the underlying 
principles of the subject, and in the formula-
tion of those principles in clear, concise and 
simple ternis appropriate for enactment into 
law. During the period that -1 served as 
one of the Commissioners of the District of 
Columbia, further progress was made in the 
adoption, for the District, of most of the 
regulations then proposed, and since I have 
been a member of the Supreme Court of the 
District, we have continued in association 

the regulations as far as possible. 
The latest work in, which -1 had a share 

was done in connection with the Highways 

Transport Conimittee of the Conacil of 
National Defense, and then it was that the 
larger aspect of this matter was driven home 
upon me. 

it would unduly lengthen this letter to 
point out the reasons of the national impor
tance of standardization of and uniformity 
in Traffle Regulation. Enough to say that 
the motor driven vehicle has become an enor
mous factor in interstate commerce, and the 
frontier lines between the States of the 
Union, are becoming more and more vague 

and shadowy as the automobile tends to ob
literate them. It is not too much to say 
that a solid body of General Highway 
Traffle Regulations, if adopted, will greatly 
aid in the unifeation. of the people of the 
country, pro))iote commerce and diminish the 
tragedies directly due to improper regula
tions or none at all. 

In conclusion, let me say that -1 trust you)
book will have a wide circulation if for no 
other reason, for its educational value, and 
education on the subject is the chief prop 
of effective regulation, 

Very sincerely yours, 
(Signed) F. L. Siddons. 

Mr. William P. Eno, 
1771 N Street, 

Washington, D. C. 
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. PART XII 

List of Books, Pamphlets, Articles and Addresses on Highway Traffic Regulation, 

(A) by the Author and (B) by Others 

A 
Books 

Street Traffic Regulation-Published July, 1909. 
Le Probl6ne de la Circulation-published in French July, 1912. 
Home Defense League Manual of the District of Colunibia-published May, 1917. 
The Science of Traffic Regulation-published April, 1920. 
The first Police Traffic Regulations for New York, dated October 30, 1903, and all! 

revisions since that time.

The Police Traffic, -.Regulations for the Cit.%- of Paris-dated July 10, 1912, etc.


Pamphlets 
Suggestions for the Management of Carriages at Entertainnients-publishedFeb. 1900., 
Suggested Rules and Reforms for the Management of St. Traffic-published Feb. 1902. 
Rules of the Road Revised-published May, 1902. 
Rules of the Road and Other Ordinances Regulating Street Traffic Pending Before-

the Board of Aldermen, February, 1903-published February, 1903. 
How to Improve City Car Service-published May, 1907. 
Street Traffic Conditions, Public Carriage Service and Automobile Licensing in 

London and Paris-published February, 1910. 
Report on Fast and Slow Moving Traffic on Roads for the Third International Roacl 

Congress-published in English, French and German, 1913 (republished in Der 
Strassenbau, Halle, Germany). 

Street Traffic Regulation as It was, Is and Ought to be-published by -.National In
stitute of Social Sciences, December, 1915. 

Street Traffic Regulation-published by the National Safety Council, August, 1916. 
Essentials for the Efficient Regulation of Street Traffic-1917 (reprint from "The 

Official Register" of the Policemen's Benevolent Association of Westchester, 
Inc., New York State). 

Magazine and Newspaper Articles 
Reform in Our Street Traffic Most Urgently Needed-Rider and Driver, Jail. 20, 1900

Rules of the Road Revised-Rider and Driver, January 5, 1901.

Improvement in Street Traffic-Rider and Driver, November 14, 1903.

Street Traffic Regulation from an Economic Standpoint-Rider and Driverjan. 2,1904.

Street Traffic find Civic Transportation-Rider and Driver, March 12, 1904.

Revised Traffic Regulation-Rider and Driver, December 24, 1904.

Rules for Driving and St. Traffic Regulations Revised-Rider and Driver, Dec. 24, 1904.

Street Traffic Regulation-Synopsis, Past, Present and Future-Rider and Driver,.


January 28, 1905. 
Proposed Widening of 5tb Avenue to Improve Traffic Conditions-Rider and Driver, 

November 17, 1906. 
The Taximeter Cab-Rider and Driver, June 8, 1907. 
National Speed Regulations Proposed for Motor Vehicles, Bicycles and Horses-

Rider and Driver, October 5, 1907. 
Automobile Road Signs-Rider and Driver, October 12, 1907. 
National Licensing for Motor Drivers and National Numbering for Motor Cars-Rider 

and Driver, November 16, 1907. 
Two Street Traffic Problems of Vital Interest to New York-Rider and Driver,, 

October 15, 1910. 
Saving Life, Time and Money-Ainerican Conservation, July, 1911. 
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Le Probl
me de la Circulation par W. P. Eno.-Je Sais Tout, January 15, 1913.

Traffic Regulation at Capital-Rider and Driver, February 13, 1913.

Standardized Street Traffic Regolation-Rider and Driver, March 15, 1913.

The Demand for Uniform Traffie, Rules-Rider and Driver, August 30, 1913.

Isles of Safety for Fifth Avenue-Rider and Driver, September 13, 1913,

Standardized Street Traffic Regulation-American City, September, 1913.

Traffie, Semophores and Crowsnests-Rider and -Driver, March 7, 1914.

New Traffic Plan at 57th St. and Fifth Avenue-Rider and Driver, December 19, 1914.

Police Duties in Regulating Traffic-Rider and Driver, November 27, 1915.

Essentials for the Efficient Regulation of Street Traffic-Year Book of the New York


State Association of Chiefs of Police, 1916, and The Official Register of the 
Policemen's Benevolent Association of Westchester, Inc., New York State, 1917. 

Traffic Regulation-National Municipal Review, January, 1917. 
Potarv Traffic Regulation at Street Intersections-Municipal Engineering, Mar. 1917. 
Safetv Isles for Traffic Proteetion-Ainerican City, April, 1917. 
Streci Traffic Regulation in Relation to Public Safety-Rider and Driver, Jul.1 

21, 1917. 
One-Way and Two-Way Street Traffic-Motor Travel, November, 1917. 
The Rble of Traffic Regulation in Reconstruction of France-The New France, De

cember, 1918. 
Educate People on Rules to Curb Traffic Accidents-Washington Star, Jan. 21, 1919, 
Traffic Regulation and Their Value-Good Roads, February 22, 1919. 
America's Traffic Accidents Too Numerous to Mention-Written for Bulletih No.' 52 

Highways Transport Committee, U. S. Council of 7\ational Defense. Reprinted 
iu the American City, March, 1920, etc. 

Addresses 
National Traffic, Regub,)tion-Address before National Legislative Convention held 

in District of Columbia to Favor 11,Tational Registration Bill, 'February, 1910. 
Street Traffic Regulations in Relation to Public Safety-Address delivered at the 

Fifth Annual Safety Congress National Safety Council, Detroit, Oct. 20,1916. 
Rotary Traffic-What it has already done and what it is capable of-Address de

livered to Engineering Association for the Advancement of Science at the 
Automobile Club, December 28, 1916, etc. 

R 
13ook 
Lectures on the Regulation of Traffie, by Alfred Edward, Superintendent, Ind Fred. X. 

Brack, Inspector, New South Wales Police, 1920. 

Magazine and Newspaper Articles 
Rules of Read Revised. Mr. Eno suggests changes and additions for better manage

ment, etc.-Brooklyn Daily Standard Union, January 30, 1900. 
Regulations of the Road-Brooklyn Citizen, February 17, 1902. 
Proposed Street Traffic Reforms-New York Times, February 23, 1902. 
-Plans to Overcome Congestion of America's Crowded City Streets-Boston Journal, 

January 19, 1903. 
New Traffic Rules Empty Opera House in Littic _.Nlore than Half Hour-New York 

Herald, November 21, 1905. 
American Who is Introducing New York Traffic Rules in Paris-Evelling World, 

November 27, 1909. 
Paris Streets Are -Ruled bv New Yorker-
ew York World, December 5, 1909. 
American Street Traffic ]Regulations Find Favor with Paris Authorities-New York 

Herald, December 15, 1909. 
Ancient Paris Taking Lessons from Young New York on How to Make Her Streets 

Both Safe and Useful-'_,Keiv York Herald, December 26, 1909. 
National Convention to Urge Federal Auto Law-Moruing Telegran-1, 11'ebruar.y 13, 1910. 
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Le Probl
nie de la Circulation-Le Temps, June 3, 1910. 
Cochers et Chauffeurs-Le Matin, June 18, 1910. 
Cireulez-Soleil, June 26, 1910. 
Circulez! Oui-Mals Comment? (full page letter of Mr. Enols)-Le Matin, June 

24,, 1910. 
R
glement Concernant la Circulation Sur la Voie Publique-Le Matin, June 24, 1910, 
Circulez! Oui-Mais Comment?-Le Matin, July 1, 1910. 
Circulez!-Le Matin, July 31, 1910. 
Traffic on Streets-Washington Herald, February 5, 1911. 
American Solves Traffic Problem in Paris (full page)-New York Sun, May 12, 1912. 
Contre Ilencoinbreinent de Paris-Le Matin, June 23, 1912. 
La Circulation sans danger-Excelsior, July 29, 1912. 
La Circulation des V
hicules h Paris-Le Temps, September 27, 1912. 
Washington's "Gyratory" Regulations and tbe "Doctor of Traffic Problems," Who 

Made Them-Washington Star, May 18, 1913. 
Comment se Forme une Sp&ialiU la Circulation dans les Grandes Villes-Le Spectateur, 

June, 1913. 
Advocates Reform in Control of Street Traffie-New York Herald, September 8, 1913. 
Am6liorons toujours la circulation parisienne-Excelsior, September 25, 1913. 
Le Syst
me Infaillible-Nouvelles, November 22, 1913. 
How Traffic Regulation in Paris is Being Revolutionized by an American-Ameriean 

City, January, 1914. 
The Science of Street Traffic, by Arno Dosch-World's Work, February, 1.914. 
A Cause for Thanksgiving-Rider and Driver, March 7, 1914. 
One-Way Traffic Street is Urged in this City by Inventor of System-New York Even

ing World, June 11, 1914. 
To Try Rotary Traffic on 5th Avenue-New York Times, September 6, 1914. 
W. P. Eno Describes Ideal Traffic Rules-Washington Star, October 17, 1914. 
Now Yorker Here to Study Tryout of Traffic Rules-Detroit Free Press, February 

6, 1915. 
Advocates Standard Street Traffic Rules. Mr. Eno of this city addressed the National 

Safety Congress at Detroit-Washington Star, October 20, 1916. 
Standardizing Traffic Rules-Motor Age, September 28, 1916. 
W. P. Eno Says Rotary Plan is Traffic Need-New York Sun, November 26, 1916. 
Duluth Adopts Eno System-Motor Age, January 18, 1917. 
New Street Tra-.
ic Bills Would Strip the Citi6s of Police Regulating Powers, by Sophie 

Irene Loeb-New York World, March 13, 1917. 
Weleh Traffic Law a Calamity if Passed, says Eno-New York Tribune, April 1, 1917. 
Bringing Parisian Sons of Liberty to Order-American Motorist, August, 1917. 
Offers Suggestion to Relieve Traffic. W. P. Eno Would Vary Hours of Working in 

Federal Departments-Washington Star, December 20, 1917. 
Eno Traffic Tower Urged for Use Here-Washington Star, February 25, 1918. 
Detroit Has New Idea in Traffic Control-Automobile Journal, June 10, 1918. 
An American System of Great Benefit to France-New France, October, 1918. 
Federal Traffic Act is Advocated-Washington Star, January 12, 1919. 
Traffic Law (Syndicated Article), by Frederick Haskin-January, 1919. 
La Circulation daris Paris doit ftre r6glement6e-Journal, May 14, 1919, 
Comment Refaire nos Routes. M. Eno vous donne de bons conseils-La Petite Repu

blique, July 8, 1919. 
Suggestions for the Utilization of the Accompanying Proposed Uniform Highwai 

Traffic Regulations and Directions. Pamphlet issued by the United Stat
sl 
Council of National Defense through its Highways Transport Committee-
June, 1919. 

Les Embarras de Paris-Mouiteur de Paris, October 12, 191.9. 
Suggested General Highway Traffic Regulations-American City, October, 191.9. 
La Circulation A Paris-La Justice, November 8, 1919. 
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PLAN' FOR DISTRIBUTION 

(1) The entire cost of production of THE SCIENCE Or 
HIGHWAY TRArriC REGULATION, including an edition for 
free distribution, has been met by the author, who reserves 
for himself the privilege of purchasing direct from the printer 
whatever extra quantities he desires. 

(2) Brentano's has undertaken the retail sale of the book at 
cost, plus a reasonable profit. Price at present 50c a copy. 

(3) For large orders by Police Departments, Civic Associa
tions, Public Schools, Life and Automobile Insurance Com
panies, the Red Cross, Hospitals, Automobile Clubs, Associa
tions, Schools, Manufacturers and Sales Companies, and any in
dividual or organization desiring copies for educational pur
poses, address Byron S. Adams, Printer, 512 11th Street, 
Washington, D. C. 

Price at present-100 copies $25.00. 
1,000 copies $225.00. 

All who are interested in preserving Life, and preventing 
accidents through improved Traffic Regulations are asked to 
assist in the distribution of THE SCIENCE OF HIGHWAY 
TRAFFIC REGULATION. 

Plates for printing the four pages of General 
Highway Traffle Regulations, as shown on pages 
4, 5, 6 and 7 of this book, including the inser
tion of name of Toum, City or State, date, 
etc., and also printed copies of the regulations 
ready for distribution may be secured frout 
the Printer. Prices on application. 




